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The Adventist Church owns and operates 106 higher education institutions
worldwide, and opened its first higher education institution in 1874. To date, less than
20 women have served in the capacity of president, even though women outnumber men
at all educational levels as students. Using purposive sampling techniques, this
phenomenological study examined the lived experiences of 6 women who served as
presidents of Adventist Higher Education Institutions, to uncover how they were able to
break the glass ceiling. The participants shared their significant relationships and
experiences, their personal and professional characteristics, leadership styles and
practices, and their personal and professional barriers. Further, they also shared their

advice to women who aspire for top leadership positions, specifically as presidents at
Adventist Higher Education Institutions.
Data was collected through face-to-face interviews, FaceTime interviews,
observations/shadowing, field notes/researcher’s journal, the Leadership Practice
Inventory–Self by Kouzes and Posner (1995), demographic survey sheet, and curriculum
vitae. A total of 10 themes emerged—(a) influential persons in leadership development,
(b) childhood antecedents of leadership potential, (c) academic qualifications and
leadership experience, (d) shared personal and professional characteristics, (e) personal
barriers, (f) professional barriers, (g) managing barriers, (h) mixed leadership styles and
practices, (i) preparation, and (j) connectedness with God.
The findings revealed that the participants had positive experiences with parents,
teachers, role models, and male mentors who influenced their leadership development, in
addition to having clear indication that God had led them to the presidency. The
participants had high academic qualifications and significant leadership experiences prior
to serving as presidents. They also possessed personal and professional characteristics
that were consistently identified as characteristics of good leaders. Some of the personal
and professional barriers that emerged from the study differed from the results of
previous studies since the participants generally felt that they had few barriers while they
served as presidents. The participants used mixed leadership styles. All participants
reported using some aspects of transformational, participative/democratic, and
androgynous leadership approaches. A unique finding is that they also used overlapping
elements of servant leadership and transformational leadership even though they did not
identify themselves as servant leaders. The women leaders advised aspiring women to

ensure that they are prepared through their high academic qualifications and relevant
leadership experiences. They further counseled that these aspiring women should develop
a close connection with God and be ready to respond to His call for them to serve as
presidents.
A review of present literature suggests that there is an existent glass ceiling in the
Adventist educational system since out of 106 presidents worldwide, only 6 are women, a
disconcerting 5.66% representation. Analysis of the experiences of the participants in this
study, however, revealed that a different type of glass ceiling may exist in the Adventist
denomination since women reportedly did not struggle to earn the positions as presidents
but rather felt led by God to that role. It is, therefore, possible that invisible internal
structures, successful indoctrination of a mentally constructed glass ceiling, cultural
negation, historicity of Adventist education, and espoused views of the role that women
play in the church are some factors that may have contributed to the underrepresentation
of women as presidents and possibly have restrained women even from aspiring to serve
in that capacity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“In the near future, we shall have more women than men in charge of the vast
educational system. It is a woman’s natural field, and she is no longer satisfied to
do the larger part of the work and yet be denied the leadership” (Young, as cited
in Tyack, 1974, p. 265).
Background
A random walk through almost any higher education institution (HEI) would
possibly reveal that there are more females than males enrolled. Radcliffe (2013) reports
that female students outnumbered males in most United Kingdom (UK) universities. In
the United States of America, there are about 57% of women in colleges, a growing trend
since the late 1970s (Borzelleca, 2012; Marklein, 2005; A. Williams, 2010). Specifically,
Borzelleca (2012) states that
on a national scale, public universities had the most even division between male
and female students, with a male-female ratio of 43.6–56.4. While that difference
is substantial, it still is smaller than private not-for-profit institutions (42.5-57.5)
or all private schools (40.7-59.3). . . . Nevertheless, the female domination of
higher education prevails across all types of schools. (para. 4)
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Adventist Higher Education institutions (AHEIs) seem to be experiencing a
similar trend. For example, the male to female ratio at Andrews University was 44% to
56%; at Florida Hospital College of Health Sciences, it was 20% to 80%; at Oakwood
University, it was 39% to 61%; and at Southern Adventist University, it was 43% to 57%
(“What Is the Male to Female Ratio at Southern Adventist University,” 2012). Not
surprisingly then, Nidiffer and Bashaw (2001) posit that at HEIs “women compose
slightly more than half of all undergraduates, earn one-third of the doctoral degrees, and
constitute one-third of the faculty” (p. 5). This is supported by the University Continuing
Education Association’s (2002) assertion that more women are entering the workforce.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is still a portentous underrepresentation of
women who serve in senior management positions in both secular and sectarian HEIs
worldwide, even in the United States (Shakeshaft, 1989) and the United Kingdom
(Acker, 1989). Further, Sharma (2012) cites Morley, professor of the Education
Department and director of the Centre for Higher Education and Equity Research at the
University of Sussex in the United Kingdom, who states,
The lack of women leaders in universities has become a global problem
irrespective of the social, political or cultural context. . . . ‘It is a global
phenomenon. It does not matter whether [countries] have equity legislation or
military regimes, they still have an under-representation of women at the highest
levels of higher education.’ (para. 2, 3)
The Seventh-day Adventist Church currently owns and operates approximately
106 HEIs worldwide (General Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church:
Department of Education, n.d.). The operation of the first AHEI dates back to the year
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1874 when Battle Creek College was opened, but the first female president of an AHEI
was appointed in 1989 (F. Greenleaf, 2005), some 115 years later. As of the year 2014,
less than 20 women have served as presidents at AHEIs worldwide. Specifically, 17
women presidents have been identified. Notably, of the 106 current college and
university presidents at AHEIs, only six are women: Dr. Heather Knight of Pacific Union
College, an accredited institution since 1933 (F. Greenleaf, 2005), as its first African
American female president (Kellner, n.d.); Dr. Hermini Perla of Central American
Adventist University in Costa Rica; Dr. Maximina Contreras Castro of Peruvian Union
University, Lima, Peru; Dr. Leonor Bustinza Cabala de Carbo of Peruvian Union
University, Juliaca, Peru; Dr. Alice Chen Magarang of Taiwan Adventist College; and
Dr. Miriam Bageni Mwita of the University of Eastern Africa, Baraton (International
Conference for College & University Presidents, 2014). These figures are very
disproportionate.
Glaim (2010), in her article “Above the Glass Ceiling: Lessons in Leadership
From Female Presidents of SDA Colleges and Universities,” highlights the names of
most of the women who have served as presidents at AHEIs prior to the year 2010. These
women presidents included “Myrna Costa, Antillean Adventist University; Andrea
Luxton, Canadian University College; Herminia Perla, Central America Adventist
University; Araceli Vazquez, Linda Vista University; Jane Sabes, Newbold College;
Alice Magarang, Taiwan Adventist College. . . . Siriporn Tantipoonwinwai, Asia Pacific
International University; Esther Diaz, Cuba Adventist Seminary; Lucille Sabas, Adventist
University Cosendai; and Lyn Behrens, Loma Linda University and Adventist Health
Sciences Center” (Glaim, 2010, p. 74). Three of those who were not included in the list of
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Glaim (2010) were Dr. Myrna Colon, Antillean Adventist University; Arceli Rosario,
South Philippine Adventist College; and Antoinette Bastien, Haitian Adventist
University.
Similarly, women seem to be breaking the glass ceiling in some public
universities in the United States. Most recently, on November 1, 2012, after 181 years of
history, the University of Alabama appointed its first female president, Dr. Judy Bonner
(Holland, 2012). Also, the Alabama State University appointed its first female president,
Dr. Gwendolyn Boyd, on December 19, 2013, in its 146th year (“Alabama State
University Selects New President,” 2013).
Many factors seem to contribute to the large underrepresentation of women in
leadership. The literature suggests some of these reasons to be: (a) some patriarchal
societies still view men as the significant figures and women as the support (Bourdieu,
2006); (b) discrimination (Corcoran, 2008); (c) gender bias (Kellerman, Rhode, &
O’Connor, 2007); (d) issues of equity (Reason, Walker, & Robinson, 2002); (e) gender
inequality (Corcoran, 2008; Davies-Netzley, 1998; Kellerman et al., 2007); (f) culture
(Curry, 2000); (g) family obligations (Corcoran, 2008; Kellerman et al., 2007; White,
Cox, & Cooper, 1992); (h) career paths (Cook, 2012; Kim & Cook, 2012); (i) stereotypes
(Corcoran, 2008; Reason et al., 2002); (j) lack of female mentors (Bronstein, Rothblum,
& Solomon, 1993; Dessler, 2008); and (k) differences in leadership styles (Shakeshaft,
1989). Moreover, Ollenburger and Moore (1998) postulate, “The pyramid of gender
segregation is evident in higher education teaching and administration” (p. 139),
especially since women significantly outnumber men as students at most higher
education institutions around the world, according to the United Nations Educational
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Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO, 2009). Inversely, they are
underrepresented (Acker, 1989; Shakeshaft, 1989; Sharma, 2012) at the highest level as
presidents of HEIs. T. M. Brown (2005) even contends that despite the increase in the
number of college presidents, the underrepresentation is disproportionately low.
Dominici et al. (n.d.) explored the cause why women were underrepresented in
academic leadership. The researchers used a sample of 27 women with varied positions
such as department chairs, deans, and provosts. A few significant findings were (a) the
majority of the participants believed that the paths to leadership for women are slower or
blocked, (b) the current definitions of leadership are less attractive to women and
possibly even to some men, (c) the women who hold leadership positions within an
organization are not generally recognized or rewarded equitably, and (d) women are
generally not included in the informal intellectual networks of leadership.
In another study conducted by Corcoran (2008) using four women presidents of
Ivy League universities in the United States, she explored the perceptions of these
presidents regarding barriers that hindered women in becoming college or university
presidents. The participants expressed that multiple factors were responsible for the
dearth of women serving as presidents. Among the factors they cited were (a) persistent
gender discrimination, (b) gender inequity, and (c) the struggle for women to maintain
work/life balance. Notably, the researcher recommended an intervention to address the
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lack of representation of women (and minorities) as college presidents and called for
reconsideration from the persistent stereotypes of the male leader.
Though studies about women in higher educational leadership are on the rise
(Bornstein, 2007; Coleman, 2004; Grogan & Brunner, 2005; Pounder & Coleman, 2002),
I could not uncover any such studies conducted on women leaders at AHEIs. Closely
though was Glaim’s (2010) article about some of the women who had served as
presidents at AHEIs. This dearth of research on women at AHEIs does not correspond
well with the fact that the church is fast growing in most societies with woman being the
leading gender at an estimated ratio of 43% male-to-57% female (B. Baker, personal
communication, December 9, 2013), in addition to the female-to-male ratios at AHEIs.
Overall, Cook (2012) contends that this underrepresentation of women and
minorities in college presidency needs to be addressed. With this statistics and the
growing trend of more women in HEIs, there seems to be a need for the leadership of
higher education institutions to become more proportionate, and the Adventist
educational system is not exempt. In addition, global figures reveal that in most instances
men grossly outnumber women. Reports about women in higher education and
management showed that men outnumbered women, five-to-one, in middle management
positions and about two-to-one in senior management positions (Kochan & Pascarelli,
2003; Dines, as cited in Singh, 2013). It is these disproportionate figures that guide the
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purpose of this study, to uncover how women in this study were able to break the glass
ceiling.
Women in Ancient Societies
Predating the 19th century, there was no universal consensus on the role of
women in ancient societies, specifically in leadership. As such, in some societies the role
of a woman was strictly as a mother and wife and bound to house duties, such as the case
of Greek women (Ferguson, 2003; Lefkowitz & Fant, 1982; Rowlandson, 1998). Further,
Rowlandson (1998) reveals that young girls in Greek and Roman Egypt were educated in
a variety of skills that prepared them to be wives and mothers. These skills included
“spinning, weaving, clothes-making, the preparation of food, and the direction of
domestic workers and slaves” (Rowlandson, 1998, p. 299). In examining more recent
history, Jones (1998) posits that “Swedish women were not permitted to teach until 1853,
and Norwegian women until 1869” (p. 95). The educational focus then would obviously
impact women holding leadership positions in these societies.
Additionally, women in Roman societies were seen or treated as the property of
the husband since he owned everything in the home (Ferguson, 2003; Lefkowitz & Fant,
1982; Rowlandson, 1998). Other societies however seemed to have embraced the
leadership capabilities of women from very early periods. For example, Egyptian women,
according to some authors, enjoyed the same legal and economic rights as men in their
society (Tyldesley, 1994).
Women in the Bible
Jones (1998) reveals that women “played an essential role in the establishment of
Christianity” (p. 63) and had significant leadership roles during Bible times, especially
7

after the death of Jesus (Jones, 1998; Kraemer, 1992). There were spiritual
businesswomen, spiritual leaders/prophets/apostles, deacons, and judges. Jones (1998)
wrote that it was not until the church became more formal and institutionalized “that
women were relegated to the shadows” (p. 64). A few examples of women leaders in the
Bible were Lydia, Deborah, Hulda, Miriam, Priscilla, and Phoebe, among others.
Deborah was heralded as one of the most notable women leaders in Bible times, serving
as a judge at a time when moral leadership was on the decline (C. A. Brown, 1992; Jones,
1998; Judg 4). Jones (1998) affirms, “Her leadership was instrumental in the defeat of the
Canaanites, one of the tribes that oppressed Israel” (p. 51). Other women also had
positive impacts as leaders or in leadership roles during Bible times.
Kraemer (1992) suggests that Prisca or Priscilla was also one of the women
leaders in the New Testament. He makes that connection based on the work of joint
ministry with her husband Aquila, who was a key member of Paul’s circle. Notably
Kraemer (1992) deduces the importance of this woman based on the manner in which the
couple were referred to in the Bible as “Priscilla and Aquila, rather than vice versa”
(p. 175), as is most commonly done. Another woman distinguished by some scholars as a
leader in the Bible was Lydia (Acts 16). In the book of Acts, Lydia is described as a
central businesswoman in the area of Philippi. Phipps (1992) describes her as an
international trader, possibly due to the strategic location of her business.
Many other women can be cited in ancient history and the Bible for their
contributions in their societies. These women seemed to have generally risen from the
perceptions and practices in their societies even though it was probably at a slow pace
and disproportionate to their male counterparts. Notwithstanding those realities of the
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past, there is possibly greater upward movement for women in modern societies since
women evidently outnumber men at all educational levels. The discrepancies, however,
continue to exist because women are still grossly underrepresented in some key
leadership positions such as the presidency in HEIs.
Women in Higher Education
The Department for Professional Employees Fact Sheet 2010 summarizes figures
reported by the U.S. Department of Education in a 2010 survey on both past and
projected trends in the field of education as it pertains to women. Particularly, the report
indicates that
women have been earning more bachelor’s degrees than men since 1982 and they
have been earning more master’s degrees than men since 1981. They are
projected to earn 59% of all postsecondary degrees conferred in 2008. Women are
projected to earn 52% of professional degrees conferred in 2008–09, up from
2.6% in 1961. Women are projected to earn 52.7% of all doctoral degrees in
2008–09, while in 1961 they earned only 10.5% of all doctoral degrees.
(Department for Professional Employees Fact Sheet, 2010, para. 10-12)
Chapman (1989) had shared, “We also take the optimistic view and predict that
the advances made for women in the workplace over the next decade will not regress . . .
but progress” (p. 14). Later, Chliwniak (1997) found that even though more than 52% of
the current student body at most HEIs were women, “only 16 percent of college and
university presidents are women, only 13 percent of chief business officers are women,
and only 25 percent of chief academic officers are women” (p. 5). Notwithstanding the
optimistic prediction of Chapman (1989), women are slowly rising to the top to serve as
9

presidents. Supposedly, a greater number of women would be serving at the top in the
workplace since they outnumber men in attaining degrees at all levels, and may be
suitably qualified to do so, but such is not the reality.
Ogden, McTavish, and McKean (2006) revealed that women made up more than
half of the workforce in developed countries but contended with visible barriers that
prevented them from serving in middle-to-senior management positions. Additionally, a
survey of the literature reveals that in the 2000s what Chapman (1989) predicted and
what Chliwniak (1997) discovered had not dramatically improved. For example, West
and Curtis (2006) conducted a study using 1,445 colleges and universities for the school
year 2005-2006. They uncovered that women earned more than half of all doctoral
degrees earned by Americans. In addition, they made up about 45% of tenure-track
faculty, 31% of tenured faculty, and approximately 24% of full professorships.
In addition, Kim and Cook (2012) in analyzing the data collected by the American
Council on Education, reveal that there was an increase over the years of women serving
as presidents in HEIs in the United States. Particularly, the report highlights that in 1986,
women accounted for 9.5% of presidents in HEIs; in 1998 this figure more than doubled
to 19.3%; in 2006, the figure increased to 23.0%; and there was a further increase to
26.4% in the year 2011 (Corcoran, 2008; Kim & Cook, 2012). Thus, Lichtman (2013),
when looking only at the increase in women representation from the past to date but not
taking account all factors, would regard women as playing a role. Though these figures
look promising because there appears to be some growth, Cook (2012) contends that the
growth pattern suggested that women would have, by now, been serving in as much as
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half of the presidency positions as college presidents, but instead, they serve in barely
over a quarter.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the lived experiences of the women
leaders who had served as presidents at AHEIs. The overall aim was to uncover the
experiences that contributed to their ability to break the glass ceiling, gain an
understanding of their stories, and examine the similarities and differences in their
experiences.
Statement of the Problem
Historically, the presence of women in HEIs is short and was documented only
somewhere around the late 19th century (Thelin, 2004). This account, however, is not
free from accusations such as the exemptions of women participation in HEIs by statute
during the early stages of education in America, incomplete or missing records of female
students, and the fact that at some points women were allowed to attend classes but not
earn degrees (Thelin, 2004). The records of most HEIs in 2014, including AHEIs suggest
a heavily weighted female student population at all levels: bachelor’s, graduate and postgraduate studies, but few or no formal records currently exist on this growing trend at
AHEIs in general.
Notably, the history of the Seventh-day Adventist Church records the significant
role of one woman Ellen White in developing the philosophical foundations upon which
the current Adventist education system rests (Knight, 1983). Further, Knight (2001)
contends that “Mrs. White’s vision of the goals of the Adventist education system were
broader than those of other church leaders” (p. 171). Consequently, she played a major
11

role in forming the philosophy, aims, goals, and structure of the current system for
colleges and even elementary schools though her extensive writings of encouragement,
testimonies, and guidance (Knight, 2001). Overall, Knight (1983) submits that White was
the
prophetic thought leader of Adventist education from its inception until her death
in 1915. It is impossible to comprehend Adventist education either currently or
historically without understanding the role and impact of Ellen White upon its
development. She was not only a central figure in its development, but she was
the only Adventist leader who was in constant prominence from its beginnings up
through the end of its formative period. (p. 26)
Though I was able to locate 17 women who served or are serving as presidents at
AHEIs and a few others in general leadership positions, it is currently unclear how
women are viewed in leadership because of the gender disparities in the number of
women represented at AHEIs and the number of women who eventually serve at the
highest level of leadership. It is also unknown whether the glass ceiling in the Adventist
denomination is as high as it is for women in corporate and secular societies. The
findings of the study would possibly shed some light on whether a glass ceiling actually
exists, and if it does, how high it may be or in what format it may present itself.
The glass ceiling for women generally refers to an invisible barrier that prevents
them from rising or advancing to the top levels of leadership or management.
Specifically, Castro and Furchtgott-Roth (1997) refer to it as a faux plateau or point
“beyond which women are denied the opportunity to advance to upper levels of executive
management” (p. 24). More specifically, Powell and Butterfield (1994) suggest that it is
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“a barrier to entry into top-level management positions . . . based on attitudinal or
organizational bias . . . simply because they are women rather than because they lack the
ability to handle jobs at higher levels” (p. 68). Not associated with this research inquiry,
Ginn (1989) reports that prior to the progression of the feminine movement in the late
1920s, women outnumbered men as principals of elementary schools, but those figures
dropped from 55% to about 18% between 1928 and 1984. Grady and Wesson (1994)
broke these figures and submitted that in the 1940s, the composition of women as
elementary school principals in the United States was 41%; in the 1950s, it dropped to
38%; in the 1960s, the figure went down to 22%; and by 1980, these figures dropped to
less than 20%.
In Canada, a 1995 report indicated that 64.2% of the teaching workforce were
women. Despite this percentage, only 5% served as superintendents, 25% as assistant
superintendents, 26% as principals, and 36% as assistant or associate principals (Alberta
Education, 1995). Similarly, women hold a large number of the positions at AHEIs as
faculty and some positions in administration, but still seem to very slowly make their way
to serve as presidents.
Generally, the literature is rife about women in educational administrative
positions as principals of elementary schools. Statistics for women in HEIs is more
difficult to obtain. For example, UNESCO does not collect global statistics on women
leaders in HEIs (UNESCO, 1993). Likewise, records do not currently exist on the
percentage of women serving in Adventist institutions since “gender data are not
collected at present” (L. Beardsley, personal communication, October 13, 2013).
Consequently, the figures presented by Grady and Wesson (1994) and the Alberta
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Education (1995) provide a picture of the representation of women in education, even
though those figures were not specific to HEIs.
As such, there is a need to have data on women in leadership since most of the
literature on leadership is about male leaders. In addition, there seems to be an even
greater need to examine the experiences of women in educational leadership at AHEIs
since women are the majority customers at AHEIs and majority population in the
Adventist Church. Overall, since little is known about the experiences of women leaders
who serve as presidents at AHEIs, it would be beneficial to examine the experiences that
contributed to these women presidents being able to break the glass ceiling, in an effort to
begin the discussions on how female presidents emerge in the Adventist education
system.
Overall, the face of higher education has been changing since the 1970s and
global reports consistently suggest that women make up a disproportionate segment of
the students and faculty at HEIs. Regardless of this transformation, women are still very
much underrepresented in top leadership positions in HEIs, explicitly, AHEIs. In an
effort to address this disparity in the Adventist higher education system, examining the
experiences of the women who had served in the capacity of presidents would provide
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some preliminary data on women leaders in the Adventist denomination, specifically
presidents at AHEIs.
Research Questions
The main purpose of this study was to explore the experiences that enabled the
participants to break the glass ceiling and rise to serve as presidents at AHEIs. Five
questions were geared to reach this goal:
1. What personal and professional relationships and experiences influenced the
development of the women who have served as presidents at AHEIs?
2. What personal and professional characteristics enabled these women to serve
as presidents at AHEIs?
3. What personal and professional barriers have these women leaders
experienced and how have they managed them?
4. What are the leadership styles and practices of women leaders at AHEIs?
5. What advice would these women leaders give to other women who aspire to
become leaders at AHEIs?

Theoretical Framework
This study was anchored on three theories. The first theory is Clinton’s (1989)
leadership emergence theory, which examines how Christian leaders develop over time.
The second is Burn’s transformational leadership theory (1978), which has been
frequently associated with women leadership in the literature, and has overlapping
elements with democratic and androgynous leadership theories. It guided the
interpretation of the leadership styles and practices of the women leaders. Finally, the
critical theory of Marx (1963) that is concerned with issues pertaining to race, class, and
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gender. It was used as a guide to explore the barriers these women leaders faced on their
rise to leadership and during the time of their presidency.
Significance of the Study
Since 1874, the Seventh-day Adventist Church opened its doors to offer higher
education studies. In 2014 however, less than 20 women have been identified who have
served as presidents. Studies conducted to examine experiences that enabled these
women to break the glass ceiling were not forthcoming. It is my hope that the findings of
this study would be beneficial to a number of individuals and groups.
Firstly, the findings of this study would add to the growing body of literature on
women leaders by providing preliminary data on the experiences of women who served
in educational leadership at AHEIs. Secondly, the findings may heighten awareness
among Adventist leaders into the gender-based barriers or structures that exist within the
system, especially since education is heavily weighted toward women as the majority
consumers. Thirdly, the findings may also possibly assist Adventist institutions, in
particular, and the Adventist Church, in general, in reexamining the role and calling of
women into leadership positions. Finally, the findings may motivate women who aspire
to serve as leaders and who believe that they are gifted to lead through the practical
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strategies that are presented in this study from the collective experiences of the
participants.
Definition of Terms
An operational definition of some of the key terms in this paper is provided
below.
Adventist higher education institutions refer to tertiary institutions, colleges,
and universities, operated by the Seventh-day Adventist Church worldwide.
Barriers refer to organizational structures, policies, or practices that hinder or slow
women from rising to the top at the same rate or using the same career paths as
men.
Career paths refer to the jobs and career opportunities held by women leaders prior to
being appointed and inaugurated as presidents of higher education institutions.
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventist is the governing organization of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church (General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists, n.d.).
Glass ceiling refers to the invisible barriers that prevent a woman from attaining top
positions at higher education institutions.
Higher education institutions refer to tertiary institutions, both colleges and
universities.
Lived experience “is used to describe the first-hand accounts and impressions of living as
a member of a minority or oppressed group” (“Lived Experience,” n.d.).
Women leaders refer to women who hold the position of president at an HEI.
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Overview of the Study
Chapter 1 provides a general background of the study and presents the problem
addressed throughout the paper. Specifically, it provided the purpose of the study, the
statement of problem, the four research questions guiding the study, the theoretical
framework, the significance of the study, and definitions of some key terms used in the
paper. Chapter 2 presents a review of literature pertaining to topics such as the glass
ceiling phenomena, personal and professional characteristics of women leaders, barriers
to women in leadership, personal and professional barriers, theories of leadership
associated with women, and previous studies on women in leadership.
Chapter 3 describes in detail the research design, methodology, and rationale for
their selected research approach, with the goal of answering the main research question.
It also provides an in-depth view of the nature of reality in the study. Later, the
procedures for data collection, the types of instruments used for data collection, the data
analyses procedures, the methods of establishing trustworthiness, and the ethical issues
pertaining to the study was discussed.
Chapter 4 through 8 discusses the actual results of the study, along with the
discussions pertaining to the themes and overall findings. These chapters also give an indepth view into the study by providing personal vignettes of the participants. Later, the
emergent themes are presented under each associated research question. Raw data is used
to support the themes, which were developed from the direct words, phrases, or stories
shared by the participants for which there was common meaning or where the views were
somewhat divergent from those of other women. Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter of
the study.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A quick review of the literature reveals that there is much contention between the
views that women are rising into educational leadership, specifically as principals and
presidents, and the statistics which shows that they are underrepresented (Acker, 1989;
Barmao, 2013; Shakeshaft, 1989; Sharma, 2012; Weber, Feldman, & Poling, 1981)
regardless of their large number in the teaching profession (Arthur & Davies, 2010;
Canning, Godfrey, & Holzer-Zelazewska, 2007; Mulinge 2002) and in the undergraduate,
graduate, and post-graduate programs (Borzelleca, 2012; Marklein, 2005; Nidiffer &
Bashaw, 2001; Radcliffe, 2013; A. Williams, 2010). For example, in the elementary
schools in the United States, Grogan and Brunner (2005) reported that there were only
18% of school superintendents although the teaching service has a representative 75% of
women. Possibly looking at both sides, Lichtman (2013) states that
more than 90% of elementary school teachers are women. Of the three million
teachers in the United States, only 25% are men. Educational research
departments and professional organizations used to be dominated by men. Today,
this is no longer the case; women play a major role. (p. 26)
For some, that major role is the appearance of growth of women in educational leadership
through the past few decades even though there is still an evident underrepresentation of
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women based on the proportion of men to women graduating from the university every
year.
This literature review will look into the factors that contribute to the growing
discrepancy of women serving as presidents in HEIs. The first section provides a
discussion on the glass ceiling phenomenon. The second section presents an overview of
leadership, as well as a discussion on the leadership styles associated with women. The
third section examines the career paths of women in leadership and the fourth section
looks at the barriers and challenges women face while serving in leadership positions.
The Glass Ceiling Phenomenon
The term glass ceiling was used to describe the conflict that arose when qualified
women were unable to climb the corporate ladder and was paid smaller salaries for the
same work when compared to their male counterparts. Accordingly, Martin (1991)
defines glass ceiling as “artificial barriers based on attitudinal organizational bias that
prevent qualified individuals from advancing upward in their organization into
management-level positions” (p. 1). Morrison (as cited in Baxter & Wright, 2000)
provides a simple definition by referring to glass ceiling as “an invisible barrier that
blocks any further upward movement” (p. 275). Regardless of the different definitions or
views of the glass ceiling, it is clear that this phenomena provides little room for women
to rise to top management and educational administrative and senior positions even
though they may be qualified to do so.
Notably, Martin (1991) reveals that the term glass ceiling emerged around the
1990s and was at that time associated with corporate America. Other sources suggest that
it was coined in 1971 by Gloria Steinman and later popularized by Hymowitz and
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Schellhardt in 1986 (as cited in Churchman, 2009). They referred glass ceiling as
invisible barriers that prevented women from moving to the top in the workplace.
According to Martin (1991), the introduction of Hymowitz and Schellhardt’s
contributions came at a time when the U.S. federal government began to invest funds to
explore the discrepancies that existed in issues related to the hiring and promotion of
women in the workforce.
Recently, more terms have emerged in the literature in reference to the same
phenomenon. For example, Iverson (2011) speaks of sticky floors referring to women
being stuck in low-skilled and low-paying jobs. In addition, Eagly (2007) disregards the
glass ceiling because women have made it to the top. Rather, she presents the concept of
labyrinth. According to her, in order to reach top positions, women have to navigate
through a maze that houses invisible barriers.
The statistics as shown on studies or surveys done in the 2000s report that to some
degree, there appears to be advancement or upward movement for women, but at an
extremely disproportionate pace. Interestingly, Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) predicted
that the 1990s would have been a decade for women to shatter the glass ceiling.
Notwithstanding their prediction, studies continue to grow about the glass ceiling
phenomenon in this decade because it is still a present issue for women and even for
minorities (Athey, Avery, & Zemsky, 2000; Johnsrud & Heck, 1994; Powell &
Buttterfield, 1997; US Department of Labor, 1995;). Further, Dines in a UNESCO (1993)
document reported that women evidently outnumber men five-to-one in middle
management positions and 20 to 1 at the senior management positions.
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Development of Leaders
Though leadership has been widely studied, the literature does not provide an
absolute or consensual definition (Hannum, Martneau, & Reinelt, 2007). In addition, the
debate on whether leaders are born or made is eminent and varied schools of thought
continue to emerge. Notably, leadership authors continue to give their views about
leaders and leadership based on their leadership experience and extensive research and to
extend the debate but may not necessarily provide more clarity. For example, Kouzes and
Posner (1987) argue that “leadership is a set of learnable competencies” (p. 277), and all
exceptional leaders are also learners. In addition, Kouzes and Posner (1987) suggest that
a leader can be developed in a varied number of ways such as formal education, training,
and learning from others and from experience, but that the best of leaders are the ones
who utilize or embrace the widest range of experiences including failures and successes.
Overall, they contend that leadership development in itself is actually self-development
since leaders themselves are their own instruments.
Hannum et al. (2007) reveal a marked distinction between leader development
and leadership development based on the work of Van Velsor and McCauley (2004).
According to Van Velsor and McCauley (2004), leader development is directed toward
individuals to expand their “capacity to be effective in leadership roles and processes”
(p. 2). This view is very close to Kouzes and Posner’s (1987) self-development approach.
On the other hand, “Leadership development is frequently used as a strategy to help
prepare individuals and groups of individuals to address the complex challenges they
face” (p. xiv) and further, to expand an “organization’s capacity to enact the basic
leadership tasks needed for collective work such as setting directing, creating alignment,
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and maintaining commitment” (Hannum et al., 2007, p. 4). Additionally, leadership
emergence theories on how leaders emerge such as that of Robert Clinton and other
researchers are now part of the leadership literature debate.
Leadership Emergence Perspective
Leadership emergence theories examine how qualities, traits, and behavioral
characteristics distinguish which members of a group are more likely to emerge as
leaders. Bass (1981) suggests that “leader emergence, as contrasted with leadership, is a
product of a social interaction and results in a consensus among group members that one
[or more] individual(s) could serve the group more usefully in attaining group goals than
the other members” (p. 13). The Clinton’s leadership emergence theory guided part of
this study.
Clinton’s leadership emergence theory. Clinton (1989) developed a leadership
emergence theory about how Christian leaders develop over time. According to him, a
leader is “a person with God-given capacity and with God-given responsibility to
influence a specific group of God’s people toward God’s purposes for the group”
(p. 202). Notably, Clinton (as cited in Stadler, 2008) promotes three combined factors as
building the leadership capacity of an individual to influence others: “(a) internal
psychological processes, (b) external sociological and contextual processes, and
(c) divine processes” (p. 116). Clinton (1988) also adds three essential variables that
develop leaders: namely, (a) processing, which refers to “the ways and means used by
God to move a leader along in the overall pattern” (p. 42); (b) time, which refers to the
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temporal sequencing of developmental phases; and (c) response, which is “a leader’s
response to various processing affects movement along a given identified pattern”
(p. 339). Overall, Clinton (1989) contends that leadership development can grow, be
hindered by, or experience retardation in the time and processing of events, as well as by
the leader’s negative or positive response to God.
Notably, Clinton (1989) contends that leadership emergence is “the overall
process in which God is at work in selecting that leader. It is the broad lifetime process in
which a potential leader expands capacity for influencing to become the leader God
wants him/her to be” (p. 69). As such, it is reflective over time and is indicative in the
lived experiences of the leader, which shapes his/her character, leadership skills, and
values.
Clinton (1989) promotes six developmental phases as a timeline for most
Christian leaders. These developmental phases are (a) sovereign foundations, which
refers to the processes and the early life experiences that the future leader goes through
with his/her family and life in general, which are God’s providential work and will shape
the future leader into the kind of person he/she will later become; (b) inner-life growth,
which refers to the future leader’s journey to seek and know God on a personal and real
level and also be able to identify when God calls through prayer; (c) ministry maturing,
which is the phase where the future leader identifies his/her gifts and skills and gains a
deeper understanding of relational issues in ministry, recognizes the need for formal
training, and begins to act in leadership roles by being of service to others; (d) life
maturing, which is the phase where the leader develops a clearer understanding of his/her
gifts and finds a place where these gifts can be used effectively; (e) convergence, which
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is the phase where the leader can maximize his/her giftedness and contributes specifically
in the area of those gifts; (f) afterglow, which is the phase that is not usually attained by
most since it comes after retirement from full-time ministry. Notably, even the retired
minister, because of his/her wisdom and influence continues to make a positive impact on
others.
Childhood experiences. Studies are growing about the stage in life at which
leadership capabilities actually emerge in a person. Some authors argue that leadership
qualities can be seen as early as in one’s childhood (Bennis, 2009; Murphy & Reichard,
2011; Shin, Recchia, Lee, Lee, & Mullarkey, 2004) and may be linked to genetic factors
(Arvey & Chaturvedi, 2011; Baumrind, 1991; Ilies, Gerhardt, & Le, 2004), parental
styles (Baumrind, 1991; Darling & Steinberg, 1993; Gardner, as cited in Murphy &
Reichard, 2011; Klein, O’Bryant, & Hopkins, 1996; Murphy & Reichard, 2011; Popper,
2011), personality, temperament (Kagen, 1989), birth order, and others. Murphy and
Reichard (2011) advocate that one can tell a lot about the leadership abilities by simply
observing children on a playground.
Which child decides the game to be played, and who will play what role? What
methods do children use to convince others that their vision for what happens on
the playground is the best? Is it communication, charisma, status, or all three?
Influence and persuasion, along with other tools, would likely be used to make
sure these children, and perhaps their constituents, get what they want. (p. 3)
Consequently, the literature is promoting that leadership qualities, abilities, and,
capabilities emerge from very early in one’s developmental journey and can usually be
noticed in the type of tasks these children undertake or accomplish, which are generally
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associated with their development stage (Murphy & Reichard, 2011). These authors
contend that in early high school, for example, these students would most likely be
involved in organizing and managing activities. Table 1 from Murphy and Reichard
(2011, p. 10) highlights some of the age associated developmental tasks. These tasks
contribute to the continued discussion on how leaders emerge or how children can be
identified as having leadership qualities. Specifically, Murphy and Reichard (2011)
provide more in-depth information about how these qualities can be recognized in
children by age, school level, and tasks and skills that they may perform. Gardner (as
cited in Murphy & Reichard, 2011) affirms, “Early childhood experiences often form the
impetus for later leadership greatness” (p. 13) and that parents would naturally have an
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effect on their children during these early developmental stages, in some instances by
being able to identify the skills that children possess.

Table 1
Leadership Tasks and Skills for Youth

Role of family. A number of researchers have established that family plays a
major role in the development of leaders, specifically, that parenting styles can impact the
development of leadership qualities (Baumrind, 1991; Darling & Steinberg, 1993;
Gardner [as cited in Murphy & Reichard, 2011]; Popper, 2011). Baumrind (1966, 1991)
developed a typology for parenting styles to include three dimensions: authoritative,
authoritarian, and permissive. Other authors such as Maccoby and Martin (1983)
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expounded on this typology to include authoritarian, authoritative, indulgent and
uninvolved, or neglectful and indulgent (Santrock, 2010).
The literature contends that some parenting styles have been proven to be more
effective in developing potential leaders. For example, Baumrind (1991) argues that
authoritarian parenting style is unlikely to develop children with leadership skills since
these parents are strict, punitive, directive, demanding, and generally non-responsive. As
such, children may tend to be socially incompetent with poor communication skills. On
the other hand, Baumrind (1991) suggests that neglectful parents are very low on both
demandingness and responsiveness and tend to raise children with low social competence
and poor self-control. Indulgent parents, Baumrind (1991) reveals, are warm and
involved in the lives of their children, but tend to be somewhat lenient. As such, these
children tend to be low on social competence, have little self control, but are often
creative.
Notably, the literature continually highlights the authoritative parenting style as
having the most positive impact on leadership development in children (Baumrind, 1991;
Murphy & Reichard, 2011; Popper, 2011; Santrock, 2010). These authors affirm that
parents using this approach are balanced in their involvement with their children;
encourage independence but monitor children; and are described as warm, nurturing,
assertive but not intrusive, kind and affectionate. They also encourage independence
(Brooks & Goldstein, 2001). Notwithstanding the ongoing discussions about parenting
styles and their impact on the leadership development of children, Murphy and Reichard
(2011) propose “different parenting styles may produce leaders at specific ages” (p. 16).
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Apart from the family and parental influence, teachers are possibly the most influential
persons in the leadership development of children.
Teacher influence. Children spend a considerable amount of time at school more
than any other place apart from their homes (Eccles & Roeser, 1999), and as a result, it
may have a significant impact on their leadership development (Maxcy, 1991). Owen
(2007) reveals that teachers generally define leadership in terms of task accomplishment.
Eagly (2007), on the other hand, proposes, “good leadership is increasingly defined in
terms of the qualities of a good coach or teacher rather than a highly authoritative person
who merely tells others what to do” (p. 3). The teacher’s role then is integral since Maxcy
(1991) affirms that the teachers can recognize, ignore, encourage, or even discourage
leadership development in children.
According to Owen (2007), teachers reported the top six characteristics of
children with leadership potential: (a) uses initiative, (b) shows responsibility,
(c) respects others, (d) interacts positively with peers, (e) delegates tasks to peers, and
(f) listens. Notably, Owen (2007) highlights gender differences in how male and female
teachers chose leaders. For example, “how a young person interacts with peers and listens
is far more important to female teachers than male teachers” (p. 19). In addition to the
teacher, the larger society then also influences the development and emergence of women
as leaders.
Societal Culture
Societal culture influences daily practices and inadvertently has an impact on how
leaders emerge, whether male or female, within a society or organization. Eagly (2007)
argues that societal value, organizational culture, the type of task, and the nature of
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followers are all factors that influence particular situations and the types of leaders that
emerge. As such, practices in certain societies would naturally exclude women from
leadership to favoring a more patriarchal orientation of leadership.
Bourdieu (2006), in expounding on patriarchal notions, introduces a concept of
what he calls the left hand, right hand approach. In that approach, women are considered
as left hand and are viewed as caring, sociable, and nurturing; while men are considered
as right hand and are viewed as providers and protectors. It, therefore, seems that in
societies that favor Bourdieu’s (2006) proposal, women may not be given the
opportunities to attend school, much less to hold leadership positions. In such societies,
women are disadvantaged because as argued by Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990), the “road
to leadership begins with education” (p. 225). In most societies, however, it does not
appear that women earning education is a problem, but there still seem to be issues with
women serving in top positions. Nonetheless, since subcultures are naturally formed
within any given society and impact the role of women in leadership, the organizational
culture within the Adventist Church entities may either support societal cultures or they
may have their own distinct culture.

Organizational Culture
Organizational culture generally refers to a system of shared meaning, beliefs, or
perceptions held by members or employees within an organization or unit. It usually
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distinguishes the organization from other organizations (Robbins & Coulter, 2005;
Robbins & Judge, 2009). More formally, Schein (2004) defines it as
a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group as it solved its
problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well
enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the
correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems. (p. 17)
In addition, Kouzes and Posner (2003) infer that organizations do not act, save
lives, create breakthrough products, or defraud. Rather, individuals within an
organization perform these functions. On the contrary, the authors posit that what
organizations do is create cultures, which is equivalent to a person’s character, and what
is modeled by the organization will be followed by its members.
Further, Robbins and Judge (2009) suggest that culture functions in four ways
within an organization: (a) defines boundaries that distinguish the organization from
other organizations, (b) establishes identity for its members, (c) facilitates commitment of
members to the organization as a whole and not for personal gain, (d) “enhances the
stability of the social culture” (p. 589), and (e) assists an organization in controlling the
attitudes and behavior of employees while helping them to make sense of things. This last
function was of interest to the authors and to this study since it could directly affect the
reasons why so few women have served as presidents at AHEIs. It may also assist other
persons in the system to make sense of the phenomenon within a system in which one
woman has been especially noted for influencing the establishment and existence at
AHEIs.
Robbins and Judge (2009) submit that organizational culture is descriptive in
nature and is concerned with the perceptions of its members about the characteristics of
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the organization. In addition, they suggest that an organization could have both dominant
cultures and subcultures. The former they refer to as “a culture that expresses the core
values that are shared by a majority of the organization’s members” (Robbins & Judge,
2009, p. 587), and the latter they refer to as “mini cultures within an organization,
typically defined by department designations and geographical separation” (p. 585). They
further suggest that in large organizations, organizational culture tend “to reflect common
problems, situations, or experiences that members face” (Robbins & Judge, 2009, p. 588).
Accordingly, the organizational culture that exists within AHEIs under the
Adventist system could have an impact on the phenomena in question since the literature
implies that leadership sets the tone for organizational culture, and essentially,
organizational culture for leadership development (Bal & Quinn, 2001; Dimmock &
Walker, 2005; Walker & Dimmock, 2002). In addition, a study conducted by Bain and
Cummings (2000) examining distinct institutional traditions that influence the
advancement of women in academia found that in certain societies such as Australia and
East Asia, women were more likely to attain professorship due to the growing academic
systems. Notably, they also found that organizational factors had some positive influence
on women’s advancement in academia, but societal factors had a negative effect on the
same. In addition,
while overt gender discrimination was generally reported to be a matter of the
past, indirect obstacles, relating to both organisational culture and wider social
values, still seemed to be in existence preventing women from reaching the top
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levels of their organisations in equal proportions as men. (Nesbit & Seeger, 2007,
p. 21)
Overall, the literature submits that cultures determine the criteria for leadership
within an organization and also who will or will not become leaders (Schein, 2004).
Further, Eagly (2007) contends, “women continue to encounter impediments to
leadership within organizations, but many of these impediments can be removed or
weakened by organizational change designed to improve women’s (and minorities)
access to and success in leadership roles” (p. 9). Women can, therefore, gain more access
to leadership roles if they are mentored into these positions.
Lack of Female Mentors
Mentors are generally referred to as senior employees who provide some sort of
guidance and support to less experienced employees who are sometimes referred to as
protégés (Bowman, Kite, Branscombe, & Williams, 1999; Carey, 2002; Robbins &
Judge, 2009). They may play that role formally or informally (Carey, 2002; Dessler,
2008). Adair (2009) posits, “A mentor is a wise and trusted guide or counselor, one who
helps a person to grow in his or her role and responsibilities. A good leader begets
leaders: they are natural leadership mentors” (p. 113). Importantly, many studies have
found that mentors seem to play a significant role in the development of leaders (Bowles,
1999; Carey, 2002; Isaacson, 1998).
One of the findings of Vanhook-Morrissey’s (2003) study on factors that hindered
women’s career development was their lack of exposure to role models and mentors
(Bower, 1993; T. M. Brown, 2005). Similarly, other studies have been conducted to
examine the effects of mentoring on the career advancement or success of women leaders
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in HEIs and found that women mentors play a critical role in helping other women
achieve leadership positions through their motivation, modeling, and guidance (Beck,
2003; Bowles, 1999; Bowman et al., 1999; T. M. Brown, 2005; Carey, 2002; Payne,
2002; E. R. Williams, 2008; Wolverton & Gmelch, 2002). Moreover, Bronstein et al.
(1993) in referring to women, argue that “no one is encouraging and guiding them toward
academic careers and no one is showing them how it is done” (p. 21).
Notwithstanding the findings of these studies and others of a similar nature,
women aspiring for educational leadership positions seem to still be at a disadvantage
since they are poorly represented as leaders in HEIs. As a result, younger women have
very few women to look up (Whitaker & Lane, 1990) when aspiring to serve as
presidents at AHEIs. Notably, Dines in UNESCO (1993) reports that in countries where
women have few leadership roles, women have fewer role models. “In countries with
well-developed equity policies the response has been to put in place special support
programs to provide role models, mentors and pastoral care” (UNESCO, 1993, p. 18).
Further, Astin and Leland (1991) state that men sometimes provide mentorship
for women aspiring to leadership. “The men were particularly conscious of training
women. They believed that it was the women who were going to make it. They gave us
good training and opportunities. They gave us a chance to publish” (Astin & Leland,
1991, p. 52). Bachman and Gregory (1993), though, submit that women mentors would
more likely provide mentorship for both male and female employees and have been
found to be much easier to talk to.
Overall, even though men can provide mentorship for women, Barmao (2013), in
exploring the underrepresentation of female teachers to leadership positions, recommends
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that “women administrators should establish and strengthen mentorship systems for the
young female teachers aspiring to leadership in the future” (p. 45) and “to leap that
professional gap, women need mentors” (Eldridge, Park, Phillips, & Williams, 2007,
p. 86). Consequently, women in leadership are not only important for the mentorship of
other women, but also for the uniqueness they may bring to leadership of HEIs.
Generally, the literature has suggested that women lead differently or use different
leadership styles than what are used by men because of the personal and professional
characteristics that women possess.
Personal and Professional Characteristics
The literature submits that there are some characteristics that lend very well to
good or effective leadership. These characteristics are inconclusive since leadership
studies continue to emerge. Nonetheless, some of the common characteristics associated
with effective leadership include being a good communicator, positive thinker; being
authentic, ambitious, inspirational, visionary, empathetic, creative, mature emotionally,
sociable, confident, intelligent, alert, persistent, trustworthy, nurturing; and having the
ability to celebrate others and a good sense of humor (Campbell, 1997; Dale Carnegie
Training, n.d.; The Fortune Group, n.d.; George, 2005; Javitch, 2009; Ricketts, 2009;
White et al., 1992).
Further, Adair (2009) concludes that there are some common qualities or
attributes that leaders have. These qualities and attributes are enthusiasm; integrity; and
toughness or demandingness coupled with fairness, humanity, confidence, humility, and
courage. Some authors advocate that the personal traits of a good leader are confidence,
honesty, and will power, while the professional traits are a leader’s ability to be people
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focused, motivating, and visionary. Overall, much of these discussions take place within
the context of one’s personality (“Personal and Professional Traits of a Good Leader,”
2011).
Personality Factors
Andersen and Taylor (2006) assert that socialization has a significant impact on
personality. Accordingly, they define personality as “the relatively consistent pattern of
behavior, feelings and beliefs of an individual” (Andersen & Taylor, 2006, p. 83).
Personality type theorists, such as Holland (2012), suggest that persons should choose
careers that suit their personality because they would experience greater levels of
satisfaction and also commitment in these jobs. As such, Santrock (2008) presents six
career-related personality types. These personality types are realistic, investigative,
artistic social, enterprising, and conventional (Santrock, 2008).
On the other hand, personality indicators that link personality to leadership have
been created. The contention is that certain leadership types make more effective leaders.
For example, the great man theory of leadership, which holds that leaders are born with
certain personality traits, suggests that these leaders are extremely effective. As a result,
others can replicate their leadership characteristics (Lawler, 2005). Another personality
indicator usually associated with leaders is the big five factors of personality theory. The
traits highlighted in this theory are neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience,
agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Robbins & Judge, 2009; Santrock, 2008). In
analyzing these traits and leadership, Eagly and Carli (2007) reveal that extraversion is
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the most consistent predictor of leadership because it strongly predicts both the
emergence of leadership and the effectiveness of one’s leadership.
Certain personality traits are confirmed by research to contribute well to effective
leadership. For example, Shrivastava and Nachman (1989) found that “a confidential,
entrepreneurial, energetic, knowledgeable individual uses his personality and charisma”
(p. 14). In addition, “humor and a good-natured personality remain powerful, positive
assets in advancing careers in leadership for both women and men, but women may need
more of it to succeed even in today’s ‘enlightened’ new millennium” (Gupton, 2009,
p. 11). Even Judge, Piccolo, and Ilies (2004) basically classify leadership styles into taskoriented and relationship-oriented.
Task-Oriented Behaviors
Other studies have been done to examine certain aspects pertaining of leadership
apart from personality (Brunell et al., 2008; Campbell & Campbell, 2009; Turetgen,
Unsal, & Erdem, 2008) such as task accomplishment (Watson & Hoffman, 2004); gender
(Gershenoff & Foti, 2003; Ritter & Yoder, 2004; Turetgen et al., 2008); and groupings of
self-monitoring, self-efficacy, dominance, intelligence (Gershenoff & Foti, 2003; Smith
& Foti, 1998; Turetgen et al., 2008). Some studies have been conducted to examine how
leadership emerges in groups when different tasks were assigned. Watson and Hoffman
(2004) conducted a study to examine whether having women engaged in task-related
behaviors would make them successful as leaders of mixed-gender groups. Researchers
combined specific knowledge about a task and encouragement or instructions to get that
task done to women and to assess their ability to influence others as a means of
establishing emergent leadership qualities. Overall findings suggest that while there were
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no differences between men and women with regard to participation in problem solving,
and influence on team members, women received significantly lower ratings on
leadership and likability than their male counterparts.
Similarly, a study conducted by Ritter and Yoder (2004) examined gender-related
tasks and dominance in 120 dyads of unacquainted college students. In each group, one
person scored higher on dominance. Overall findings reveal that when persons were
paired by same sex, the person with the most dominant personality emerged as leader.
When pairs were grouped with the opposite sex, the type of task, whether it was genderbased, affected women as emergent leaders but did not influence male dominance. In
masculine-typed or neutral tasks, women dominants appointed less dominant men as
leaders. The researchers then concluded that even when women possessed the agentic or
dominant characteristics needed for leadership, the nature of the masculine task as well as
gender stereotypes would hinder their ability to emerge as a leader.
Regarding gender and its link or importance to leadership emergence, research
studies seem generally inconclusive since findings of studies do not yield similar results.
For example, Gershenoff and Foti (2003) tested the effects of gender role and intelligence
on emergence theory by using a sample of 200 undergraduate female participants and
categorizing them according to patterns in three groups: masculinity, femininity, and
intelligence. The researchers found that when participants had to initiate structural tasks,
persons using intelligence associated with being masculine and androgynous emerged
generally as leaders over those intelligence associated with being feminine. On the other
hand, when the tasks involved building consensus, persons using intelligence associated
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with being feminine did not emerge over the other two groups as leaders. Largely, the
findings proved that persons using androgynous intelligence usually emerge as leaders.
Kent and Moss (1994) examined how leaders emerged through perceptions of sex,
gender roles, self and group perceptions. The researchers found that women would
generally emerge as leaders over men, but gender roles played a more critical role in
leadership emergence when compared to sex. In another study, Lips and Keenen (2007)
investigated how incentives influenced leadership emergence. The researchers paired
males and females and recorded how they scored on personality, whether high or low.
Overall findings revealed that when men scored high on personality dominance over
women, they would generally emerge as leaders across incentives conditions. In addition,
when there were no incentives, even when men with high personality dominated, the
likelihood of women emerging as leaders did not improve. In fact, men were more likely
to emerge as leaders regardless of personality dominance. This finding was similar to
what Ritter and Yoder (2004) found in their study.
In the study of Turetgen et al. (2008), the researchers investigated the impact that
sex, gender roles, and personality had on leadership emergence among a group of Turkish
university students. Specifically, they examined three personality traits: self-monitoring,
self-efficacy, and dominance. The researchers found that self-monitoring was the only
personality trait that predicted how leaders emerged among that group. As such,
leadership theories further the emergence of leadership arguments. Other factors,
however, also influence or impact leadership development of women. These may include
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the personal and professional barriers that women face prior and during leadership
development opportunities.
Personal and Professional Barriers
Though women have significantly advanced in breaking through the social
expectations once imposed upon them, personal and professional barriers still exist that
may hinder their advancement toward educational leadership. In addition, definitions of
the glass ceiling phenomena incorporate the presence of barriers in the advancement of
women into top positions. The literature presents some of the barriers that hinder women
from advancing to high level of leadership to include discriminations (Corcoran, 2008),
stereotypes (Corcoran, 2008; Murphy & Reichard, 2011; Reason et al., 2002), prejudices
and organizational politics (Eagly, 2007; Murphy & Reichard, 2011), in addition to
external elements such as family obligations, career aspirations, and career paths.
Consequently, these barriers themselves are rooted in the critical theory perspective of
Marx (1963) and would be discussed in this part of the paper.
Critical Theory
Critical theory, which emerged from the writings of Marx (1963) as a means to
free persons from the bonds that dominate society, made distinctions between wage
labors and economic exploitations. In addition, this theory was concerned with how
human beings could be empowered to overcome barriers that were placed on them
because of race, class, and gender (Fay, as cited in Creswell, 2003; Creswell, 2014).
Simply, the critical theory addresses the power structures within society. Later, Jensen
(1997) submits that some of the tasks of critical theory include promoting a “revolution
against all forms of discriminations including those based on sex, sexual orientation, race,
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and religious belief” (para. 6). In that regard, the traditional views of leadership such as
the great man theory, which posited that a leader was predisposed to certain traits that
made them effective, naturally categorized women as not having “leadership traits such
as aggression, competitiveness, dominance, Machiavellianism, ambition, decisiveness,
high levels of energy, tallness, a commanding voice, persistence, and assertiveness”
(Klenke, 1996, p. 9). Consequently, the critical theory of Marx (1963) opened the way to
address issues pertaining to gender, wage labor, and economic exploitation.
Overall, studies on women leaders in different segments of society, particularly
with women leaders in the Adventist system are becoming more essential in a changing
world. In general, studies conducted on leadership in the past were constructed through
the eyes of male leaders and, as a result, may misrepresent women leaders (Klenke,
1996). This critical theory approach is a guide in data collection and analyses since it is
my intent that the study’s findings can be used to motivate women to aim for leadership if
they believe that they have been called by God to lead. In other instances, the findings
may motivate those who aspire to work toward developing their leadership potential and
qualify themselves to serve in the capacity by embracing both personal and professional
developmental opportunities. In addition to the critical theory perspective, barriers to
women’s ability and opportunity to lead in HEIs extend social barriers such as gender
role expectations, stereotypes, biases, and discrimination.
Social Barriers
Women’s appointment to leadership in most instances is possibly influenced by
what is taking place in the society in general. These social barriers are usually engrained
within cultures and would largely affect societal views on the role of the woman. In
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addition, culture also seems to have a profound effect on both organizations and society
in general. Though many definitions or explanations of culture exists, one definition
taking into account both societal and organizational implies that culture is an “enduring
set of beliefs, values, and ideologies underpinning structures, processes, and practices
that distinguishes one group of people from another. The groups of people may be at
school level (organisational culture) or at a national level (societal culture)” (Walker &
Dimmock, 2002, p. 16). In general, this definition fully implies that structurally culture
could also make differences in gender grouping.
Dines (as cited in UNESCO (1993) clarifies that the slow movement of women
into the highest levels of service is sometimes tied to societal cultural factors.
Notwithstanding Dines’ assertion, the Adventist Church is represented in every continent
of the world, some of which the cultures are still very male dominated (such as the
African countries), and others that are more open to having women in leadership (such as
the Asian and some Western societies). Overall, it would seem that the organizational
culture within the Adventist system might even have a greater impact on the role or
ability of women leaders at AHEIs more than the societal cultures. Accordingly, both
societal and organizational cultural factors could account for the low representation of
women in serving as presidents for both Adventist and non-Adventist universities alike.
Gender role expectations. Historically, women and men were classified as
having different role functions and, as a result, were socialized to fit the general expected
norms within a society, though apt distinctions are made between gender itself and sex,
one as a social construct and the other as a biological determination (Murphy & Reichard,
2011; White & Klein, 2002). Socialization itself is referred to as “the process by which
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people learn the expectation of society. Roles are learned through the socialization
process and are expected behavior associated with a given status in society” (Anderson &
Taylor, 2006, p. 83). In addition, Lytton and Romney (as cited in Murphy & Reichard,
2011) argue that parents influence boys and girls to engage in gender-type behaviors that
are usually acceptable within their society. Further, Marcia (as cited in Chibucos & Leite,
2005) contends, “Societies and families promote certain individual identity characteristics
based on common values and beliefs. These social expectations often differ according to
the gender of the individual being influenced” (p. 288). Accordingly, behaviors
associated with gender role expectations are possibly culturally associated; general
concepts exist about the role of the woman.
From a very early age, women have been socialized to believe that it is not the
role of a woman to lead. For example, studies conducted as early 1946, which examined
the issue of stereotyping in elementary school textbooks, found remarkable differences in
the gender roles printed in these books. “Males were more often provided information or
demonstrated activity, aggression, and achievement to gain recognition. Females were in
general omitted from these stories altogether: Seventy-three percent of the main
characters were male, only 27 percent female” (Ollenburger & Moore, 1998, p. 127).
Notably, other studies conducted, for instance, by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and reported in Ollenburger and Moore (1998) reveal that when
researchers surveyed texts and readers in 1975, they found that males were always the
central figures of the stories, while women were portrayed rarely as having paid laborforce positions and were usually restricted to working at home. “DeCrow found no
women portrayed in textbooks as working outside the home with the exception of
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teachers or nurses during a time period when women’s actual labor-force participation
was rising significantly” (as cited in Ollenburger & Moore, 1998, p. 128). Though some
advances have been made beyond these findings, discrepancies between the
underrepresentation of women in leadership and their overrepresentation as students and
faculty continue to highlight the gender-role differences or role expectations.
Remarkably, even the very fact that women dominate the teaching profession
today was a construction of societal labels on the role of women in the work force. Biklen
and Brannigan (as cited in Ollenburger & Moore, 1998) report, “The entrance of women
into teaching positions in the nineteenth century has been described as a social selection
process into a ‘natural profession’ for several reasons” (p. 134). These reasons included
the belief that women’s characteristics such as their maternal instincts, nurturing spirit,
and service oriented behaviors made them suitable according to societal expectations to
fit into the work of education, especially at the elementary school level (Ollenburger &
Moore, 1998). Further, Chevannes (2001) reveal that Sandra Bem, a feminist scholar who
writes on the subject of androgyny, argues that males and females are transformed into
the types of “adults who willingly accept the different-and unequal-roles assigned to them
in an androcentric and gender-polarizing society” (p. 31). These gender role expectations
may have an impact on the personality of women in leadership and their attitudes toward
traditional family roles and practices.
Stereotypes, biases, and discrimination. Women may have to work harder to
prove their competence and worth by coping with and breaking away from the
stereotypes (Coleman, 2003; Lad, 2000; Meyer, 2003) associated with women in
leadership. These stereotypes usually refer to societal norms and expectations that may
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thwart women from acquiring certain leadership roles such as becoming doctors, lawyers,
and college presidents, and are viewed as an anomaly when they are achieved (LeBlanc,
1993; Murphy & Reichard, 2011).
Interestingly, some authors further argue that stereotyping may benefit the holders
but destroy the targets, especially when it relates to job or occupation associated with
women in leadership (Wheeler, Jarvis, & Petty, 2001). Moreover, the educational system
seems pervasive with stereotypes since men have historically dominated it. Shakeshaft
(1989) argues strongly that the education system itself is a structure dominated by male
power and continues to perpetuate more male dominance in educational administration
since it naturally leaves very little room for women. Instead, there are still arguments that
promote the role of the woman as being responsible for caring for her family. This family
role is cited as one of the reasons why women either do not pursue top leadership or are
not appointed to top leadership.
Family Obligations
Family obligations are a noted reason for women’s underrepresentation in
educational leadership positions (Kellerman et al., 2007). Hewlett, Buck Luce, Shiller,
and Southwell (2005) in examining the underrepresentation of women in educational
leadership found that all participants, both male and female, were high achieving
Americans because they all possessed graduate or professional degrees or undergraduate
degrees with honors. General findings of the study revealed that 4 out of 10 women
reported leaving their jobs voluntarily at some point during their career or even choosing
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jobs that gave less compensation or responsibilities than their qualifications in an effect
to assume their family responsibilities. On the contrary, that same study found that only
1 out of 10 men reported leaving his career voluntarily for family-related reasons. It is no
wonder Shakeshaft (1989) intimates that women display feminine skills in leadership, but
outlines that it is because they have been socialized to do so.
Some authors contend that the traditional roles of a woman may have favored the
family in the past though roles are changing. For example, Ross, Mirowsky, and Huber
(as cited in Chibucos & Leite, 2005) submit, “At least for wives, traditional views are
more conducive to a stable marriage and family life. Yet, complementary roles in
marriage continue to decline as parallel roles emerge” (p. 226). In addition, women
holding traditional views that favored marriage were less likely to separate or divorce and
viewed motherhood as a central aspect of their lives and identities (Chibucos & Leite,
2005). The literature contends that women entering leadership in higher education tend to
be single or divorced when compared to men who enter into educational leadership
(Chibucos & Leite, 2005). Notably, Ross and Sawhill (as cited in Chibucos & Leite,
2005) posit that women who are not traditional do not need marriage and family for
success. Generally, women’s socialization into learning and exhibiting feminine
behaviors may account for why the literature consistently reports that women generally
do not aspire for leadership positions, including the role of presidents of HEIs.
Career Aspirations
Some authors endorse the view that women do not generally aspire for leadership
positions especially college presidents as men do (Cubillo & Brown, 2003; Kellerman et
al., 2007; Mitroussi & Mitroussi, 2009; Tomas, Lavie, Duran, & Guillamon, 2010).
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Further, some contend that women do not even choose to pursue leadership positions or
choose careers that would ordinarily lead to top leadership roles (Kellerman et al., 2007).
Sinclair (1998) for example, disputes that women do not apply for leadership positions
because their differences are not embraced but rather are frowned upon unfavorably and
immeasurably when compared to those of their male counterparts.
On the contrary, other researchers have found that women and men do not differ
in their desire or motivation for positional advancement to become college presidents
(Corcoran, 2008; Lepkowski, 2009), but women have historically entered the public
sector at lower ranks (Guy, 1993). On another note, the literature implies that women
leaders generally had more “formal and extensive academic backgrounds” (Naisbitt &
Aburdene, 1990, p. 223) and generally entered administration positions more
professionally prepared (Spencer & Kochan, 2000).
Career Paths
The history of patriarchal societies or male dominance seems to be another theory
advanced by some authors as a reason for the underrepresentation of women in
leadership. Some suggest that certain patriarchal societies hinder women’s rise to
leadership and even have succeeded in suppressing their contributions in the family, the
state, and the church, and even in the education system (Bourdieu, 2006). Notably, CarrRuffino (1993) discloses that the woman’s place has evolved during the last 50 years and
provides a rich historical account. Carr-Ruffino (1993) also reveals that early theories
suggested that the woman’s place was in the home. Later, under the nature theory, the
woman was seen as the “bearer and nurser of children and therefore stayed near the home
to carry out her nurturing and caretaking functions” (Carr-Ruffino, 1993, p. 3). During
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the nurture stage, women were rewarded for acting in ways that were consistent with how
women were socialized at the time—to be nurturing and dependent. They were, like men,
even punished if they acted outside of these social roles because of the pervasive belief
“that women are not good at performing masculine activities, and vice versa, reinforces
this socialization process” (Carr-Ruffino, 1993, p. 4). These types of views, that women
belong in the home, have been changing over time. This is evident in the growing body of
literature on women and leadership, including studies and discussions about glass ceiling
issues, which have been permeating the literature especially after 1995 when the glass
ceiling commission was put in place by the U.S. government to examine issues relating to
women in the workplace.
Despite what seems like an obvious evolution in the workforce, White et al.
(1992) revealed that “in any given occupation, the higher the rank the lower the
proportion of women” (p. 3). As such, women’s inability or opportunity to significantly
contribute to the leadership of HEIs is possibly linked to most societies being more maledominated than we think. Likewise, some authors strongly argue that the career paths of
women may inadvertently prevent them from becoming presidents at HEIs (Cook, 2012).
In addition, Kim and Cook (2012) report that the single most common path to being a
college or university president is the chief academic officer’s position. This position is
also often times referred in the Adventist education system as the vice president for
academic administration.
Bornstein (2007) posits that it is difficult to access women who are ready and able
to serve in leadership roles since few positions that women hold would lead to leadership
in the first place. Moreover, Cook (2012) contends that the road leading men and women
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to presidency is distinct. Cook (2012) further suggests that most women take the
traditional road of having doctorates in education; having a long history of professorship,
teaching, or even guiding students in research; establishing themselves as scholars; and
essentially going through the ranks. Men, on the other hand, may follow similar paths or
have exception to the presidency such as coming in as president in another institution or
coming in from other non-education fields.
Notably, Leatherwood and Williams (2008) postulate that academic ranks are the
most common path to college presidency. But it is clear that even though women are
more qualified and goes through the academic ranks, being appointed as a president does
not seem to follow suit. As such, part of the problem may be that women are not given
positions that may eventually lead to presidency of an HEI and may, by default, not
qualify them to serve since “institutions are increasingly selecting leaders with a great
deal of senior executive experience in higher education. This approach could limit
opportunities for younger leaders, women, and people of color” (American Council on
Education, as cited in Cook, 2012).
In further assessing the career paths of women in educational administration
leadership, Vanhook-Morrissey (2003) conducted a study using five female community
college presidents to assess their career development process. After analyzing the data,
the researcher developed a 4-component process: (a) formative experiences, which refers
to women leaders’ backgrounds and early career experiences which influenced their
career choice; (b) key development experiences, which refer to roles and mentoring
experiences—both formal and informal—which aided the women in developing
competencies, both professional and technical; (c) multiple role challenges, which refer
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to the interwoven challenges for these women to balance family life and career
development and the impact family life obligations on their career development choices;
and finally, (d) career achievement, which refers to the emphasis women place on their
jobs and the satisfaction they get in their roles as presidents. Largely, these components
are reflected in the research questions of this study to help me better understand whether
women who qualify to serve as presidents at AHEIs have a fair chance in the career
advancement process.
Overview of Leadership Theories
Theories of leadership seem to have been documented around the 19th century
and new views are still emerging today. Korabik and Ayman (1990), though, reveal that
early literature dates leadership interest back to Confucius since 500 BC. Notably, there
has been an evolution in the fundamental orientations of these theories from strictly a
hereditary perspective to leadership being influenced by environmental factors,
situational factors, and psychological factors, and now to more interactional approaches
to leadership.
The earliest of these theories is the great-man theories. These views generally
hold that leaders are born and not made, that persons have inborn or natural traits that
make them leaders. As such, leaders are persons who have influence over others, and at
that time, are male figures (Carlyle, 1841; Dowd, 1936; Northouse, 2004). Trait theories
followed with very similar beliefs. In fact, trait theories suggest that leaders have
distinguished traits and characteristics that set them apart from the traits and
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characteristics of their followers (Bass, 1985a; Carlyle, 1841; Kirkpatrick & Locke,
1991).
Following the earlier theories are situational theories that suggest that leadership
is related to task-accomplishment and manifests itself in the leader’s ability to get the job
done. As such, leadership cannot be a one-size-it-all approach (Hersey & Blanchard,
1972; 1977). Building on situational theories, personal-situational theorists suggest that
leaders must have interactions with both the situation or environment and their followers
(Bass, 1960; Case, 1933; Stogdill & Shartle, 1955).
Some later approaches to leadership are the psychoanalysis theories of Frank and
Freud (as cited in Bass & Stogdill, 1990), Levinson (1970); the humanistic theories of
Argyris (1957, 1962, 1964), Hersey and Blanchard (1969, 1972), Maslow (1965), and
McGregor (1960, 1966); the contingency theories of Fiedler (1967), M. J. Smith (1984),
and Vroom and Jago (1988); the transformational leadership theory of Bass (1985a) and
Burns (1978); the transactional leadership theory of Burns (1978), and Graen and
Scandura (1987); the servant leadership theory of R. K. Greenleaf (1977, 2002), Spears
and Frick (1996); the spiritual leadership theory of Blackaby and Blackaby (2001),
DePree (1989), and R. K. Greenleaf (1977); the academic leadership theory of Gmelch
and Wolverton (2002), Wolverton and Gmelch (2002), Vilkinas, Leask, and
Ladyshewsky (2009), amongst others. In addition to these theories of leadership, the
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literature makes some distinctions about the leadership styles and practices in relation to
gender.
Leadership Styles and Practices
One author proposes that leadership is concerned with “men leading other men”
(Nieva & Gutek, as cited in Sinclair, 1998, p. 15). As preposterous as this may sound,
studies have uncovered that male leadership styles are seen as the benchmark for good
leadership. Further, some literature suggests a difference between feminine and
masculine styles of leadership (Gray, 1993).
Leadership Styles and Gender
There is a pervasive view that conveys that masculine traits contribute to effective
leadership and feminine attributes or traits contribute to ineffective leadership (Curry,
2000). Some further argue that females are too emotional and physically weak (Whitaker
& Lane, 1990), while some authors contend that to be a good leader, women must have
androgynous traits (Coleman, 2004; Hall, 1996). In today’s society, however, there is a
shift in how good leadership is defined in contrast to traditional definitions associated
with men. In addition, Eagly (2007) proposes that current literature stresses more on
collaborative and participative approaches to leadership, and these styles are majorly
associated with women.
A study conducted by Mitroussi and Mitroussi (2009) to examine the role of
gender in educational leadership, considering the culture of the UK and Greece, found
that women in the UK and Greece generally did not rise to top ranking positions in
education, possibly because they chose not to pursue these position due to perceptions of
stress and also because of role conflict. In fact, women educational administrators are
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perceived to lead differently, and even so, that “women and men approach the job of
school administration differently and, consequently, respond in ways that are often
dissimilar” (Shakeshaft, 1989, p. 190). Other authors, though, argue that there are little
differences in the effectiveness of the leadership of males and females (Birnbaum, 1992;
Eagly, 2007).
A number of studies have also found women leaders to be more assertive,
persuasive, willing to take risks, driven to accomplish goals, flexible and inclusive in
problem-solving and decision-making tasks, and stronger in interpersonal skills when
compared to their male counterparts (Caliper, 2005; Greenberg & Sweeney, 2005). Eagly
and Johnson (1990), for example, found that female managers had attributes that
motivated their followers to feel respected and have pride in the association between the
leader and the follower. Further, the managers were excited and optimistic about future
goals and attempted to develop and mentor their followers while at the same time
attending to their needs.
Further, in examining the leadership of women, relatively recent studies
conducted by Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen (2003), using 45 published
studies, found an overall small difference in favor of females in having leadership
advantage. Eagly et al. (2003) further found that women leaders displayed characteristics
more closely associated with transformational leadership than males. In addition, the
women also displayed leadership styles that were positively related to effectiveness,
while the men exhibited styles that were negatively associated to effectiveness or styles
that hindered effectiveness. Moreover, Eagly (2007) states, “Transformational leadership
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was associated with greater effectiveness” (p. 3), an approach usually associated with
how women lead.
Overall, leadership theories hold contending views of what actually constitutes a
leader, what precedes leadership, and what great leadership entail. Lately, views are
emerging whether women can be good leaders and whether there are differences between
how women and men lead. This section of the literature review examined some of the
leadership theories commonly associated with women and leadership.

Leadership Styles Associated With Women
In general, leadership theories were associated with male leadership and were
built on the observations and practices of men. Further, Eagly and Carli (2007) submit
that in the United States, leadership was generally viewed from a male perspective.
Nonetheless, with the emergence of feminism and women’s presence in the educational
arena and now in women slowly breaking the glass ceiling by becoming presidents of
HEIs and other high level positions, leadership theories are being associated with women
leadership. Interestingly, Coleman (2003) seems to echo the statement made by Young
(as cited in Tyack, 1974) that “women are better educational leaders” (p. 41). Some of
these theories include transformational leadership, androgynous leadership, and
participative leadership. Further, this study found that women used overlapping elements
of transformational and servant leadership, and even reported to use situational
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leadership. This section expounds on these theories in direct relationship to women in
leadership.
Transformational leadership. According to Burns (1978), transformational
leadership is a process in which “leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels
of morality and motivation” (p. 20). Likewise, many other authors have defined the
concept of transformational leadership over time, including Bass (1990), who suggests
that transformational leadership “occurs when leaders broaden and elevate the interests of
their employees, when they generate awareness and acceptance of the purposes and
mission of the group, and when they stir employees to look beyond their own self-interest
for the good of the group” (p. 21). Further, transformational leadership occurs when
leaders unselfishly bring or guide change in an organization behavior (Bass & Bass,
2008; Burns, 2003; Posner & Kouzes, 1994). Further, Bass (1985b) suggests that
transformational leadership can be measured in terms of the influence an individual has
on their followers. Hallinger (2003), however, emphasizes that
transformational leadership focuses on developing the organization’s capacity to
innovate. Rather than focusing specifically on direct coordination, control, and
supervision of curriculum and instruction, transformational leadership seeks to
build the organization’s capacity to select its purposes and to support the
development of changes to practices of teaching and learning. Transformational
leadership may be viewed as distributed in that it focuses on developing a shared
vision and shared commitment to school change. (p. 330)
Interestingly, some authors argue that most women use the transformational
leadership in leadership practice (Northouse, 2010). Specifically, Eagly and Johnson
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(1990) describe some of the characteristics that women use as being democratic (Eagly &
Carli, 2007) and participatory. Additionally, Eagly (2007) contends that transformational
leadership suits women well since they naturally possess nurturing skills, and when these
skills are not utilized in favor of more commanding and controlling approaches, these
women are usually met with resistance.
In further exploring leadership styles associated with women, Druskat (1994)
studied the gender differences in transformational and transactional leadership by
conducting a large-scale survey using a sample of 6359 subjects. Findings of the study
revealed that both female and male leaders used transformational over transactional
approaches. Moreover, female leaders exhibited leadership behaviors associated with
transformational leadership, and notably demonstrated fewer behaviors associated with
transactional leadership behaviors when compared to their male counterparts.
Participative/democratic leadership. The participative approach of leadership
seems to be closely related to, and used simultaneously with, the transformational or
democratic approach of leadership. Some researchers have found that women in
leadership tend to have a democratic or participative approach in how they lead
(Coleman, 2003; Eagly & Carli, 2007; Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Joyce, 2005). In a metaanalysis conducted by Eagly and Johnson (1990), researchers found that women
commonly used a participative or democratic approach to leadership. Notably, in a study
done two decades later, Northouse (2010) still found that “women exceed men in the use
of democratic or participatory styles” (p. 304).
Interestingly, Eagly and Johnson (1990) even found that when women were not in
formal leadership positions they still tended to use more participative and inclusive styles
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of leadership, in comparison to men who were found to be more likely to use a more
directive or controlling style of leadership. Eagly and Karau (1991) further support Eagly
and Johnson’s (1990) assertion that women were more oriented to interpersonal group
processes. Eagly and Johnson (1990) even found that in small groups, women tended to
focus more on interpersonal aspects, while men focused more on tasks. In that regard,
some authors posit that women who make successful leaders have to use a more balanced
approach to leadership, that is, use both male and female attributes because they could
not succeed by strictly using a feminine approach. This approach is referred to the
androgynous leadership approach.
Androgynous leadership. Androgyny generally refers to “a form of orientation
combining both masculine and feminine behaviors. It refers to behaviors and roles in
which a gender schema is not relevant” (Chevannes, 2001, p. 31). Androgynous
leadership then adds a new and possibly a more neutral dimension to the leadership
debate as it relates to the effectiveness of male versus female leadership, though there is
much contention around its actual effectiveness in practice. Moran (1992) suggests, “The
androgynous leader blends the characteristics typically associated with males—such as
dominance, assertiveness, and competitiveness with those typically associated with
females—such as cooperatives and a concern for people” (p. 487). To expound on how
the leader can do that blending, Singleton (as cited in Cubillo & Brown, 2003) suggests
that the effective leader will, based on the situation, select masculine or feminine
characteristics in addressing an issue.
There seems to be some advantages to this sort of blending of gender
characteristics. For example, Bem (1978) states that the most effective leaders are
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actually those who could combine their independence and sensitivity to the needs of
others. In addition, Park (1997) contends that the androgynous leader can help an
organization in achieving high-performance goals and effectiveness. There is some
contention surrounding the issue of women using the androgynous approach to leadership
since it indicates some form of stereotyping. Nonetheless, Korabik (1990) suggest that
women can actually overcome the negative stereotyping by adapting the androgynous
management style.
On the contrary, Moran (1992) argues that though androgyny may seem appealing
because it blends the strengths of both sexes, “it also perpetuates some of the same
stereotypes that have hindered the development of leaders of both genders” (p. 488). In a
study conducted by Gardiner and Tiggemann (1999), researchers found that for women
not to lose authority or positions, they generally adapted leadership styles that were
considered masculine. This finding confirms Moran’s (1992) arguments that even an
adoption of the androgynous style of leadership by women is hindering them from
actually developing as leaders in their natural sense.
Overall, the absolute benefits of using an androgynous approach are still
contentious since “some women demonstrate or adopt a predominantly aggressive
leadership style, while some men assume a considerate style. Accounting for this gender
reversal of style may be difficult. At least two factors are thought to be contributory—
personality and societal culture” (Oplatka & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 2006, p. 43).
Servant leadership. Previous studies did not link women’s leadership to servant
leadership approaches. Though this leadership approach, like many others, seems to be
growing in definition and explanations of its practice, Spears and Frick (1996) describe it
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as “a new kind of leadership model—a model which puts serving others as the number
one priority. Servant-leadership emphasizes increased service to others; a holistic
approach to work; promoting a sense of community; and the sharing of power in
decision-making” (p. 33). Sims (2005) suggests that servant leadership is to “honor the
personal dignity and worth of all who are led and to evoke as much as possible their own
innate creative power for leadership” (pp. 10-11). Laub (1999) defines servant leadership
as “an understanding and practice of leadership that places the good of those led over the
self-interest of the leader” (p. 83).
C. Smith (2005) highlights the central tenets of Spear’s definition of servant
leadership. They are (a) a holistic approach to work, in which “the work exists for the
person as much as the person exists for the work” (R. K. Greenleaf, as cited in C. Smith,
2005, p. 8); (b) service to others, which is described as authentic, legitimate leadership
which arises from one desire to help others first; (c) promoting a sense of community;
and (d) sharing of power in decision making. In addition, based on the writing of R. K.
Greenleaf (1998), the literature highlights ten characteristics as critical to servant
leadership (Russell & Stone, 2002; Spears, 2004; Spears & Lawrence, 2002; C. Smith,
2005). Notably, Joseph and Winston (as cited in C. Smith, 2005) reveal that these ten
characteristics have been confirmed by behavioral scientists as critical components of
servant leadership.
Similarities and differences in transformational and servant leadership. The
literature highlights some similarities and differences between the two approaches to
leadership. Servant leadership arises from an egalitarian perspective (Smith, Montagno,
& Kuzmenko, 2004), which is untraditional (Russell & Stone, as cited in Stone, Russell,
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& Patterson, 2004). Transformational leadership emerges “by a sense of mission to
recreate the organization to survive in a challenging external environment” (Russell &
Stone, as cited in Stone et al., 2004, p. 86). Other key differences in the leadership
approaches, according to the literature, are their focus on the person or follower. For
example, servant leadership focuses on developing the potential and personal growth of
people (Smith et al., 2004), and in providing service to their followers (Stone et al.,
2004).
Transformational leadership, on the other hand, focuses on encouraging followers
to learn and even provide support and opportunities for them to obtain knowledge that
they would be able to apply within the company to obtain mobility. In addition, the
transformational leader would encourage followers for the purpose of innovation and
creativity (Smith et al., 2004), and also in supporting and accomplishing organizational
objectives (Stone et al., 2004). Further, Smith et al. (2004) expounds that in essence, the
focus is on followers’ performance. In that regard, the leader would tolerate possible
mistakes for the sake of the benefits of innovation. Hence, a distinct characteristic is that
the transformational leader is a risk taker.
Remarkably, Smith et al. (2004) suggest that servant leaders are more reflective,
willing to listen, learn, and non-judgmental toward followers, a behavioral characteristic,
which according to them, could not be accounted for in the transformational approach.
An even more remarkable difference, according to the literature, is that servant leaders
have greater concern for the emotional needs of their employees and organizational
stakeholders (Graham, 1991; Kim, Dansereau, & Kim, as cited in Smith et al., 2004).
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Though the literature demonstrates some inherent theoretical similarities in servant and
transformational leadership approaches, there are also some fundamental differences in
their genesis, leadership practice, and view of the follower. Stone et al. (2004) suggest
that they are similar, complementary, and but distinct concepts. For example, Smith et al.
(2004) “propose that servant leadership will lead to a ‘spiritual generative culture’ while
transformational leadership will lead to an ‘empowered dynamic culture’” (p. 86). That
culture, they believe, will result from the philosophy that drives or motivates the leader.
Interestingly, the literature contends that both servant and transformational
leadership approaches claim to be universal theories (Antonakis & House, as cited in
Smith et al., 2004; Avolio & Yammarino, 2002; Spears & Lawrence, 2002). In addition,
they “are both high-order evolutions in leadership paradigms” (Stone et al., 2004, p. 356).
They also have a high concern for people and production. Transformational leadership,
though, has a greater emphasis on production because of the focus on organizational
objectives, while the concern of servant leadership is the people (Stone et al., 2004).
Finally, one can argue that the approaches can be contextualized based on motivation
strategies, individual difference in personality, leadership style, view of the follower,
amongst other reasons, but “the differences between the theories in practice may be a
function of both the organizational context in which the leaders operate and the personal
values of the leaders” (Stone et al., 2004).
Situational leadership. The proponents of situational leadership, Hersey and
Blanchard (1972) and Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson (2007) argue that there is no bestfit or best way to lead or influence people. According to them, the style of leadership
used would depend on environmental factors as well as the maturity, ability, and
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readiness level of the followers in relation to the assigned tasks. Notably, the leadership
style used is fully at the discretion of the leader based on his/her perceptions of the
followers’ ability and willingness.
Hersey and Blanchard (1972) make distinctions between two types of behaviorstask behaviors and relationship behaviors. Task behaviors refer to the extent the leader
may explain the duty or task to individuals or a group. Relationship behaviors, on the
other hand, refer to how the leader is able to communicate with followers on both an
individual or group level about a task. This communication includes: listening,
facilitating, praising, collaborating, counseling, consulting, and providing social and
emotional support.
These authors further developed four styles of leadership associated with the two
types of behaviors. The first style, directing, is used when there is a high task, but the
follower has a low relationship behavior, that is, when the follower or group lack the
basic competencies but is willing to perform the task. The second style is coaching. The
leader will use this style when there is a high task and high relationship, meaning the
group has the competencies to accomplish the task but have a lower level of commitment.
The third style is supporting. The leader uses this style when there is a high relationship
but a low task. This means that the followers have the competence but lack the
appropriate confidence or motivation to achieve the task. The final leadership style is
delegating. The leader uses this approach when there is a low relationship but high task.
In this approach, followers are both competent and committed to accomplish the task.
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Studies on Women in Leadership
Can women lead? Do women lead differently from men? Are there benefits to
having women as leaders over having men? Studies on women in leadership continue to
emerge in the literature to examine issues associated with women and leadership. This
section would provide an overview of studies conducted in the United States, Vietnam,
the Philippines, Indonesia, Kenya, and Kuwait.

Women Leaders in the United States
Studies are continually emerging on women in leadership, specifically in
educational leadership. In a study conducted by Astin and Leland (1991) on women in
leadership, the authors concluded that women are natural leaders since they are inherently
gifted with special talents and gifts that predispose them to be successful. In addition,
they suggest, “Workplace opportunities shaped (their) values and influenced (their)
careers choices” (Astin & Leland, 1991, p. 60).
In a follow-up study on the seminal work of Astin and Leland (1991), Kuk and
Donovan (2003) conducted a cross sectional study to explore the perceptions of women
administrators on their status in higher education at a 4-year public research university.
According to the researchers, the purpose was to re-examine the conversations initiated
by Astin and Leland (1991) while examining both familial and parenting statuses of these
women. The study yielded two significant findings: (a) that these women did not
generally receive support while performing their roles as faculty, colleagues, or
administrators in a similar way their male colleagues would receive support; (b) that
women leaders, at all levels, reported facing stereotypes associated with their
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competencies and management styles and perceived that their male colleagues did not
have to face such strict demands.
In another study conducted by Tiao (2006), the results revealed, “To succeed as
top-level executives, women must constantly overachieve, maintain good relationships
with others, hold onto personal and institutional values to do the right things, expand
themselves constantly, and utilize strong mentors’ assistance as well as sponsorship”
(p. v). Later, Latimore (2009) conducted a study to understand how African American
women community college presidents in the United States ascended to presidency. The
researcher used a sample of eight women presidents who served at
2-year colleges in six accredited regions. The findings revealed that typically, African
American women presidents of community colleges had to be prepared extensively,
including holding several jobs throughout the college; frequently volunteered for special
projects; had a mentor; held advanced terminal degrees; and participated in leadership
training. Additionally, these women had to work hard to develop a professional image of
confidence, had to take risks that better positioned them for advancement, and
additionally, had to manage racism and sexism.
Women Leaders in Asia
Lim (2007) conducted a phenomenological study to examine the qualifications,
experiences, and challenges of 10 Filipino women in HEIs who served as college
presidents in the Philippines. Some of the findings of that study indicated that a typical
Filipino woman college president held a doctoral degree, was experienced in teaching,
leadership, and management. In addition, she was assertive, sociable, and confident. Her
rise to presidency was likely influenced by birth order—being first or second, had family
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support with mother as the primary influence, and had the support of her husband as well.
In addition, the participants reported to have role models and mentors and usually had to
juggle the role of career woman with family.
Similarly, a phenomenological study was conducted by Rosario (2010) to
examine “The ‘Lived’ Experiences of Women Leaders in Higher Education.” The
researcher used a sample of seven women leaders in higher education in the Philippines
to uncover the major influences throughout their lives that assisted them to their
appointment as presidents. The study also explored the leadership styles and practices of
these women, as well as the personal and professional barriers that they may have faced
during the leadership as presidents of HEIs in the Philippines. Rosario (2010) concluded
“the personal and professional relationships and experiences of the participants greatly
contributed to their development as women leaders” (p. v).
Another phenomenological study conducted by Le (2011) examined the effects of
culture in shaping the beliefs and perceptions of women about leadership in HEIs in
Vietnam. Findings indicate “that both the indigenous and organizational culture
substantially influenced the female participants’ exercising of leadership and
consequently contributed to the poor representation of women in senior positions” (p. i).
As a result, the study suggested that in order to “promote women’s progress and their
representation in leadership positions, cultural change is necessary” (p. i).
Murniati (2012) conducted a qualitative-descriptive study to investigate how
women academic administrators in two public universities in Indonesia navigated their
way to leadership positions. Findings revealed that distinct cultural and religious beliefs
in Indonesia could hinder senior women’s rise to academic leadership. Additionally,
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women of higher socio-economic status were more able to advance in their careers
compared to women of lower socio-economic status. The researcher found that women of
higher socio-economic status were able to focus more on their careers since they could
afford assistance to balance domestic roles. Finally, the study uncovered that the religious
beliefs of women in Indonesia affected how they viewed the role of women in both
public and domestic domains.
Other Studies on Women Leaders
Barmao (2013) used a mixed study approach and a sample of 105 respondents to
investigate the factors that contributed to the underrepresentation of female teachers to
headship positions in Eldoret Municipality, Kenya. The researcher identified a number of
significant factors that were found to influence the low participation of female teachers to
headship positions. These factors included the lack of support of their families and lack
of support on the national level. Further, women had to perform dual roles and felt that
they were being undervalued because of the African culture, societal perception, and
educational and political interferences.
A narrative-inquiry study was conducted by Al-Suwaihel (2009) using a sample
of five Kuwait female leaders. The purpose was to identify how female leaders perceived
the influence of their culture on both their personal and professional experiences in
leadership positions. The researcher had two key findings: (a) that the Kuwait culture
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influenced female leadership, and (b) that female leaders were committed to having a
positive impact on their cultures.
Summary of Literature Review
The literature proposes that there is apparent growth in the representation of
women in top leadership positions, specifically as presidents, but there is still a
corresponding discrepancy between the number women serving in middle management
positions and as administrators at HEIs. This is possibly the case because some authors
submit that the higher education model “was constructed using male norms” (Nidiffer &
Bashaw, 2001, p. 202). Society still views HEIs as a male-dominated domain, since they
were set up by men and have been led by men for about 200 years (Chliwniak, 1997).
Notably, the percentage of women being underrepresented as presidents at AHEIs is even
lower than what is generally reported in other studies.
The Adventist Church has been offering higher education for over a century, in
addition to operating 106 HEIs, but only about 17 women has served as presidents.
Literature addressing the underrepresentation of women as presidents at AHEIs is not
available. In addition, studies done to examine the experiences of these women prior to
taking up the presidency are also not available. Further, studies to examine the
experiences of women leaders while serving as presidents at AHEIs are not forthcoming.
As such, more research therefore needs to be done to uncover the experiences that lead to
the development of women leaders at AHEIs if this gender gap in male to female
representation of presidents has to close.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted to examine the lived experiences of women leaders
who served as presidents at AHEIs worldwide. The purpose of the study was to uncover
how these women were able to break the glass ceiling—what were their experiences,
relationships, and characteristics that influenced their appointment to the presidency; the
barriers that they faced and how they managed them; their leaderships styles and
practices; and their experiences while serving as presidents at AHEIs. These baseline data
were collected using the qualitative research approach, specifically the phenomenological
design, because it was more suitable to answer the research questions.
Qualitative Research
Qualitative research was formally established somewhere around the 1920s and
1930s, but has been growing steadily since the 1960s (Holloway & Wheeler, 2002), when
there was evidence of this type of inquiry in the literature (Patton, 2002). Invariably,
definitions or explanations of what qualitative research is or does are still emerging due
to the complexities possibly involved in human nature itself. Nonetheless, Denzin and
Lincoln (2005) suggest that it is a “field of inquiry in its own right” (p. 2) which
“produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of
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qualification” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 17). In addition, Creswell (1998) posits that
this inquiry process is “based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore
a social or human problem. The researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes
words, reports detailed views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting”
(p. 15). Overall, Merriam (2009) submits that “qualitative researchers are interested in
understanding the meaning people have constructed, that is, how people make sense of
their world and the experiences they have in the world” (p. 13), and to interpret these
experiences faithfully (Walker-Anderson, 2007). These definitions and explanations
about what qualitative research is, provides a reflection of my overall goal as a researcher
of this study, which was to explore how women leaders were able to break the glass
ceiling at AHEIs.
Notably, Creswell (2007) articulates that “qualitative research begins with
assumptions, a worldview, the possible use of a theoretical lens, and the study of research
problems inquiring into the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human
problem” (p. 37). Merriam (1998) clearly identifies some of these assumptions to include
its openness to multiple realities, high subjectivity, and its focus on perceptions and
beliefs instead of on facts. Notably, the characteristics of the inquiry method are also
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closely linked to the following assumptions that (a) the study is conducted in the natural
setting, (b) the researcher is the key instrument, (c) there are multiple sources of data,
(d) the inductive data analysis technique is most suitable, (e) there should be a focus on
the participants’ meaning of their experiences, (f) the design could emerge as the study
progresses, (g) the research methodology is anchored on a theoretical framework, and
(h) the data is presented in an interpretative and holistic account (Creswell, 2007). As
such, the assumptions of Creswell (2007) and Merriam (1998) guided this study.
Further, Patton (2002) proposes a few unique elements of the qualitative research
process including naturalistic inquiry or participant observation (Parkinson & Drislane,
2011; Patton, 2002), emergent or flexible design (Creswell, 2007; Patton, 2002), the use
of purposive sampling (Merriam, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patten, 2007; Patton,
2002), and personal experiences and engagement (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Jaye, 2002;
Patton, 2002). Overall, the proponents of qualitative research highlight what may be its
greatest feature, that is, the unique relationship between the researcher and the
participants in the process itself (Bourdeau, 2000; Gergen & Gergen, 2000; Given, 2008;
Ramos, 1989) since qualitative research is more interested in the process rather than in
the outcome (Ploeg, 1999). The literature indicates that this approach is used (a) when “a
problem or issue needs to be explored” (Creswell, 2013, p. 47); (b) when little is known
about a topic (Patten, 2007); and (c) “when we want to empower individuals, share their
stories, and hear their voices” (Creswell, 2013, p. 47). Accordingly, the qualitative
research approach was the preferred method for this dissertation since at the time of this
study there were no published studies on the experiences of women who had served as
presidents at AHEIs. Further, Patten (2007) maintains that the examination of perceptions
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is a phenomenological approach to acquiring knowledge, making almost all qualitative
researchers, in some sense, phenomenologists.
Further, Maykut and Morehouse (1994) affirm that phenomenology itself is an
expansive perspective that filters through qualitative research. Consequently, the
perceptions of participants in this study were explored and the perceptions of the
researcher as recorded in the field notes, journals, and in the data collection and analysis
stages. Remarkably, Geertz (1973) affirms that the qualitative research approach adds
value to the study of leadership because it provides thick description of a phenomenon.
Overall, this approach was chosen since the nature of the qualitative inquiry differs in
part from that of the quantitative inquiry method and better assisted me in uncovering the
experiences that led these women leaders to break the glass ceiling.
Phenomenological Research
“Phenomenology is a study of people’s conscious experience of their life-world,
that is, their every day life and social action” (Schram, as cited in Merriam, 2009, pp. 2425). It is seen by some as both a philosophy (Creswell, 2003, p. 7; Smith, Flowers, &
Larkin, 2009, p. 11) and a method (Creswell, 2003, p. 17), and viewed by others as a
theoretical perspective, specifically interested in the subjective realities of the participants
(English & English, as cited in Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007, p. 22). Merriam
(2009) indicates that phenomenology focuses on “the experience itself and how
experiencing something is transformed into consciousness” (p. 24). Further, Holloway
and Wheeler (2002) contend that the qualitative research approach is rooted in the 19th
century philosophy, particularly in the work of Dilthey, Husserl, and Heidegger who
focused on the ontological questions pertaining to meaning and lived experiences.
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Notably, these questions mirror very similar concerns of the phenomenological approach
to research, in addition to the ontological aspects, which are heavily rooted in philosophy.
The influence of philosophy in qualitative research is especially concerned with
the following approaches to the research process: (a) ontological—what kind of being is
the human being and what is the nature of reality? (b) epistemological—what is the
relationship between the inquirer and the known? and (c) methodological—how do we
know the world or gain knowledge of it? (Burrell & Morgan 1979; Denzin & Lincoln,
2000; Guba, 1990; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). In addition, Bateson (as cited in Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) submits, “The
researcher is bound within a set of epistemological and ontological premises which—
regardless of ultimate truth or falsity—become partially self-validating” (p. 314). As
such, in this study, the ontological views were confined within the theistic worldview
orientation and beliefs about the human being as created by God. In addition, the nature
of reality was guided by the theistic orientation, that true reality is grounded in an
acknowledgment of how God chooses to reveal himself to the human being. The
epistemological concerns were bounded in part by the researcher being an instrument in
the data collection and analysis processes, and the positioning and reflexivity statement
outlining his/her biases. Finally, the methodological aspects were constrained by the
perceived realities of the participants’ experiences, which were expressed in their
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storytelling. These philosophical concepts are discussed in-depth in the upcoming section
of this paper.
Ontological Perspectives of the Study
Husserl (as cited in McPhail, 1995) claims that there are two types of realities:
(a) noumemon, which refers to the physical reality itself and (b) phenomenon, which
refers to the appearance of reality in the consciousness of an individual. Consequently,
phenomenology seems to be more concerned with the latter when examining the
experiences of persons in a study since their experiences are told from a subjective point
of view (Lester, 1999). Further, the questions of reality as a subjective form or Husserl’s
physical or conscious realities stems from a different source from that of a Christian
perspective since the worldview orientations of Christianity is rooted in theism, whereas
the worldview underlying the phenomenological approach to research is somewhat rooted
in some basic atheistic existentialism (McPhail, 1995; Moustakas, 1994).
Notwithstanding the subjective nature in sharing lived experiences, some portions
of the literature argue that the analyses used in the phenomenological approach leads
back to the scientific inquiry (Creswell, 1998) and cannot be simply viewed as subjective,
but rather as a combination of both subjective and objective. For example, McPhail (as
cited in Creswell, 1998) contends, “What at first appeared as object is reduced, when it
passes into consciousness, to what knowledge takes it to be, and the implicit nature, the
real in itself, becomes what this entity per se is for consciousness” (p. 161). As such, both
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the subjective and the objective exist alongside each other since the objective manifests
itself in the subjective.
Phenomenological research itself has its distinct philosophical roots, which seem
to lend to the argument concerning the duality of reality despite the apparent basic
atheistic existential worldview. Moreover, two of the four philosophical perspectives
postulated by Stewart and Mickunas (as cited in Creswell, 2013, pp. 77-78) address the
concerns of phenomenological research being strictly subjective, having a dual nature of
both the subjective and the objective in reporting the “reality” of the participants. As
such, they suggest the following perspectives: (a) a return to the traditional tasks of
philosophy, which focuses on a search for wisdom, (b) philosophy without
presuppositions, which means that one needs to “suspend all judgments about what is
real—the ‘natural attitude’—until they are founded on a more certain basis” (p. 77),
(c) intentionality of consciousness, which focuses on the subjectivity/objectivity debate;
and (d) a refusal of the subject-object dichotomy by postulating that the reality of objects
can only be attained through the lived experience or perceptions of an individual.
Accordingly, the views of reality expressed in both the basic atheistic existentialist
position and the duality of reality in the phenomenology debate demand some
clarification for the purpose of this study.
Concepts of reality. What is real? How does the Christians’ view of reality differ
from that of the other worldview orientations? And how does that affect the
phenomenological process in this study? Although philosophically the word reality is
used laxly, what reality is differs from person to person based on the worldview
orientation that they embrace. Sire (2004) suggested two presuppositions when
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examining any worldview’s concept of reality, firstly, “What is prime reality—the really
real?” and secondly, “What is the nature of external reality, that is, the world around us?”
(p. 20). Accordingly, prime reality, what is really real, can either be what one perceives
as real in the mind, or how one interprets what happens in his/her external reality.
Existentialist’s perspective of reality. In examining the possible view of reality
that underlies the phenomenological approach to research, it appears and that may have
been the case at some point, that phenomenology was closely aligned with the basic
atheistic existentialist position. Sire (2004) discusses some presuppositions of the basic
atheistic existentialism, which has an overall impact on the phenomenological approach
to research. The first presupposition deals with reality as subjective and objective. The
second deals with the essence of human experience. The third relates to man’s freedom in
choosing his or her destiny. The fourth addresses the orderliness and absurdity of the
objective world. And the fifth argues that there is a need for the authentic person to revolt
in order to create value in the objective world.
In the first presupposition, “the cosmos is composed solely of matter, but to the
human beings reality appears in two forms—subjective and objective” (Sire, 2004,
p. 114). Sire (2004) examines the explicit differences between these two types of forms—
subjective and objective—in addition to the possible impact they may have on the
interpretation of the research process which he terms science and logic. The objective
being relates to matters of the material world, of issues of cause and effect, of
chronology, and of time, amongst other factors (Sire, 2004). Further, Sire (2004) clearly
articulates that for the existentialist, this material or this objective world is extremely
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clear since it can be observed, recorded, hypothesized, experimented, and refined through
theory testing and through an educated guess.
On the other hand, Sire (2004) reports that the subjective reality is an issue
pertaining solely to the “the world of the mind, of consciousness, of awareness, of
freedom, of stability” (p. 115). He differentiates it from the objective reality, which relies
on constructs such as time. He further stresses that the subjective reality is unconcerned
about time, that time itself is of no effect, and science and logic have nothing to say about
subjectivity since “science and logic do not penetrate this realm” (p. 115). Overall, Sire
(2004) argues that existentialism in itself continues to emphasize that these two worlds
cannot coexist and that the basic existentialist position favors more the subjective world,
which is “an ensemble of values distinct from the material realm” (Sire, 2004, p. 116),
and which is the objective form itself.
Notably, it would seem that current phenomenological thought has deviated from
what once dominated the philosophy underlying phenomenological research. That sort of
strict distinction between the subjective and objective forms of reality is favored for
deriving essence from both forms (McPhail, 1995; Stewart & Mickunas, as cited in
Creswell, 2013) and as such, does not affect the research approach from a Christian
perspective. Further, the triangulation process debunks the subjective essence alone since
other forms (objective forms) of data were used in analyzing the experience of
participants; that is, factors outside their subjective experiences. These objective forms
refer directly to methods of data collection such as observation, examination of field
notes, researchers’ journal and analysis of documents. The Christian view of reality then
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seems to be closely associated with the arguments of McPhail (1995), that reality is a
combination or working of both the subjective and objective forms.
The Christian’s perspective of reality. Importantly, the Christian’s view of reality
is rooted in the belief of God as creator of the universe. In fact, the first proposition of
basic Christian theism revealed by Sire (2004) is that “God is finite and personal (triune),
transcendent and immanent, omniscient, sovereign and good” (p. 26). Additionally, the
third proposition states, “Human beings are created in the image of God and thus possess
personality, self-transcendence, intelligence, morality, gregariousness and creativity”
(p. 31). As such, human beings, in possessing some of the characteristics of God, have
some form of dominion over certain aspects of their experiences through the concept of
choice. Human beings are partakers of some divine characteristics. For example, God is
personal and so are we, and further that “our personality is grounded in the personality of
God” (Sire, 2004, p. 32).
Sire (2004) argues that human beings have personalities, and these personalities
can lend in their ability to transcend experiences in their environment. They also have
power to sometimes change the course of these events. In like manner, it is not beyond
the scope of human beings to even interpret their objective experiences since they are
created in the image of God who has a personality, transcendence, intelligence, morality,
gregariousness, “and creativity the ability to imagine new things or to endow old things
with new significance” (Sire, 2004, p. 33).
As it relates to the issue of objective and subjective realities, the Christian
perspective does not make absolute distinction between the two since they coexist and
one cannot function independent of the other. As such, both the experience in the material
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world, as well as the matters that exist in the mind can have an impact on each other.
Further, the Bible declares, “As a man thinketh in his heart so is he” (Prov 23:7).
Accordingly, as the mind processes thoughts that can be viewed as a subjective
experience or reality, these thoughts manifest themselves into actions that can be viewed
as an objective experience or reality. These actions or behaviors can be observed,
measured or tested, and are also an aspect of the basic atheistic existentialist position
which states that science can influence or impact objective reality (Sire, 2004).
Notwithstanding the evidentiary differences between the Christian’s perspective of reality
and the basic atheistic existentialist’s perspective of reality in the phenomenological
process, Knight (2006) argues,
Many Christians have also found certain elements in existentialism to be
congruent with the biblical revelation. For example, existentialism is a revolt
against the materialistic and conformist emphasis of modern society.
Existentialism emphasizes each individual’s alienation from his or her self,
fellows, and world, along with each person’s need to face the basic issues of
existence—life, death, and meaning. The result of this emphasis has led to selfexamination, an awareness of the uniqueness of each individual person, and the
responsibility of each individual for making personal choices. Certainly these
aspects of existentialism lie at the heart of what Jesus, Paul, and the biblical
prophets stressed. (p. 84)
Though Husserl (as cited in McPhail, 1995) speaks of subjectivity and objectivity as
synergy, the basic atheistic existentialist position makes distinctions between the two,
stating that a “being” is either one or the other, and that the two do not mix since science
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can impose itself on objectivity, but has no effect on subjectivity. On the surface, in
examining the Christian’s view of reality from a biblical point of view, it appears to be
more closely associated with Husserl’s suppositions.
Reality in this study. Notwithstanding the metaphysical discussions related to
theism and existentialism, especially with concerns of the latter on a study using
Christian participants, reality in this study simply refers to how participants perceive and
interpret their realities. These will be determined by the stories they tell and the meanings
they derive from these perceptions and interpretations. More so, all women leaders in the
study were practicing Seventh-day Adventist Christians and were assumed to operate
from a theistic or Christian worldview orientation. As such, their views of reality would
stem from realities based on the Holy Bible.
Additionally, Knight (2006) posits, “Christians accept the Bible as the selfrevelation of the Creator-God through Jesus Christ” (p. 177). Importantly, even though
the participants would have served in similar positions, as presidents at AHEIs, their
perceptions, experiences, and interpretations may differ due to both internal and external
factors such as family background, socio-economic status, educational attainments,
characteristics, leadership styles, culture, and others, and it was only during the data
analysis process would I may be able to practically derive whether the lived experiences
of these women were similar in any way.
Epistemological Perspectives of the Study
What was the relationship between me, as the researcher, and what was known
about the experiences of the women who had served as president at AHEIs? The
epistemological views, associated with getting to know, are impacted by a fundamental
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shift that took place highlighting the epistemological differences between the paradigms
of qualitative versus quantitative research. That shift would also ultimately impact how
one would judge whether the methodological processes of a study render the findings as
true or acceptable, especially for qualitative research since the rigor is sometimes called
to question because it differs from the quantitative approaches. In addition, the shift also
directly influences the epistemological and theoretical perspectives underlying research.
As such, Crotty (1998) suggests objectivism, constructionism, and subjectivism as the
epistemological paradigms emerging from discussions about the philosophical
differences underlying qualitative and quantitative approaches. The issue of subjective
and objective realities in this study is tied with the epistemological views of subjectivism
and objectivism.
Subjectivism as an epistemological paradigm in qualitative research is directly
associated with the subjectivity of the ontological perspectives in this study.
Consequently, Crotty (1998) argues against absolute realities in favor of a reality that is
more flexible and alterable by the consciousness or perceptions of an individual. He
further contends with the idea of the interplay between the subjective and the objective
realities, arguing rather that the subject imposes meaning on the object. Objectivism, on
the other hand, holds that all meaningful realities exist apart from consciousness (Crotty,
1998). Consequently, this approach is almost fully embedded in measurable or
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observable ways and is fully enmeshed in quantitative methods of doing research. In
addition, objectivism mirrors fully the ontological discussions of objectivity.
Notably though, Ratner (2002) posits,
Objectivism integrates subjectivity and objectivity because it argues that objective
knowledge requires active, sophisticated subjective processes—such as
perception, analytical reasoning, synthetic reasoning, logical deduction, and the
distinction of essences from appearances. Conversely, subjective processes can
enhance objective comprehension of the world. (para. 9)
Overall, “phenomenology’s most important accomplishment is, it would seem, to have
joined an extreme subjectivism with an extreme objectivism through its concept of the
world or of rationality” (Merleau-Ponty, 2013, p. xxxiv).
Overall, this study is guided by the ontological view that the researcher and reality
are inseparable—essentially questioning what can be known, and how it can be known
(Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011), in addition to the epistemological claim that “knowledge is
based on abstract descriptions of meanings and constituted through a person’s lived
experience” (Klenke, 2008, p. 20). Finally, my view of reality is guided by my beliefs as
a Christian, that true reality cannot be known outside of God and the “realities”
uncovered in this study were indeed the experiences of these women leaders. Notably,
because all women were Adventists, their general worldview assumptions were based on
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Christian theism. On the other hand, my epistemological claims in study were guided by
a combination of the subjective and objective views to get to the point of “knowing.”
The Practical Nature of Phenomenology
On a more practical level, some authors argue that phenomenology focuses on the
lived experiences of a person (Giorgi, 1997). However, other authors contend that
phenomenology seeks to derive an understanding or meaning by examining a small group
or number of people (Creswell, 2003; Larkin, Watts, & Clifton, 2006; Moustakas, 1994;
Schram, 2003). Moreover, Creswell (2013) claims that phenomenology “describes the
common meaning for several individuals of their lived experiences of a concept or a
phenomenon” (p. 76). Overall, the purpose of phenomenology seem to focus around
gaining a deeper understanding and providing a description of a phenomenon from the
perspective of the persons involved (Creswell, 2007; Lester, 1999; Moutstakas, 1994;
2009; Ospina, 2004; Patton, 2002), which is the nature or essence of the participants’
perception of their reality.
Types of Phenomenological Studies
The phenomenological approach lends suitably well for this study since I was
interested in exploring the unique experiences and perspectives of the actors (Creswell,
2005, 2007; Lester, 1999; Moutstakas, 1994; Mutch, 2005; Ospina, 2004; Patton, 2002)
and wanted to describe, understand, and explain the essence of their lived experiences
(Creswell, 1998; Lichtman, 2013) of the participants. Phenomenology therefore provides
two approaches in which the experiences of participants can be explored (Creswell, 2007,
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2013; Moustakas, 1994). These approaches are hermeneutical phenomenology (van
Manen, 1990) and transcendental/psychological phenomenology (Moustakas, 1994).
Hermeneutical phenomenology. Hermeneutical phenomenology, which is
associated with van Manen (as cited in Creswell, 2013), is concerned with examining the
lived experiences of the participants, but focuses on interpreting the texts of life.
According to Creswell (2013), van Manen does not approach the phenomenological
process with a list of rules, but rather provides six dynamic research activities that play in
that interpretive process. These research activities include (a) selecting a phenomenon of
interest or “abiding concern” (Creswell, 2013, p. 79), (b) reflecting on vital themes,
(c) writing a description of the phenomenon, (d) maintaining a strong relationship with
the topic of inquiry by ensuring balance between the parts of the writing and the whole,
and (e) interpreting the meaning of the lived experiences. In addition, Cixous and CalleGruber (1997) reveal five characteristics of the hermeneutical inquiry. According to
them, it “(a) seeks understanding rather than explanation, (b) acknowledges the situated
location of interpretation, (c) recognize the role of language and historicity in
interpretation, (d) views inquiry as conversation, and (e) is comfortable with ambiguity”
(as cited in Kinsella, 2006, para. 6). The focus, therefore, is on interpreting text or history
to derive meaning, which differs with the process of finding meaning using the
transcendental approach.
Transcendental/psychological phenomenology. According to Moustakas (1994)
and Creswell (2013), transcendental/ psychological phenomenology is less concerned
with the interpretation of text in the research process. Rather, it focuses more on
describing the experiences of the participants. Accordingly, the researcher, when
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examining the phenomenon in question embarks upon the epoche or bracketing process,
in which the researcher puts aside his or her experiences as far as possible, to derive a
“fresh perspective” (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009).
This epoche specifically refers to a process by which the researcher puts aside or
refrains from judgments, perceptions, everyday understandings, knowledge, and
presuppositions and embraces what is found in the data. Moustakas (1994) further
expounds that it is seeing “what stands before our eyes, what we can distinguish and
describe” as well as revisiting “freshly, naively, in a wide open sense” (p. 33). The
fundamental nature then of the transcendental approach is to derive meaning from the
essence of human experience without the interpretation of the researcher. In noting the
differences between hermeneutical phenomenology and transcendental phenomenology,
the hermeneutical approach seems to be the more practical approach for this study.
Rationale for hermeneutical phenomenology. In this study, I utilized the
hermeneutical approach guided by the six steps of van Manen (1990). In addition, the
hermeneutical approach is closely linked to interpretivism, which according to
Golfashani (as cited in Klenke, 2008) suggests “that all knowledge, and therefore
meaningful reality, as such, is contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and
out of interactions between human beings and their world and developed, and transmitted
within a social context” (p. 23). Further, some of the elements of interpretivism discussed
by Klenke (2008) are that people experience multiple realities that are not mechanical. As
a result, these realities must be understood within a particular context by taking in
account how people use language and symbols, and how they construct meaning.
Consequently, when one attempts to explain any social phenomena, they must take into
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account how these meanings are derived in order to have a deeper understanding and give
a complete explanation. Heidegger (1962) even contends that the preconceptions of the
researcher is integral in understanding the phenomenon and also in recognizing that
despite generalizations about human conditions, each individual has unique experiences.
Further, Giddens (as cited in Klenke, 2008) posits that the researcher’s task then
is to discover meaning from human actions. It was therefore my goal in this study to
uncover the lived experiences of the participants by examining their perceptions of what
their reality was, in addition to examining other documents pertaining to their
experiences. Interestingly, Denzin (2010) submits that “objective reality will never be
captured” (p. 271; Denzin, 1989, p. 246), but rather, researchers will only uncover a deep
understanding of multiple validities versus a single validity, especially since “a
commitment to dialogue is sought in any interpretive study” (Denzin, 2010, p. 271).
Again, the hermeneutical approach was most suitable for this study to interpret the
experiences of the women leaders who had served as presidents at AHEIs.
Research Setting
The Seventh-day Adventist Church operates one of the largest sectarian
educational systems in the world. It owns and operates a system that includes K-12,
tertiary, graduate, and post-graduate education. It opened its first higher education
institution in 1874 and presently, it operates about 106 HEIs worldwide, according to
the listing in the Department of Education, GC. The first woman president of an AHEI
was elected in 1989, 115 years later after its first college was opened (F. Greenleaf,
2005). To date, only about 17 women have served as presidents at these institutions of
the East-Central Africa Division, the Inter-American Division, the North American
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Division, the Northern Asia-Pacific Division, the South American Division, the
Southern-Asia Pacific Division, the Trans-European Division, and the West-Central
Africa Division.
Participants and Sampling
Qualitative researchers are generally interested in the use of purposive sampling
(Creswell, 2005; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011; Patten, 2007; Patton, 1990). The type of
purposive sampling used is usually based on the research question, as well as the
resources available to the researcher. As such, individuals “that the researcher believes
are key informants in terms of social dynamics, leadership positions, job responsibilities,
and so on” (Patten, 2007, p. 19) are able to answer the research question (Creswell, 1994,
2003, 2005), good sources of information (Patten, 2007), and selected as participants.
In this study, purposive sampling techniques were used to recruit participants. A
criterion was set in order to select persons who would form the sample of the study. The
participant must have (a) been appointed and inaugurated as president of an AHEI, and
(b) served at least one term or five years as a president of an AHEI. After identifying
some of the participants, snowball-sampling (Atkinson & Flint, 2004; Babbie, 2001;
Creswell, 2005; Patten, 2007; Patton, 1990; 2002) techniques were used to contact other
women who fit the criteria. According to Patten (2007), this technique “is useful when
attempting to locate participants who are hard to find” (p. 51). In this study, snowballing
technique was very useful because trying to access the names of the women leaders who
had served as presidents from the GC archives was not successful.
In an effort to uncover these names and other contact information of the women
who had served as presidents at AHEIs, I first contacted the Director and Associate
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Director for Education at the GC office. I also used people in my network such as one
woman who was currently serving as president of an AHEI and other friends from other
parts of the world to find out if they knew women who had served as presidents at
AHEIs. Some of the initial participants were instrumental in providing the names and
contact information of other women leaders who met the criteria for the study. I then
wrote a formal letter of invitation to each of the women whose names were suggested to
request their participation in my study. I also attempted to reach a few of them via
telephone. In speaking with one of the women leaders, I was able to uncover the names of
a few other women.
Procedures
I sent out invitation letters (see Appendix A) to the six women presidents who are
currently serving and to eight past presidents inviting their participation in the study. I
was unable to locate telephone and email information for the other four past presidents. I
received responses from seven women (one president who was currently serving and six
past presidents), who initially consented to participate in the study. I contacted one of the
current-serving presidents directly via telephone, but she indicated through her
administrative assistant that she was too busy to accommodate me shadowing her for one
or two days. About 3 weeks after the women consented to participate, I sent them a copy
of the demographic profile survey form (see Appendix B) and the informed consent (see
Appendix C), since I did not want to overwhelm the participants on the day of the
interview.
A few weeks later, I requested other documents such as speeches, biographies,
works written about them, amongst others, for triangulation purposes. At that point, one
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of the past presidents pulled out of the study without providing an explanation. I thanked
her for her initial consent and reminded her that her participation was voluntary. Three
women agreed to assist me in getting documents, two guided me to the institutions that
they served to gather the needed documents, and the other was unsure how to assist. I
was, however, able to get information about the latter president and others via the
Adventist World, Adventist Review, Spectrum, and other legitimate Adventist websites.
Not all the participants filled out the demographic profile survey form prior to our
meeting. Some filled it out on the day of our interview, while others submitted it via
email. In addition, most participants gave me a copy of their curriculum vitae (CV) on the
day of the interview while others chose to send soft copies via email.
I worked for almost two months trying to coordinate dates and times for
interviews with the seven participants who had consented. I coordinated with two
administrative assistants for two of the women leaders, and in the other cases,
coordinated directly with the women leaders themselves. It took a lot of rescheduling for
two of the interviews to take place due to the hectic schedules of these women leaders.
Finally, in the last week of my data collection, I was able to conduct two interviews via
Face Time. Two months after all interviews were conducted the women were sent the
web location where they could take the Leadership Practice Inventory (LPI)-Self. The
ratings on this leadership test were used to corroborate the findings on the leadership
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styles and practices of these women leaders; specifically, as it related to transformational
leadership practices.
Data Collection
In qualitative research, data generally refer to “words (spoken or written) or
various types of visual images, including stills, videos, pictures, graphics” (Lichtman,
2013, p. 322); and “form of narrative (text) scripts, commonly gathered from interviews,
survey questions, journals, recorded observations, or existing documents, among other
sources” (Suter, 2012, p. 350). This varied and flexible approach to data collection,
however, requires a few steps such as “setting the boundaries for the study, collecting
information through unstructured or semi-structured observations and interviews,
documents and visual materials, as well as establishing the protocol for recording
information” (Creswell, 2014, p. 189). In addition, qualitative researchers usually ensure
triangulation of data during the data collection process.
Interviews. Some authors suggest that interviews are most common (Lester,
1999) for data collection in the phenomenological approach. Moustakas (1994)
stresses that it is typical in the phenomenological investigation to conduct long
interviews. Some authors also refer to this interview process as in-depth interviews
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Kvale & Brinkman, 2009; Lichtman, 2013; McCracken,
1988; Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Thus, conducting long in-depth interviews (Creswell,
1994, 2003; Lichtman, 2013; Moustakas, 1994) was my main method for data
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collection. This allowed me to develop a spontaneous conversation within the
specified subject area (Patton, 1990).
All interviews lasted from 58 minutes to an hour and a half. Before
conducting the interviews, I spent some time going through the informed consent
form to answer any final concerns that participants had, especially relating to the
ethical issues of the study and how I would report the findings. For most of the
interviews, this took about half hour, and in a few interviews, they extended to over
one hour before the consent forms were signed. I also took that time to express my
interest in the study area and my goal for the findings of the study.
Face-to-face interviews. Opdenakker (2006) submits that face-to-face interviews
are synchronous communication, which takes place in time and place. This approach
poses many advantages over other interview methods because of social cues
(Opdenakker, 2006). In this study, four of the six interviews were held face-to-face; three
in the offices of the participants, and one in a home setting.
Online interviews. Lichtman (2013) posits, “It is only the creativity of the
researcher that limits the opportunities for online interviewing” (p. 211). Interestingly,
though Lichtman (2013) argues that online interviewing is still at its infancy, the format
proposed for this study mirrors extensively the typical face-to-face interview.
Specifically, the synchronous, preplanned interviews were resorted to when face-to face
interviews were not possible, or where a follow-up interview was conducted for
clarification or additional information. Two of the interviews were held via FaceTime
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though I had previously met with one of these very participants. FaceTime interviews
also permitted me to have face-to-face interactions with the participants.
Documents. Documents were an essential part of the data collection in this study.
I was able to secure the assistance of some of the participants to collect documents
(Creswell, 1994, 2003) relating to their presidency. These documents included the
participants’ CVs or biographies; written record of their speeches; newspaper, magazine,
(Austin, 1958; Creswell, 2013) and online articles written about the participants from
Spectrum, Adventist World, Adventist Review since these are well-respected
publications of the Adventist Church. In order to protect the identity of the participants,
documents were used to validate the findings but were not reported as raw data since any
bit of information used would quickly make the participants identifiable because of the
small population and distinctive characteristics of the regions in which these participants
served.
Field notes/researcher’s journal. According to Crabtree and Miller (1999),
“field notes represent an attempt to provide a literal account of what happened in the field
setting—the social processes and their contexts” (p. 59). Notably, field notes are also
referred to in the literature as reflective notes, memos, journals or just as notes (Bailey,
2008; Crabtree & Miller, 1999; Lichtman, 2013; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Though field
notes are usually associated with ethnographic studies, they constituted the third method
of data collection since they allowed me to record observations of the behavior and
activities of the participants (Creswell, 1994, 2003) during our interactions. Appendix D
provides an example of how field notes were developed. These field notes included my
thoughts on online interactions, FaceTime conversations, face-to-face interactions, email
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messages, telephone conversations, and text messages. The notes also reflected “my
personal thoughts such as speculation, feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions,
and prejudices” (Bogdan & Biklen, as cited in Creswell, 1994, p. 52). Particularly,
Crabtree and Miller (1999) contend that field notes cannot be trusted to memory and a
fundamental aspect to be considered during the research process are “what to record, how
to record it, and when to record it” (Hammersley & Atkinson, as cited in Crabtree &
Miller, 1999, p. 59).
Accordingly, during my informal interactions via telephone calls or meetings
prior to the interviews, and during the formal interview sessions, I jotted notes (Lofland
& Lofland, as cited in Bailey, 2008; Crabtree & Miller, 1999). These notes included the
words and phrases that seemed to be of importance. After the interviews, I developed
these notes into a full script that then became my researchers’ journal.
Demographic profile survey form. The demographic profile survey was
developed to collect personal and professional information about the participants.
Specifically, information was collected about the participants’ educational backgrounds,
academic attainments, career trajectories prior to their presidential appointment and their
professional affiliations and networks through this form. The information collected was
crosschecked with participants’ CVs and biographies.
Interview guide. The interview guide (see Appendix E) was organized into five
overarching questions or categories. The first four questions or categories were directly
related to the study’s research questions. All four questions or categories had subquestions, which aided in answering the overall research questions and contained both
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structured and unstructured questions, which were mostly open-ended, with a few closeended ones.
The interview guide went through a three-step validation process to ensure that
the questions were adequate in answering the research questions and also to ensure that it
was clear enough for the participants to understand (Creswell, 2007; Creswell & Clark,
2011). In addition, I conducted a pilot interview with one of the women who had served
as a president in an AHEI but was ineligible to be part of the study sample. This pilot
interview enabled me to develop appropriate follow-up questions, fine tune the good
questions, and enhance tactics for conducting the real interviews. In the second step, I
sent the interview guide to two women leaders and one qualitative research expert. One
of them is internationally recognized for her research in the area of women leadership.
Finally, the research instrument was sent to the Adventist International Institute of
Advanced Studies Ethics Review Board for approval and recommendations for change.
The committee voted the instrument without modifications.
Leadership Practice Inventory-Self. The LPI-Self, a 30-point scale usually
associated with transformational leadership by Kouzes and Posner (1995), was
administered to the participants to gather data on their leadership styles and practices.
Participants were all sent an email via the John Wiley & Sons official website inviting
them to take the LPI-Self test. The results of their test was later generated at the website
and downloaded to my computer as an individual worksheet for each participant. This
worksheet provided detailed description of each participant’s scores on the five distinct
leadership practices of the transformational leader. A personal copy was emailed to
participants for their perusal and edification. This instrument provided the much-needed
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data for triangulation since the majority of the women were not currently serving and
could not be observed in their natural setting as president in an AHEI.
The researcher. Unique to qualitative research is that the researcher is
instrumental in both the data collection and data analyses processes. Merriam (2002)
proposes, “A second characteristic of all forms of qualitative research is that the
researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and data analysis” (p. 5). As such,
the researcher was the final instrument in the data collection process in this study.
Data Analysis
Bogdan and Biklen (1982) provide an elaborate definition of the data analysis
process in qualitative research to include
a process of systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field
notes and other materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding
of them and enable you to present what you have discovered to others. Analysis
involves working with data, organizing it, breaking it into manageable units,
synthesizing it, searching for patterns, discovering what is important and what is
to be learned and deciding what you will tell others. (p. 145)
As such, the purpose of data analysis in qualitative research is to (a) “organize,
provide structure to, and elicit meaning from research data” (Polit & Beck, 2008, p. 507);
(b) move “from raw interviews to evidence-based interpretations” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005,
p. 201); (c) uncover the themes, patterns, concepts, insights, and understandings
(Creswell, 2003, 2013; Moustakas, 1994; Patton, 2002); and (d) develop themes by
making textural descriptions that focus on what the participants experienced in addition
to structural descriptions that focus on the “how” of the experience, and then combining
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the two to communicate the same “essence” of the participants’ experiences (Creswell,
2003, 2013). All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim (Smith &
Eatough, 2006) and treated as raw data as I sought to make meaning of the experiences of
these women leaders.
Consequently, three approaches were used in analyzing the data: (a) concepts of
inductive analysis (Creswell, 2007; Lichtman, 2013; Patton, 2002), (b) hermeneutics or
interpretive analysis (Bernard, 2000), (c) and conventional content analysis (Lichtman,
2013). These approaches were used in interpreting data to make sense of the experiences
of the women leaders. Notably, the inductive analysis approach (Creswell, 2007;
Lichtman, 2013; Patton, 2002) seemed appropriate for this study since
qualitative data analysis often follows a general inductive approach (as opposed to
a hypothetical-deductive one) in the sense that explicit theories are not imposed
on the data in a test of a specific hypothesis. Rather, the data are allowed to ‘speak
for themselves’ by the emergence of conceptual categories and descriptive
themes. These themes are usually embedded in a framework of interconnected
ideas that ‘make sense.’ (Suter, 2012, pp. 346-347; italics in original)
Further, Bernard (2000) states that the researcher using the hermeneutical or
interpretive analyses approach “continually interpret[s] the words of those texts to
understand their meaning and their directives” (p. 439). In addition, the conventional
content analysis approach was used. Using this approach, I was able to code categories
“derived directly from text” (Lichtman, 2013, p. 259), using QSR International’s NVivo
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10, which had been recently used to analyze data of a wide range of research methods
including phenomenology (Gibbs, 2002).
Coding guidelines. Coding refers to organizing large quantities of data into small
units (Bailey, 2008). In discussing the construction of categories for qualitative research,
Merriam (2009) suggests open coding at the beginning of the analyses process, that is,
after interacting with the very first interview transcript. Merriam (2009) also advises the
qualitative researcher to “jot down notes, comments, observations, and queries in the
margins” (p. 178) when they come across any bit of information that is striking or may
lend in answering the research questions. This process should be very expansive initially
(Merriam, 2009), such that the researcher moves back and forth between the data and
concepts, and descriptions and interpretations, and uses both inductive and deductive
reasoning (Merriam, 1998, 2009). Accordingly, the data transcripts, field notes, and other
documents were carefully read through to develop initial codes.
In this study, I utilized three coding techniques for triangulation purposes:
(a) open coding (Merriam, 2009); (b) line-by-line coding which enabled me to group the
comments and notes that go together and repeat the process for each transcript, looking
for similar groupings in field notes as well as in other documents (Merriam, 2009); and
(c) analytical coding which “comes from interpretation and reflection on meaning”
(Richards, as cited in Merriam, 2009, p. 180). Specifically, I spent some time reading the
transcripts before importing the data into NVivo 10. After the data was imported into the
software, I utilized the open coding and line-by-line coding simultaneously. That way,
each sentence or passage of the text was assigned a code, and in many instances there
were more than one code, some even up to 15 codes. A total of 419 codes were
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developed directly from the words and phrases of the participants. The codes were then
modified as new meanings or categories emerged when invariant meanings were
detected. For example, in some instances, participants may have used different words and
phrases when sharing an experience, but the interpretation or meaning sounded similar to
what would have been said by someone else.
Notably, all codes were derived taking into account the context in which the
participants shared a bit of information and not just a simple code of the word itself. After
all codes were established, I then embarked on negative case analysis (Lincoln & Guba,
1985) since the data was not well-saturated due to the small sample size, the unique
stories shared by participants, the different perspectives from which their experiences
emerged, the differences in the cultural and geographic contexts in which these women
served, and finally, the lack of consistency in the responses for some of the research
questions. In that process, I compared codes one by one in an effort to assign each piece
of text systematically into one code. In addition, I attempted to include similar codes
under conceptual categories and later into themes.
All the codes that did not fit under any of the categories or with any of the other
codes, or did not pertain to the research questions, were excluded from the development
of themes. I then rechecked all new codes and assigned texts to them to gauge the
consistency of each code. One PhD researcher in the field of Anthropology reviewed the
codes for consensus. Importantly, Merriam (2009) advises that “it is the researcher, not
the computer program, who assigns codes (or names categories) and it is the researcher
who determines which units of data go with the codes” (p. 195). All codes developed
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were then put into categories based on the similarities in expressions and invariant
meanings and also on the interpretation originated from the data.
Category construction. Merriam (2009) suggests that “categories are
abstractions derived from the data, not the data themselves” (p. 181) and are constructed
when codes are assigned to the data. In addition, the names of the categories should come
from the researcher, the participants, or the literature or other outside sources and the
categories constructed meet a few criteria to include (a) being responsive to the purpose
of the research, (b) being exhaustive, (c) being mutually exclusive, and (d) being
sensitive to categories, content and being conceptually congruent (Merriam, 2009, pp.
185-186). Further, the number of categories should be manageable and dependent upon
the data and research focus (Merriam, 2009). In addition, they should be constructed
based on how frequently something was mentioned by the participants, the audience for
whom the study was conducted, and the uniqueness of the category (Guba & Lincoln,
1981). In this study, categories were derived based on the context in which words were
used and not just the words themselves. In addition, all similar codes were grouped
together to form categories and reported under the same themes. Appendix F provides the
rationale for how categories were developed.
Emergent themes. Ryan and Bernard (2003) infer that a fundamental but
mysterious task for the qualitative researcher is to identify themes. Further, Salanda (as
cited in Bazeley, 2013) submits “a theme is an outcome of coding, categorization, and
analytic reflection” (p. 190). Bazeley (2013) suggests seven ways to construct themes.
These include (a) becoming aware of patterns or trends while reading or working with the
data, (b) cutting out important quotes or expressions and arranging them in piles with
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other similar information and name them, (c) developing assertions and seeking to test
their validity, (d) taking note of repeated or patterned relationships between elements,
(e) creating thematic connections, (f) writing vignettes about parts of the data and
creating summaries, and (g) seeing how the various themes connect to present a larger
picture of the data. Notably, though all common themes were clustered together, unique
or individual variations were also reported (Hycner, 1999). Appendix G provides a
summary of the categories and emergent themes of the study.
Trustworthiness
In quantitative research, the measures of how acceptable the findings are depend
upon their validity, reliability, and generalizability (Creswell, 2007; Creswell & Clark,
2011). Notably, it has been repeatedly argued in the literature that these valuable
concepts cannot hold in qualitative research (Leininger, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Rubin & Rubin, 1995), since most qualitative approaches focus on deriving data from
text emerging from the subjective experiences of the participants and, in some cases, in
addition to deriving meaning from objective experiences or realities, as well. As such, a
problem of anecdotalism presents itself to the qualitative researcher, that is, the ability of
the qualitative researcher to convince himself or herself and others that the findings are
based on genuine critical investigations (Silverman & Marvasti, 2008) and can be trusted
as being true and is “worth paying attention to” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 290).
To address this issue of anecdotalism, and in an effort to establish that the
findings of a qualitative study can be acceptable, the literature promotes trustworthiness
as the means of substituting for issues related to validity and as a manner by which the
findings of a study can be acceptable by others (Bailey, 2008; Guba & Lincoln, 1994;
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Leininger, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998; Rubin & Rubin, 1995). Further,
there is, embedded in trustworthiness itself, a criterion of quality which can assist
researchers in the process. These measures of the quality of a study are described in terms
of its credibility, which is equivalent to internal validity. Credibility then is referred to as
transferability, equivalent to external validity; dependability, equivalent to reliability; and
confirmability, equivalent to objectivity (Bailey, 2008; Klenke, 2008; Lincoln & Guba,
1985).
Credibility
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), credibility refers to the extent to which
the results of a study are believable from the standpoint of the participants. Merriam
(1998) suggests some approaches to ensure credibility. These include triangulation,
member checking, long-term observations at the research site or repeated observations of
the same phenomenon, and reflexivity. Lincoln and Guba (1985), however, submit that to
establish credibility, the researcher needs prolonged engagements, persistent observation,
triangulation, peer debriefing, negative case analysis, referential adequacy, and member
checking. These authors suggest member checking, triangulation, and observation, all of
which constitute segments in the data collection process of this study. Credibility then
was established by having prolonged engagement prior to the study and during the data
analysis process, and more so, by doing member checking, triangulation of data sources,
and providing a reflexivity statement on the topic.
Member checking. Another important aspect of the qualitative research process
is member checking. Member checking is generally used to determine accuracy of the
qualitative data in an effort to ensure validity (Creswell, 2007, 2014; Denzin & Lincoln,
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2000; Merriam, 1998, 2002). According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), it is one way to
enhance rigor, either on a continuous basis throughout the analyses or as a one-time event
(Doyle, 2007) to increase the credibility of the study (Creswell, 2007). All transcribed
interviews were sent to the participants for checking prior to the coding process. Four
participants gave their approval to use the documents in their original form. One
participant suggested adding the names of the four persons who were initially referred to
in the third person. Another participant spent some time providing more detailed
explanations and clarity of the responses she gave during the interview, but in no way
changed the essence of her response. A profile of each participant was created. The
profile contained a brief description outlining the career trajectory of each woman prior
to being appointed president, in addition to her academic achievements. This member
checking ensured that the documents gave a true reflection of the participants’ views,
feelings, and experiences (Creswell, 2007; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Triangulation. Triangulation is an essential aspect of the research process and is
a much-discussed topic in the literature (Begley, 1996; Cohen & Manion, 1994; Cohen,
Manion, & Morrison, 2000; Denzin, 1978; Mathison, 1998; McFee, 1992; Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Merriam, 1988; Patton, 1990; Thurmond, 2001). Accordingly, it is
referred to as a process by which a researcher uses two or more methods for data
collection to examine more deeply the complexities of human behavior (Cohen et al.
2000), and gain a deeper understanding of the research inquiry (Creswell, 2003).
Mathison (1998) even suggests, “Good research practice obligates the researcher to
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triangulate, that is, to use multiple methods, data sources, and researchers to enhance the
validity of findings” (p. 13).
There is, however, contention on the absolute reason for triangulation. Some
authors posit that it is for (a) validity (Mathison, 1998; Olsen, 2004); (b) elaboration
(Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989); (c) convergence, inconsistency and contradiction
(Mathison, 1998); and (d) completeness (Fielding & Fielding, 1986), other reasons.
Cohen et al. (2000) assert that validity should not be perceived as an absolute state, but
rather, as a matter of degree. Further, Patton (2002) suggests that triangulation does not
mean that the researcher will have consistency among the data sources; but rather,
according to Thurmond (2001), it increases one’s confidence in the research data by
“providing a clearer understanding of the problem” (p. 254). Consequently, triangulation
was used to establish validity, consistency, and completeness of the findings in this study.
Notably, Denzin (1978) makes distinctions between the four types of
triangulation. Data triangulation requires different sampling strategies or sources to
collect data for validation and consistency purposes by using time, space, and persons.
Investigator triangulation requires two or more researchers during the research process
for confirmation purposes. Theoretical triangulation requires one or more theoretical
positions in the interpretation process. Finally, methodological triangulation requires
more than one method for gathering data. In this study, I utilized data triangulation
approach for data collection. A triangulation matrix was developed (see Appendix H)
which guided me during the data collection stages.
Reflexivity. Though much has been written about the term reflexivity, the
concept basically refers to the researcher’s awareness about the topic being studied and
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how he/she can affect or influence the research process and vice versa (Bailey, 2008;
Borkan, 1999; Creswell, 2014; Lichtman, 2013; Malterud, 2001; Merriam, 2002; Patton,
1990; Reeves, 1994). It is similar to the concept of self-reflection in Lichtman (2013).
Further, Merriam (2002) posits that reflexivity allows the researcher to explain his/her
position on the topic, while other authors propose that reflexivity also gives information
about the researcher, why he/she may be interested in the topic, the manner in which
he/she chooses to carry out the study, and the way in which he/she chooses to present
findings and conclusions (Harrison, MacGibbon, & Morton 2001; Malterud, 2001).
Particularly, the literature clearly outlines that the researcher cannot remove
himself/herself from the research experience since the “researchers’ own personal
training and experiences also influence their choice of approach” (Creswell, 2014,
p. 20), in choosing whether to conduct a quantitative or qualitative study. Further,
Creswell (2014) suggests that “individuals who enjoy writing in a literary way or
conducting personal interviews or making up observations may gravitate to the
qualitative approach” (p. 21). Overall, the literature contends that the researcher is a tool
in the research process, so the researcher’s personal journey is essential (Crabtree &
Miller, 1999).
Dependability
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), dependability refers to the extent to
which the same results can be obtained by independent researchers. Consequently, the
literature presents many ways to establish dependability in a study. These strategies
include external audits, the ability for external independent researchers to examine the
process and product in an effort to evaluate the accuracy, findings, interpretation and
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conclusions supported by the data (Creswell, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam,
1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Consequently, in this study, I ensured that a proper
audit trail was kept (biographies, CVs, articles in magazines and on online sites,
transcriptions of interviews, field notes, notes on interview guides, all correspondence via
email) in the event that an external audit needed to be conducted to establish
dependability.
Transferability
Transferability refers to the extent to which the results can be transferred to other
contexts and settings outside of this study or how it can be viewed as a way of
establishing external validity in a study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Further, Holloway
(1997) highlights some techniques for establishing transferability to include (a) providing
a thick description which gives a detailed account of field experiences, (b) putting the
findings into context, and (c) establishing patterns of cultural and social relationships. As
a result, I ensured that all documents used for data collection and analyses, the thick
description, were kept, in the event that an external audit was requested to establish that
the techniques of transferability were adhered to.
Confirmability
Confirmability refers to how well the data collected in the study can be supported,
corroborated, or confirmed by others (Bradley, 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Specifically, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that the researcher provide an audit trail,
consisting of raw data, analysis notes, reconstruction and synthesis products, process
notes, personal notes, as well as preliminary development information. Interestingly,
Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, and Spiers (2002) argue for a deviation from the
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trustworthiness substitute of Guba and Lincoln (1981) as a measure of validity in
qualitative research. Instead, these authors submit that confirmability “is not pertinent to
phenomenology, nor for postmodern philosophies such as feminism and critical theory in
which the investigator’s experience becomes part of data, and which perceives reality as
dynamic and changing” (Morse et al., 2002, p. 14).
Nonetheless, in this study, the audit trails and field notes helped in the
interpretation of the data and in coinciding with the hermeneutical approach. In this
instance, confirmability was established by ensuring that an extensive audit trail was
done as described for both dependability and transferability. This audit trail includes
exhaustive transcriptions, reflective notes, and the reconstruction and synthesis products
such as the development of codes and themes.
Positioning and Reflexivity Statement
On a personal level, studying the women who had served as presidents at AHEIs
was an honor. Five of the six participants in the study were the first to serve as presidents
in their individual institutions. As such, it is notable that these women were able to break
the glass ceiling and serve in a position that is predominantly held by men both in the
Adventist educational system and other educational institutions in general. In addition, I
believe that leadership is a spiritual gift given by God to members of the church and is
not attached to one’s gender. The Bible does not indicate gender biases when speaking of
the distribution of gifts to the body of Christ.
Philosophically though, the questionable nature of conducting a
phenomenological study as a Christian possibly stems from the phenomenology’s view of
multiple realities and the Christian’s view of absolution in both knowledge and truth.
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Importantly, though multiple realities are explored to discover truths, absolute truths, or
what the truth about a situation is could never be fully uncovered by research since God
is the author of truth and divulges to man only portions of these truths. As such, true
reality is colored by the perceptions and interpretations of the person experiencing that
reality and may not be fully comprehended by other persons even though aspects of these
perceptions and interpretations are shared in-depth with others.
Regarding the epistemological concerns, the same principles apply. God is the
author of all knowledge. As a result, scientific inquiry, but more so, in qualitative
research, explorations of knowing through the participants’ experiences are only a
glimpse into some knowledge, and not all knowledge. The results or findings of a study
therefore opens one to know some of what is, but not all of it, since in the same regard as
truth, knowledge, or what is perceived as the knowing is only what God permits one to
know.
Overall, God is the author of truth. He is the author of knowledge. Research only
opens a window into some aspects of the truth and some aspects of knowledge and
cannot be trusted to provide all truths and full knowledge of anything regardless of how
rigorous a study’s methodology is. Consequently, as a Christian researcher, I went into
the research process with this approach, recognizing the limitations of humans in
processing, experiencing, and divulging their expression or perceptions of truth and
knowledge as experienced. In addition, I noted that though subjectivism seems to some
Christians as a denial of the transcendent in favor of a strictly individualistic or personal
truth, these aspects are not totally foreign to the Christians since we believe that God is a
personal God who reveals Himself to individuals in different ways. As such, one’s
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experiences with God are quite subjective and cannot be argued as being false. In
addition, one’s understanding or perception of God’s revelation to them is only their
understanding and their perception of that revelation cannot be seen as absolute truth,
meaning, universal truth, but rather as experiential or subjective truth within this context.
Ethical Issues
Creswell (2013) suggests that there are six ethical issues that must be considered
in qualitative research. These ethical considerations guided this study: (a) Prior to
conducting this study, the proposal was approved by both my dissertation committee and
the AIIAS Ethics Review Board. (b) The participants were informed that even though the
pool of participants was very small, they would not be forced to participate and could
withdraw from the study at any time (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). (c) The interview
guide contained only questions that were relevant to answer the research questions.
In addition, only documents that were pertinent to the study were secured.
(d) Before and during the data collection process, in an effort to build trust, I was honest
with the participants about the purpose of the study and how the findings would be
presented. (e) To avoid any mental stress on the participants, I informed them that they
may choose not to answer a particular question and that the documents which would be
included in my analysis would only be those that they would provide or allow me to
secure or access. (f) More so, to ensure that physical risk or mental harm would be
minimized or completely avoided, the interviews and other methods of data collection
were done at the convenience of the participants both in terms of time and location.
I also ensured that while on the research site, I was as little a distraction and
disruption as possible. When collecting data, I respected the privacy of the participants by
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not prying when I sensed some level of discomfort in them when responding to particular
questions. Data would also be reported in a clear and straightforward way, and I promised
not report any information that could potentially harm any of the participants.
Further, after the interviews were transcribed, I provided a copy of the written
transcriptions to each participant for checking to give them an opportunity for comments
and approval before I proceeded to the analysis stage. When analyzing the data, I decided
to strategically assign participants different codes for each question (President 01,
President 02, and so on). As a result, the participant assigned the code President 01 would
not the same participant assigned with the code President 01 in the second, third, fourth,
or fifth question. This technique was done to ensure that there was no flow of ideas from
one question to the other that could make the individual participants identifiable in the
thematic discussion when raw data were used to support the themes and findings of the
study.
Summary
This chapter provided detailed descriptions of the methodology used to answer
the research questions. The methodological framework utilized was the qualitative
hermeneutical-phenomenological approach. Purposive sampling was used to recruit the
six participants in this study to uncover the experiences that assisted these women leaders
in breaking the glass ceiling through their appointment as presidents at AHEIs.
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CHAPTER 4
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Research Question 1 dealt with the personal and professional relationships and
experiences that influenced the development of the women who have served as presidents
at AHEIs. This question explored the experiences that may have contributed to their
leadership development. The Leadership Emergence Theory of Clinton (1989) that
focuses on how Christian leaders develop over time mostly guided the sub-questions.
Specifically, Clinton (1989) refers to the leader’s development as (a) a process through
which God guides the leader along a pattern, (b) time which involves the sequencing of
events during such process, and finally, (c) the leader’s response to God after identifying
a pattern in their life processes.
The sub-questions that helped answer Research Question 1 included the
following: (a) Who were the most influential person/s in the women’s leadership
development? (b) How these person/s inspired them to become leaders? (c) What were
incidences in childhood or adolescence that made the women aware of their leadership
potential or heightened their interest in leadership? (d) What were the types of training, if
any, did they receive that prepared them for leadership? (e) Who were their mentors, if
any, during their academic and professional journey? (f) What were the type of network
opportunities did they have as leaders? (g) What role did organizational or societal
culture play in their development as leaders? From the data, three themes emerged. These
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themes are (a) influential persons in leadership development, (b) childhood antecedents
of leadership potential, and (c) academic qualifications and leadership experiences.
The Participants’ Vignettes
President 01
President 01 credited her father as being the most influential person in her
development toward leadership. She recalled that her father was a very responsible and
diligent person who emphasized the importance of responsibility. Those traits, she
expressed, greatly inspired her. She could not recall any incidents in her childhood that
highlighted her leadership potential but she remembered an incident during her junior
high school days when she served as part of the student body.
She expressed that she never had any negative thoughts toward school though she
viewed it as “something you did.” In addition, she repeatedly characterized herself as
always being very responsible because she found pleasure in helping her teachers. She
recalled that her sixth grade teacher gave her a lot of responsibilities and she liked doing
what she could.
Regarding leadership training, President 01 could not recall having any formal
training that prepared her for leadership at any educational level or having a mentor.
However, she referred to her daughter as an informal mentor because she could confide
in her. She recollected that a past president of a conference who eventually became the
president of a union was the second person she admired after her father. She saw him as a
great model for leadership and a wonderful coach. He was someone she could always go
to in confidence.
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President 02
President 02 shared with me that there were many persons who contributed to her
leadership development. These were the persons she encountered throughout her
professional career. She recalled a particular female that encouraged her to pursue
graduate studies after completing her bachelor’s degree. Some persons she referred to as
mentors were her teachers during her graduate studies that also encouraged her to move
toward a doctorate degree. Finally, the most important person was her husband who
encouraged her to finish her studies. She believed that her degree was the first step
toward leadership attainment and even recalled some of her mentors saying, “More doors
would open for me” (Folder 2, p. 1).
President 02 recalled that she worked with two of her mentors at the graduate
level at one AHEI. It is there, she believed, that they identified her as possibly having the
skills and capacity to be an administrator in an HEI. It was also during that time that she
developed great admiration for how those two men acted in meetings, how they put
agendas together, managed minutes, and, in general, how they conducted effective
administrative meetings. She recalled how their modeling affected her.
I was like wow. This is wonderful. This is what I want to do. I want to be, maybe,
a head of department, or, maybe, a professor. Mostly, I was never inclined to
teaching. I always saw myself as an administrator, as someone in an office, and
someone who hosts meetings. (Folder 2, p. 2)
During her childhood, President 02 could not recall having leadership
antecedents. She remembered, however, leading the other children during playtime, but
classified that initiative as a team effort since she did some things that her childhood
friends wanted to do. She shared that she held no leadership positions in church during
her childhood or adolescent years. But in college, she recalled taking the lead when group
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assignments were done since, she shared, no one else would do it. Overall, she thought
school was great and she loved it. She expressed that she always competed with herself
and studied well to ensure that she entered the classes prepared.
Notably, President 02 shared that she came from a background of teachers on both
sides of her family. Hence, she found school to be a great place learn. She also believed
that all her course work at the graduate and postgraduate levels and her work and study in
a university setting, being surrounded with administrators and witnessing how they
managed their jobs, were great training grounds for her and prepared her for leadership.
Regarding network opportunities, President 02 described presidency as a “lonely
chair” but stated that there were always networking with other presidents within the
division who met at least twice a year. She was also a member of an association of
presidents that met once a month. These meetings, she believed, were essential because
she was able to discuss different situations with the other presidents. She admitted that as
president, one needed to be knowledgeable about his/her tasks.
President 02 was unsure what organizational culture had to do with her
appointment to leadership. She simply believed that she may “have been at the right place
at the right time” and it must have been the providence of God. She described her
country’s culture as being very open to women leadership. Aside from her, she said, there
were several women presidents at other HEIs at the time who were also doing a good job.
Those women were her colleagues in the association of presidents of that country.
President 03
President 03 revealed that the most influential person in her development toward
leadership was her husband. His influence, she revealed, was evident when he served as
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an administrator of the union in her country. Further, she divulged that her husband was
always on the side of justice and liked to do things the right way. She shared that her
husband’s determination to accomplish whatever tasks he wanted encouraged her to put
that same determination into practice with the help of God. For President 03, the most
difficult decision she had to make was when she was contacted to serve as president of
her institution. The decision was difficult for her to make because she did not know of
any other woman who had served in that capacity since it was considered a man’s job.
She notably rejected the offer twice. It was only at the third time when she decided to
accept the position after serious consultations with God.
President 03 recalled many experiences in her childhood that uncovered her
leadership potential. She shared that at school, people would follow what she wanted
them to do and she loved having that influence. For example, she remembered that she
had her own group of girlfriends. She and her friends would plan things together but she
would suggest to them what to do such as what hairstyle to wear, and the following day
all four of them would appear at school with the same hairdo. She recalled having similar
experiences at home with her siblings.
President 03 shared that she had always loved school. In fact, she stated that she
loved to study, learn, and relate with other people. She attributed part of that passion for
school to the positive influences many of teachers had on her until her 8th grade. She
shared that she had developed a passion for education but never thought of dedicating
herself to teaching because of how students in general reacted toward teachers. Her
journey as a teacher, however, began when she was called to fill in a vacancy at her
institution. She then recognized both her skill and passion for the teaching profession.
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According to President 03, women played a small role in the church as Sabbath
School superintendents and Bible workers. Notwithstanding the role that they played, she
did not ascribe denominational culture as an influencing factor in her appointment to the
presidency at her institution. In fact, she understood that the school board never had
intentions of having a female president but they were left with little choice since the
institution was going through a difficult time and needed some change. She believed that
the board chose her because there were no men who were available and had the skills to
do the work that was needed for the institution at that point in time. She also shared that
the decision to choose a woman leader was certainly not the norm since firstly, the school
board was dominated by men, many of whom had difficulty in electing a woman as
president and secondly, there were men who were not comfortable working under the
direction of a woman.
President 04
According to President 04, the most influential person in her leadership
development was the dean of the university where she had her first job. He took her
under his mentorship and said, “I think you have the administrative talent. I think you’ve
got the right stuff.” She credited him for noticing her potential very early in her
professional career and for creating for her opportunities, which she might not have had if
it had not been for him. In addition, she believed that the many years of experience at the
HEI where she worked prepared her for the presidency.
She mentioned having two other mentors at her university. Those three men with
whom she worked for many years were great mentors and infused her with the passion
for higher education. They were visionaries and had big ideas for their institution. She
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expressed that they modeled transformational learning in higher education, upward
mobility through higher education, and access to marginalized groups. But to her, their
vision and the way they translated it to her were some of the things she admired most in
them.
President 04 could not recall any incident in her childhood that highlighted her
leadership potential. In fact, she revealed that she was not a popular girl. Rather, she was
studious and focused on her academic achievement. She expressed how much she loved
school. She delighted in reading and learning. Her mom even referred to her as a
bookworm. She fondly recalled that both of her parents valued education and instilled in
her the passion for reading by buying her books. She remembered her dad say that she
belonged at the top of her class. Because she described herself as a daddy’s girl, her dad’s
concept of excellence shaped her view of leadership—that leaders emerge usually from
the top group, the people who excel in their academics.
She believed that she had support from her executive assistants and administrative
team, as well as from her colleagues in other HEIs with whom she could talk about
challenges of leadership and how they could be supportive of each other. She also
reported being a member of professional organizations with other presidents who met
once a year and of another group that met on a more regular basis. In both organizations,
she met a number of women with whom she could discuss the different issues they faced
as presidents. She believed that her experience as a president was pleasant because people
respect good leadership and also, possibly because she served within a Christian context.
She was unsure of the role that organizational or societal culture played in her
appointment to leadership. However, she surmised that her previous employment may
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have paved the way since through her experience and impact she had on the institutions
where she had served prior to becoming president, she had gained the skills that were
beneficial to the Adventist university where she was the president.
Overall, she had no problem leading men. Rather, she shared that in her leading
she saw men as people, and not another gender, even though she believed that “there
could be the occasional male who has a sense of male ego or male pride and may not
want a woman saying certain things to them” (Folder 3, p. 19). In general, however, she
shared that she led people and their gender was inconsequential as long as she provided
good leadership, which she believed everyone, male or female respected.
President 05
President 05 expressed that both of her parents were influential in her leadership
development. She said she always had the freedom to make choices and to take
responsibility from a very early age. She revealed that her mother seemed to be the more
influential of her parents since she herself modeled leadership by taking up a few
leadership roles, even though she did not have the educational background or experience.
President 05 recalled fondly that her mother taught her how to speak properly, since her
mother placed a heavy emphasis on proper speaking. She revealed that though she had a
brother, she never felt the pressure of role disparities imposed on her by either of her
parents. In fact, according to her, “I always felt that the world was open to me. It would
be years later I realized that some people did not think that way” (Folder 5, p. 1).
She conveyed that she always enjoyed learning and loved school because of the
opportunities being educated offered her. She also recalled having leadership positions in
school, though at that time she did not think that those positions made her a leader.
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Rather, she just took the opportunities afforded her and enjoyed doing them. It was while
engaging in those leadership roles that she discovered a liking for leading.
President 05 believed that both her home and school environments
nurtured her leadership development. She recalled that the principal of her school, during
her time as student body president, was very open to the ideas of students and even
sometimes pushed the boundaries. In retrospect, she realized that she may have been a bit
of a pain in school since she would regularly walk into the principal’s office and say,
“Hey, what about this idea?” and the principal would always say, “Why not?”
Though she did not recall having any formal leadership training, she had many
mentors. With many of them, her mentoring relationship was informal. But with one
man, a former union president, she considered her relationship formal, even though there
was no formal arrangement for him to mentor her. She revealed that she and the former
union president were different in every way—age, experience, race, and cultural
backgrounds—and yet he had the “capacity to see the possibilities in me and open up the
doors for me to achieve whatever I could in an environment which otherwise would have
been quite difficult” (Folder 5, p. 3).
Notably, President 05 expressed that she witnessed some of the hostility,
pushback, and criticisms that her mentor faced and she asked him how he was able to
deal with those unfavorable situations. His answer, she said, was revelatory of what a
noble person he was. Under such situations, he told her, he would think, “What is this
individual going through and how can I help him?” She said that his words helped her
learn how to deal with negative and critical individuals. Further, her mentor encouraged
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her to develop her creativity, did not put limits on what she could do, and saw potential in
her capabilities.
She humbly believed that neither organizational culture nor societal culture
played a role in her appointment to leadership. Rather, her track record with
denominational positions and the fact that she was known were probable factors in her
appointment. She noted that during the time of her appointment as president, the church
members who came from different cultural and national backgrounds had mixed
opinions. While some church members did not have any problem with a woman leader,
others found it quite difficult to accept one. Overall, though, President 05 revealed that,
as a woman leader, she had never felt disadvantaged.
President 06
President 06 shared that the person who most influenced her leadership
development was her father. She remembered him as a person with a strong personality
and was very courageous, honest, and active. She also remembered him as being very
strict with her since she “gave [him] more trouble” than her sisters. One such experience
was when he punished her by making her complete mathematics exercises. She admitted
that she became a very good math student because she really wanted to please her
parents. In addition, she credited both her parents for instilling in her a positive attitude
toward education. They demanded that their children follow set rules and principles.
They also encouraged their children never to give up, to pursue success, and to attain the
highest education possible. These expectations aided President 06 in her leadership
development.
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Though she could not identify any specific childhood incident when she was
aware of her leadership potential, she believed that her opportunity to serve as a leader
was God’s plan for her. She reported having a steadfast passion for school and that she
was always a good student. She fondly recalled studying the books of her siblings and
learning a foreign language on her own at a very early age.
Though President 06 shared that she never received any formal leadership training
nor had any mentors, she credited her father as possibly being an informal mentor to her.
To her, he provided informal leadership training by instilling in her the attitude of never
giving up and being courageous. She believed that one factor that may have influenced
her appointment, as president, was her commitment to the denomination, as well as to her
area of academic expertise.
Emerging Themes
After reading through transcripts, highlighting similar words and phrases, and
clustering codes, I identified some emerging themes. These themes included the most
common ones, as well as the unique, individual, or negative cases. These unique cases
were highlighted to underscore the perspectives of the participants that were different
from the others even though they held the same positions as presidents at AHEIs. There
were five categories under Theme 1: Influential Persons in Leadership Development:
(a) parents as the most influential persons, (b) husband as influential and supportive,
(c) role models, (d) predominantly male leadership, and (e) acknowledgment of God’s
leadings. Two categories emerged under Theme 2: Childhood Antecedents of Leadership
Potential: (a) leadership potential in early childhood, and (b) positive attitude toward
school and education. Under Theme 3: Academic Qualifications and Leadership
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Experiences, there were two categories: (a) academic qualifications and (b) leadership
experiences.

Theme 1: Influential Persons in
Leadership Development
The literature reveals that a number of persons and experiences contribute to the
development of leaders. Specifically, the persons most influential in the leadership
development are parents (Baumrind, 1991; Darling & Steinberg, 1993; Klein et al., 1996;
Gardner, as cited in Murphy & Reichard, 2011; Popper, 2011), teachers (Maxcy, 1991;
Owen, 2007), role models (Astin & Leland, 1991; Ausejo, 1993; Bower, 1993; T. M.
Brown, 2005), and mentors (Adair, 2009; Bowles, 1999; Bowman et al., 1999; Carey,
2002; Isaacson, 1998; Robbins & Judge, 2009). Some of the experiences that contribute
to leader emergence are the experiences that individuals have with these influential
persons, as well as formal and informal opportunities for service and experiences in their
academic environment.
Category 1: Parents as the most influential individuals. According to
McClelland “parents played a large role in shaping leaders from an early age” (as cited in
Murphy & Reichard, 2011, p. 14). Further, in a study conducted by White et al. (1992),
the researchers found a consistent theme, that “in most cases the parent-child relationship
facilitated the development of an early sense of independence and self-sufficiency”
(p. 28). In this study, the same theme emerged. For example, President 01 credited her
father as being the most influential person in her development toward leadership. She
recalled that he was a very responsible and diligent person who emphasized the
importance of responsibility. Those traits, she expressed, greatly inspired her.
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The participants in this study generally revealed that one or both of parents were
influential in their leadership development. They nurtured their love for education by
supporting them in their studies and creating an environment in the home that was
conducive to learning. These findings were also consistent with what was reported in
White et al. (1992). For example, these authors shared that the women in their study
emphasized that their relationship with their parents were “stable and close knit” (p. 28).
In addition, “the women also emphasized that their parents had supported and encouraged
achievement, and that they had promoted autonomy of decision-making” (p. 28).
Likewise, two of the participants in this study shared similar stories that demonstrate how
their parents supported them.
Both of my parents were influential in my leadership development. They always
gave me the freedom to make choices and to take responsibility from a very early
age. I never felt there were any barriers or boundaries set on me. I believed I
could do anything. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 1)
Both my mom and my dad told us, ‘You need to be straight.’ In my mind, I had to
do all that I could possibly do to please my parents. . . . Yes, I only wanted to
please my parents and to go the further possible distance in my studies. (President
06, Folder 6, p. 2)
Parents are possibly the most influential persons toward the leadership
development of their children (Murphy & Reichard, 2011). Particularly, they are
responsible for the most primary socialization of their children. Lips assert that the
socialization of women is less congruent with leadership roles and more associated with
“lower levels of confidence, self-esteem, and entitlement in women” (as cited in Murphy
& Reichard, 2011, p. 209). Coleman (2002), however, found that the support of mothers
is an important factor in helping women principals overcome barriers such as lack of
confidence in being successful in leadership. Remarkably, one participant credited her
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mother as being the most influential person toward her leadership development even
though both of her parents were very supportive in all her endeavors. Speaking about her
mother, she shared,
She herself modeled leadership. She took some leadership roles even though she
hadn’t had the educational and experience background that I was able to get later
in my life. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 1)
When I had opportunities to do things as a teenager, I always got encouraged to
do them. It was always automatic from her: ‘Well, of course, you can do that.’
(President 05, Folder 5, p. 1)
President 04 also revealed how her parents aided in her leadership development.
My parents developed in me very strong self-esteem. I always felt very loved. I
was confident. I felt confident. I never felt like I’m less than anybody else or that
I’m more than anybody else, either. My parents always said, ‘Don’t think you’re
better than anybody; you’re not.’ (President 04, Folder 4, p. 14)
Most of the other participants credited their fathers as being most influential in
their leadership development. This finding was also found in the work of White et al.
(1992). They reported, “35 per cent of the successful women identified their fathers as
being the most influential parent in terms of their development. These women felt that
they were similar to their fathers in temperament” (White et al., 1992, p. 32). In this
study, three participants fondly shared experiences of how their fathers influenced them.
In addition, two of the participants constantly used terms to describe themselves and
these words were interestingly the very words they used to describe their fathers.
He was an administrator, not in the area of education, but I saw how responsible
he was, and he always emphasized responsibility. I saw that he was very diligent,
and so I think those character traits inspired me. (President 01, Folder 1, p. 1)
I can say that my father influenced me a lot. . . . My father was a very active
person, very strong personality. He’s a very honest man. He wanted us to be very
highly educated. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 2)
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The fact that he really wanted us to succeed and to have the highest position that
we could get, he was a very courageous person. ‘Don’t give up. You don’t have to
give up. Try your best.’ I learned this from him. ‘Never give up and go for it, as
far as you can.’ I always applied this in my life. I can’t remember an incident that
I gave up something that I started without completing it. (President 06, Folder 6,
p. 2)
Even though her father may have exhibited qualities of an authoritarian parent,
President 06 always knew that he wanted the very best for her and her siblings. She
recalled one instance when her dad punished her by giving her math exercises since she
was a bit more troublesome than her other siblings.
When I was young, I sometimes misbehaved. So one day my dad wanted to
punish me. The punishment was to do exercises in mathematics, exercises
especially, because I was a very good student in mathematics when I was [laughs]
at school. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 2)
Notably, all participants shared that their parents provided a home environment
that was conducive to learning. President 05, for example, believed that her home
environment also fostered leadership development because her parents instilled in her the
belief that she could do anything. As a result, she never thought that there were things she
could not accomplish because of her gender.
I had a brother, but I never felt because I was a female and he was a male there
were things I couldn’t do. I always felt the world was open to me, and it was years
later before I realized some people didn’t think that way. (President 05, Folder 5,
p. 1).
The experience of President 05, along with those of most of the other participants
in this study, reflects heavy parental influence in their early childhood and leadership
development. Murphy and Reichard (2011), for example, report, “Many leaders attribute
their success to the way they were raised, especially parental influence” (p. 313). The
parents of the participants in this study used mixed styles of parenting as described in the
experiences of the participants. Some had parents who used styles associated with being
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authoritarian, while others used styles consistent with being authoritative. Notably,
Baumrind (1991) argued that authoritarian parenting styles rarely developed children
with leadership potential, while the authoritative style of parenting usually had the most
positive impact on leadership development. In this instance, both styles yielded the
development of these women into leaders.
This finding seems to be reflected in the work of Murphy and Reichard (2011)
who contend that the different styles of parenting can influence leadership development
at different ages. Likewise, some participants, those who seemed to have had parents who
were more authoritarian such as President 04 and President 06, and who were not able to
identify antecedents of leadership potential in their early childhood, later emerged as
leaders. In general, all participants reported that their parents had very high expectations
of them but, in most cases, allowed them to be independent and to explore their
individuality (Brooks & Goldstein, 2001; Murphy & Reichard, 2011), fully reflecting
some aspect of authoritative parenting styles which impacts leadership development in
children.
Category 2: Husband as influential and supportive. Some participants revealed
that the most influential person in their development toward leadership were their
husbands. President 03 shared that part of her husband’s influence was his own personal
example. He was serving as an administrator in the church and was always on the side of
justice. He liked to do things the right way. “He was a great inspiration to me” (Folder 3,
p. 1).
The person who influenced me most in my leadership development was my
husband. He was serving as a church administrator and encouraged me to take up
the leadership position of president when I was asked to do so. (President 03,
Folder 3, p. 1)
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I was unsure if I would get the position. My husband said, ‘Apply.’ I went ahead
and applied and then I got that job. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 8)
When I met my husband, I had not finished my terminal degree yet . . . and
he was the one who encouraged me by saying, “No, you cannot stop. You
need to finish your doctorate degree.” He really encouraged me, and he even
took care of our children when they were little so that I could complete
my studies. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 1)
Some participants shared that their husbands did not only encourage their
development as leaders, but also provided support during their presidency. Similarly,
White et al. (1992) reported, “Research data suggest that men benefit from the support
provided by their wives” (p. 200). Findings then in this research were consistent with the
findings reported by Astin and Leland (1991) where the participants shared that their
husbands were of great support to them. One of the participants in the study of Astin and
Leland (1991) stated, “My husband was very, very supportive. . . . He encouraged me to
go on and to do, to travel, to do whatever was necessary. He’s a very unusual man” (p.
53). In addition, Cox and Cooper (as cited in White et al., 1992) “found in general that
male chief executives felt that their careers and success would have been impossible
without a supportive wife and stable home” (p. 200). Their findings are comparably
reflected in the perceptions of the women in this study.
I would like to thank my husband greatly because he always understood
me. He also knew what being a leader demanded so he always gave me
great support; very good support. Even though I tried not to involve him in
the problems at my institution, he would find out certain things that were
happening, and always had a very good counsel to give me. I give thanks to
the Lord because of the husband I have. (President 03, Folder 3, p. 22)
Overall, the participants in the study who had husbands felt adequately supported by their
husbands, a role that is typically stereotyped as being the role of a woman, providing
support to her husband.
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My husband is one great, wonderful person. He is very helpful. He’s not a wife.
He’s a husband but he has been great! (President 04, Folder, p. 17)
Category 3: Role models. Previous studies found that many educational leaders
generally began their leadership careers with little or no training (Bloom & Krovetz,
2001). Further, Ausejo (1993) contends that from childhood, women are not groomed to
be leaders; hence, they are somewhat incapable of developing skills and attitudes that
would make them effective administrators. With the exception of one participant in this
study, the participants reported that they did not have formal leadership training that
prepared them for leadership. As a result, much of what participants learned for their
leadership practice was learnt from their vicarious experiences and interaction they had
with their role models. According to Astin and Leland (1991), role modeling is a great
teacher. Notwithstanding the confirmation of what Bloom and Krovetz (2001) found and
the assertions of Ausejo (1993), the participants in this study reported to have had very
positive leadership models such as a parent, teacher, and mentor from childhood through
adulthood. They believed that these persons greatly impacted both their views and
practices of leadership.
For example, President 03 shared that she had no formal leadership training.
[Laughs] “I have not been trained as a leader, you know.” She, however, recalled one of
her teachers who paid keen interest in all students when she was studying for her
bachelor’s degree. That teacher helped her discover what she wanted to be in life. The
teacher did not only serve as a teacher, but also helped her students with their personal
problems. That experience, according her, had a lasting impression on her view of what a
good teacher or leader should be. President 03 even shared that her teacher was the only
one she had ever known who would remain to interact with students even after the bell
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had rung for dismissal. The students would also stay to talk with the teacher because she
was there for them. She recalled that though her mentor had not convinced her to become
a teacher, her example had impacted her leadership development. She remembered a lifechanging moment with her teacher:
One day she saw me drawing on my notebook while she was talking. I would be
drawing certain things. She came by my desk, and she saw it. She said to me,
‘You can dedicate yourself to that. You have very good skills for drawing.’ When
I told her I did not want to dedicate myself to drawing, she then said, ‘Then you
have the option to do this or do that.’
She helped me quite a bit. Even though she did not convince me to become a
teacher, I’m convinced that what she said to me really helped me in my future.
(President 03, Folder 3, pp. 4-5)
President 02 recalled that there was leadership modeling in her own family. She
shared that she came from a family of teachers on both sides and that she found school to
be a great place to learn. She also believed that her course work at the graduate and
postgraduate levels prepared her for leadership, in addition to the opportunities she had
while working and studying. She worked in a university setting and saw firsthand the
work of administrators. She recalled paying keen attention to how they managed their
jobs and credited that environment for being a great training ground for her.
Though President 06 shared that she never received any formal leadership
training, she recognized that her father was her mentor, in fact, the only one. He provided
her informal leadership training by instilling in her the attitude of never giving up and
being always courageous. This view is somewhat congruent with current literature. Stone
(2004) suggests that one of the roles of a mentor is be a role model. President 01 also
reported never having any leadership training. She, however, recalled that the then past
president of a conference, who eventually became the president of a union, was the
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second person she admired after her father. She saw him as a great model for leadership
and a wonderful coach. He was someone she could always go to in confidence.
He was very caring person. He was very balanced, and so I think he modeled
leadership. I think his modeling helped me. It was indirect because I don’t think
that was something that he was telling me, ‘Shadow me, or watch what I do.’ I
just saw the good things he did. (President 01, Folder 1, pp. 5-6)
Overall, the participants in this study seemed to have learnt a lot about leadership
through their vicarious experiences with their role models. Similarly, the women in Astin
and Leland’s (1991) study reported that they learnt a lot from observing persons whom
they admired. One of the women leaders reported how much “she carefully watched the
dean and the president of the institution where she is now the president” (p. 52).
Likewise, one of the participants in this study also shared how she observed her male role
models.
I would look up to them because I saw the way they would act in meetings,
put agendas together, then the minutes, the documents that were prepared
to present at administrative meetings. For me, it was like, ‘Wow. This is
wonderful. This is what I want to do. I want to be, maybe, a head of a
department, or, maybe, a professor.’
Mostly, I really never had an inclination to teaching. I always saw myself as
an administrator, as someone in an office and having meetings. They were
very good, Christian men. They inspired me to do that which they were
already doing: Christian administrators. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 2)
Category 4: Predominantly male mentors. Moving from the vicarious
experiences of role models, three of the women in this study reported to have had
informal mentors and, three others had no mentors at all. Further, in all instances, these
mentors had been male. These findings are consistent with the findings of previous
studies, which indicated that women who became leaders were not generally mentored by
other women (Astin & Leland, 1991; Whitaker & Lane, 1990). President 04 for example
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shared that very early in her career she had two male mentors who were visionaries and
had big ideas that infused her with a passion to serve in higher education. She expressed
that they modeled transformational learning in higher education, upward mobility
through higher education, and access to marginalized groups. To her, however, it was
their being visionary and how they translated their vision to her that she admired most
and found most inspiring.
You know, I’ve had great opportunities. I’d say that most of my mentors have
been male. . . . I think they identified me as someone who had these qualities, and
‘the right stuff,’ which is maybe an intangible. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 1)
President 05 also recalled one of her experiences with her male mentor.
He was the president in my union. We were different in every way—
age, cultural background, and experiences. There were just so many differences,
but yet, he had the capacity to see the possibilities in me and open up the doors for
me to achieve whatever I could in an environment which otherwise could have
been quite difficult. He always would open up, like give me counsel. ‘What do
you think about this?’ He began to know that once he gave me possibilities, I
would take some of them and run with them. He just seemed to enjoy seeing me
do that. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 3)
These participants’ experiences were consistent with the findings of Astin and
Leland (1991). They found that male mentors were extremely cognizant of the need to
train women whom they believed had leadership potential. Women, in the findings of
Astin and Leland (1991), even reported that these male mentors also gave them good
training opportunities. Likewise in this study, the participants who had male mentors
credited these men for opening up opportunities that gave them significant training and
leadership experience prior to their appointment as presidents at AHEIs. On the other
hand, President 06 shared that she never had a mentor at any point in her career and
leadership development.
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I have never had a mentor. Never. And this is a big regret for me, you know.
When I was taking my PhD, I didn’t have a mentor. I suffered from that even until
now. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 6)
That was one of my biggest challenges. I had no support in my region, no network
with women, no personal support. Nothing really. Not from women. (President
05, Folder 5, p. 7)
Byrne (as cited in Ehrich, 1998) suggests that women were generally excluded
from both implicit and explicit mentorship experiences. One woman in Astin and Leland
(1991) expressed, “I’ve had support [but] mentors not really” (p. 52). Another participant
in their study reported, “I must tell you that, in general, I have had no female mentor. I
wasn’t fortunate enough” (Astin & Leland, 1991, p. 52). These findings were similar to
what was expressed by President 06 about having mentors. Notably, a number of
researchers have also reported that women tend, in general, not to have female mentors
since female mentors are not readily available (Bronstein et al., 1993; Byrne, as cited in
Ehrich, 1998; Dessler, 2008; Marshall, 1985; Ragins, 1989). Some participants shared
how their mentors inspired their leadership development. Interestingly, they all reported
their mentorship relationships as being informal ones.
I saw the way he functioned as a president. He would have his agenda—this long,
legal-sized pad—and he would write everything. If someone called, he
immediately addressed that call. He was never behind in anything. He was always
on the top of everything. (President 01, Folder 1, p. 4)
I will say informal, in that we didn’t sign any paperwork or say this is it. It was
just the things that we would do together such as having lunches, having those
conversations. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 6)
Then, of course, some teachers that I had at the graduate level, they were my
mentors. They would encourage me to continue towards my doctoral degree
because once I get a doctoral degree, they said that more doors would open for
me. We worked very closely together, so they knew that I probably had the skills
and the capacity. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 1)
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Category 5: Acknowledgement of God’s leadings. The women in the study
consistently mentioned the leadings of God in their journey prior to their appointment as
presidents and also as being an integral part of their journey during their leadership.
Clinton (1989) posited three variables that were instrumental toward the development of
Christian leaders. The variables are (a) process, (b) time, and (c) the leader’s response.
All women acknowledged having a keen sense of God’s leadings in all aspects of their
lives, especially the events that led to their appointments to the presidency. Particularly,
Clinton (1989) revealed that the theory focuses on the big picture—the leader becoming
the leader that God wants him/her to be. All the participants in this study believed that
God had been leading them every step of the way and that He selected them at the time of
their appointment. Some women even shared how they had struggled to accept the
presidency, but they did so after consulting God.
I wholeheartedly believe that God places you where He wants you to be.
. . . I just had to think that that was what God wanted me to do at that moment.
(President 02, Folder 2, p. 8)
I had already worked in the leadership of the church, and I worked with the youth
and in other areas. When I had to make the most difficult decision was when they
called me to be the president of my institution. I was a little bit fearful because I
had always known that there were no other women who had been a president of
that institution. They had always been males. Twice, I denied. I did not want to
accept the call, but the third time I decided to consult with God because maybe—
at that point I realized that was what he wanted me to do. I told Him, ‘If you want
to do that type of work, then help me do this.’ I had to have . . . the assurance
from God that this was what He wanted me to do. (President 03, Folder 3, p. 1)
I think that I can see how God shaped my journey, and that’s probably—but even
at that time, I wasn’t thinking I was going to be a president or a leader. I just
wanted to be a professor. (President 04, Folder 6, p. 7)
I mean, my thought was ‘with God, everything is possible.’ I know that probably I
won’t be able to do it, but God is there, and with Him, it’s possible. I said, ‘Okay,
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why not?’ . . . If He calls me, He will provide. This is how I have always been in
leadership. Not because I planned it, not because I wanted it. (President 06, Folder
6, p. 3)
The participants also reported depending strongly on God especially during their
incumbency as president. One participant shared that God was the One helping her when
she had to deal with difficult cases at school.
I depend on God. I think it is something personal. It’s that God is everything in
my life. I walk and I think about him. Everything is God. We are connected, so
that’s me. We’re together. I emphasize prayer. (President 01, Folder 1, p. 10)
I always prayed and asked God to give me the right words to say because I did not
want to offend anyone. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 13)
Every time I had a challenge in front of me, I would ask God to help me, and I
would fight until I would obtain it. (President 03, Folder 3, p. 2)
I think you’ve got to have some wisdom, so I think the Lord—a good strong
spiritual sense of how God is guiding you and leading you, and giving you
wisdom to know what to do. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 9)
Generally, these women gave credit to God, not only for leading and sustaining them, but
also for blessing them with the gift of leadership itself.
I believe that the skills and abilities that God gives us take us to where He wants
us to be. I say God-given abilities because God is the one who equips us when we
ask Him and take the necessary opportunities to prepare ourselves for service.
(President 02, Folder 2, p. 14)
I think I have the gift, and I thank God for this. I feel like God has a plan for my
life, and he has opened the doors, has given [me] the right experiences to be ready
for this moment. I’m ready for the moment, and I’m doing the things that I have
been trained to do. I think I have good instincts as well—what to do, what not to
do, when to do certain things. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 14)
The finding in this study that God played a significant role in the leadership
development and experiences of these participants both before and during their role as
president at AHEIs is not totally new. A study conducted by Walker-Anderson (2007)
found that 50% (6 out of 12) of the respondents believed that God or a higher power
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supported and guided them. They also believed that the spiritual power shaped their
destiny and played a significant role in their lives.
Overall, there seemed to have been quite a bit of shared developmental
experiences among the women leaders in this study under this theme. It was evident that
the parents of participants played a major role in the development of all of these women
leaders. Additionally, for those who were married, their husbands were also mentioned as
key figures in both their leadership development and as a great support during their
tenure as presidents. Other key findings were that all the women reported (a) having
leadership models, (b) being mentored predominantly by men, and (c) having an
awareness of the guidance of God in their leadership.

Theme 2: Childhood Antecedents of
Leadership Potential
A considerable amount of literature suggests that leadership qualities emerge as
early as childhood (Bennis, 2009; Murphy & Reichard, 2011; Shin et al., 2004). Most of
the participants in this study reported that they had experiences in their childhood that
highlighted their leadership potential, while there were a few of them who could not
identify specific experiences. Two themes were identified under this category
(a) leadership potential in early childhood and (b) positive attitude toward school and
education.
Category 6: Leadership potential in childhood. Most of the participants in this
study became aware of their leadership potential at an early age, and her undergone some
experiences that revealed their leadership qualities. Murphy and Reichard (2011) reported
on a study that “examined what personality characteristics predicted leadership success of
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school-age girls enrolled in Girl Scouts. Not surprisingly, girls who achieved leadership
in their groups had greater perceived competence in skills such as organization, goal
setting, and generation of new ideas” (p. 11). President 05, for example, recalled having
leadership positions in school. At that time though, she did not think that those positions
made her a leader, but rather, she took the opportunities afforded her and enjoyed doing
them. It was while engaging in those leadership roles that she discovered a liking for
leading. She recalled a time when she served as captain of a sports team and as president
of the student body. She graciously shared one incident:
The student government decided to host a movie night. We got permission from
the principal and we had planned everything very well for the night. The theatre
was filled with parents and students and everything was going well. During that
time, one of the student leaders reported that a child was sick and had vomited.
Immediately, I told the team that we needed to clean it up without any
interruption or discomfort to the guests. So that’s what we did, clean it up. To me,
it was the natural thing to do. The same thing happened again. I told the team the
same thing. We cleaned up again. I was not afraid to get my hands dirty because I
wanted the evening to go well. At the end of the event, everyone was pleased with
what had transpired. The principal later told me that some parents had
commended the team and me for the way we handled the situation throughout the
evening without causing any alarms or disruptions. I only did what seemed
natural. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 2)
President 03 also recalled many experiences in her childhood that showed her
leadership potential. She shared that at school people would follow what she wanted them
to do. For example, she remembered that she had her own group of girlfriends. She and
her friends would plan things together and she would suggest to them what to do such as
what hairstyle to wear. The following day, all four of them would appear at school with
the same hairdo. At home, she had similar experiences. “In my home—I was the only
girl. The other four were boys, but somehow I made it possible for them to follow my
lead” (Folder 3, p. 2).
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Sometimes we would like to play. They wanted to play something that was
designated for boys, but I would convince them to play house, and they were the
father and the uncle and other roles. Then that way, we would play together.
(President 03, Folder 3, p. 3)
President 01 could not recall any incident that highlighted her leadership potential
when she was a child or teenager. She, however, continually referred to her junior high
school days when she served as vice president of the student association as a time that
possibly highlighted some leadership potential. She specifically recalled giving a
convincing speech during the electoral campaign that aided in her winning the position to
serve the student body at her school.
Previous research studies reported that intelligence is a significant contributor to
leadership success though such findings are inconclusive (Murphy & Reichard, 2011).
On the contrary, Murphy and Reichard (2011) contend that in early high school, for
example, students with leadership potential would most likely be involved in organizing
and managing activities, and the children who were popular at schools were the ones who
tended to emerge as leaders among their peers. Unlike President 01, who identified
leadership potential in her junior high school years, President 02, who could trace some
leadership potential as a child and during college, President 03 who identified leadership
potential as a child both in her experiences at home and school, and President 05 who
was very popular during her early years and held positions such as president of her
student body and captain of her hockey team, President 04 could not recall having any
leadership roles during her early years in school. In fact, she revealed that she was not a
popular kid at all because she did not serve as president of any club or group. Rather,
President 04 was very focused on intellectual development, academic excellence, and
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academic activities. She usually emerged in the top three places of her class and had very
notable intellectual and academic accolades from a very early age.
I wasn’t the class president. I really wasn’t a popular girl. I was more studious. I
supposed I had those skills in me, but I think I was more focused on academic
achievement. I was always doing well in school. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 4)
In a study conducted by Stephens (2003) examining the experiences of
35 powerful women leaders in churches, businesses, and higher education, he found that
these women were not very popular at school and were generally not part of academic
and sports clubs. This result corroborated the description of President 04. Her view of
leadership development stemmed from her experience as a child. To her, leadership
potential extends beyond holding offices in student clubs. Instead, it could be reflected in
a student’s high academic achievement. Essentially, leadership is being on the top of
one’s class since leaders, she believed, come from that top group. With much enthusiasm,
she shared one experience:
I remember when I was in the second grade; I had come second in my class of 68.
I went to my dad, said, ‘Daddy, Daddy, I just came second out of 68.’ He said,
‘Well, that’s great, but why didn’t you come first?’ People will say, ‘Oh, your dad
was so mean.’ But, I think, he wasn’t mean. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 3)
As a result of her success in early childhood, President 04, like President 02, who did not
have any leadership antecedents in their childhood, concluded that
I think people who excel in school end up a lot of times becoming leaders,
especially in the academe, where what really count are your grades and your
intellectual work. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 4)
Notably, President 02 did not recall having leadership antecedents in her early
childhood or adolescent years, either. She remembered, however, leading the crowd
during playtime, but classified it more as a team effort since she just did some things that
her childhood friends wanted her to do. She shared that she did not hold any leadership
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positions in the church during her childhood or adolescent years. In college, however, she
took the lead when group assignments were assigned since no one else would do it.
On the contrary, other participants recognized their leadership potential in their
childhood years. They remembered how they led their peers on some occasions when
they were quite young.
As a child, we would play together with other kids in the neighborhood. I
remember being the first one to say, ‘Let’s do this, and you guys will follow me,’
and everybody would follow what I said. Of course, I would do what they wanted
to do, too. It was, coming to think about it, maybe a team effort. (President 02,
Folder 2, p. 3)
When I was a little kid, I grew up in an area, which was quite rough. For
one year, I went to the local school. I was about seven years old. There was a
couple of little boys—young boys—that lived near our house who were very
timid, and they would get bullied. . . . I remember walking home with
them, one on my right side and one on my left, and telling the bullies, ‘Leave
them alone.’ They did. I don’t know if that’s leadership, but it seemed to
work. I found throughout my childhood that I was often in a situation where
I seemed to automatically end up in a leadership role of a team or a group of
people and found opportunities to either take a protective role or a role of
helping them grow. I think, I enjoyed that experience. I think, that’s probably
where my intense interest in building community and building teams comes
from because I think that came from my childhood really. (President 05,
Folder 5, p. 2)
Category 7: Positive attitude toward school and education. This theme was the
most unified in this study. All the participants reported that they loved school. They
enjoyed their experiences in school and had a passion for learning. Further, that their
parents highly valued education and instilled in them a strong desire for learning from a
very early age. Notably, all the women in the study attained terminal degrees, and, in
some cases, did post-doctoral fellowships at very prestigious HEIs in the Adventist
education system as well as at public and other private HEIs.
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I never had any negative thoughts toward school though I viewed it as ‘something
you did.’ I also found pleasure in helping my teachers. (President 01, Folder 1,
p. 3)
School was great! I would always try to beat my last semester’s grade. I was
always competing against myself. I was always trying to finish homework sooner
than expected and prepared myself for the next day’s lesson. I didn’t want to
sound ridiculous in the classroom, so I would always prepare myself for the next
day. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 4)
I always liked school. I always liked to study, to know, to learn, to relate with
other people. And I had teachers that influenced me. (President 03, Folder 3, p. 3)
I loved school. I always loved school. I always loved to learn. I always loved to
read. I chose my major because I was always reading, reading, reading. My mom
always said I was a bookworm. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 4)
I loved school. I enjoyed learning, but I also just enjoyed the dynamics, I think, of
school and what opportunities I could see opening up for me. (President 05,
Folder 5, p. 3)
Oh, yes. I really, really liked school. School for me was a passion. I have always
liked school. There is a belief—I don’t know if adults believe in that, but when I
was kid, I used to believe that whatever someone is doing on the last day of the
year, December 31, into the New Year, they would be doing it throughout the
New Year. You know what I was doing? [Laughs] On December 31 when I knew
that we were going to the New Year, I was taking my books and exercise books
and I was reading and working and studying. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 5)
Other studies also found that women who served as university presidents
were inclined, from an early age, to value education. More so, they came from homes that
valued education as well. For example, Rosario (2010) after studying the lived
experiences of seven Filipino presidents reported all women to have been raised “in
homes that valued education highly” (p. 97). President 06, crediting both of her parents
for instilling a positive attitude toward education, revealed that she and her siblings had
to be “straight” and follow set rules and principles. However, they were also encouraged
never to give up, to pursue success, and to attain the highest education possible. These
expectations, she shared, really aided in her wanting to earn a doctorate degree and
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further her overall leadership development. The participants’ love for school and
education was evident as demonstrated in the experiences of two of the participants.
Both my parents were very smart people and they very much prized education.
When I was little, I remember my mom would bring me some beautiful books.
My dad would buy me books; my mom would buy me books. I loved to read. In
one of the locations where I grew up, I lived close to a library, and I would go to
the library a lot and just sit there to read lots of different books. (President 04,
Folder 4, p. 5)
I loved to read. I read almost anything I could lay my hands on. I read the books
of my older siblings. I would take their books and study. I learnt a foreign
language by myself by simply reading my sister’s books. (President 06, Folder 6,
p. 6)
There was also quite a bit of shared experiences among the women in this
study as they pertained to the antecedents of leadership potential in their childhood. It
was clear that four of the six participants were able to identify moments in early
childhood, junior high school years, and college, as well as in their interactions with other
neighborhood children and even interactions at home with their siblings, that indicated
leadership emergent behaviors. These behaviors included taking the lead, making
decisions for the group, or even representing persons who felt powerless to defend
themselves against bullies. Additionally, the findings revealed that all women had a
positive attitude towards school.

Theme 3: Academic Qualifications and
Leadership Experiences
After analyzing the participants’ curriculum vitaes, biographical sketches, and
demographic profile survey, I discovered that all of them had significant academic
qualifications and leadership experience prior to their appointment as presidents. All
participants also reported taking up both formal and informal positions that aided in their
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leadership development. Under this theme, two categories emerged. These categories are
(a) academic qualifications and (b) leadership experiences. The participants’ leadership
experiences included their career paths and their leadership responsibilities outside of the
workplace.
Category 8: Academic qualifications. All the participants had terminal degrees
and, in some instances, post-doctoral diplomas in the area of higher education. The
women’s terminal degrees ranged from PhD in Education, EdD in Educational
Administration, DD (Doctor of Divinity), PhD in English, and PhD in Economics.
Importantly, Kim and Cook (2012) reported that about 38% of current presidents had
studied in the education disciplines, 14% had backgrounds in the humanities, and 12%
percent in the social sciences.
Category 9: Leadership experiences. Regarding the career paths of presidents,
Kim and Cook (2012) reported that the chief academic officer was the most common path
to college presidency. Further, the literature continues to suggest that the path to
presidency for women and men differed (Cook, 2012) and that women do not generally
hold that position (Bornstein, 2007). In most AHEIs, however, the chief academic officer
is referred to as the vice president for academic administration. In this study, three of the
six participants had held that position at least for 1-2 years prior to their appointments as
president in their respective institutions.
The participants also had remarkable experiences in teaching and in
administrative positions. Two of these women served as principals (one, of an elementary
for 3 years and another, of a high school for 4 years). Most of the women, however, had
their significant experiences in serving at HEIs. A notable finding reported by Kim and
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Cook (2012) was that 30% of presidents of HEIs had no experience as faculty members.
On the contrary, most of the women in this study, served as faculty members in HEIs. For
example, President 01 taught for 13 years; President 03 for 23 years; President 04 for 9
years; President 05 for 11 years, and President 06 for 10 years. All the women held
leadership positions prior to becoming presidents. Some served as deans, chairs, provosts,
vice presidents, and directors of education. One participant, however, shared that she did
not take the typical route to the presidency.
When I held one of my previous jobs before being a president, I made a quantum
leap promotion from being a newly tenured faculty member to that administrative
position. I was never a department chair. I was not even a dean. All of a sudden, I
jumped over all of those and landed in an administrative position. I was thinking,
‘Can I do all these?’ I thought, ‘Yes, of course. Yeah, I can do it. God has given
me the ability.’ (President 04, Folder 4,
p. 30)
Overall, the participants in this study seemed suitably qualified and experienced
prior to taking up the presidency of in AHEI. Eagly (2007) even contends that a double
standard exists in which men have greater access to leadership positions than women.
Consequently, these double standards “require that women be more highly qualified than
men to obtain leadership roles in the first place” (Eagly, 2007, p. 5). Consistent with the
findings of this study, the women seemed to have extensive academic backgrounds as
previously found by Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) and were professionally prepared by
the time they took up their presidential roles (Spencer & Kochan, 2000).
Most of the participants revealed that apart from their leadership experiences in
the workplace, they accepted leadership roles in the church and in other settings. In
addition, most of them shared that whenever they were called to serve, they would
usually say yes. Two of the participants testified how they answered to the call.
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What I would say is that at the right time, you will know what to do. When the
doors open, say yes. I’ve never turned down any opportunity. (President 04,
Folder 4, pp. 29-30)
Usually, when I receive a call into the church, I never say no. I don’t know if it’s
good, but when I have been called, my answer is always yes because it’s not me,
this is God. If He calls me, He will provide. This is how I have always been in
leadership. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 3)
All the participants in this study had terminal degrees and significant academic
and leadership experiences. Notwithstanding the academic achievements and leadership
experiences, they all revealed that they had never aspired to become university
presidents. This finding is consistent with previous literature (Cubillo & Brown, 2003;
Kellerman et al., 2007, Mitroussi & Mitroussi, 2009; Tomas et al., 2010).
I never had that aspiration, Nadine. People saw it in me, I suppose, but I never
said that. I said I just want to be a major scholar in my field. (President 04, Folder
4, p. 2)
I never imagined that I would become a university president, never in my life. I
thought I would be a principal of an elementary school or a teacher, following in
my uncles’ footprints. That’s why I needed to get a master’s degree. (President
02, Folder 2, pp. 18-19)
The themes that emerged from the shared experiences of the participants in this
study indicate that they had significant positive experiences with influential persons such
as their parents, spouses, role models, and mentors who were predominantly male. In
addition, they felt and saw how God had orchestrated the opportunities and experiences
of their lives, preparing them for the role of president at AHEIs. Further, they had
antecedents of leadership potential during childhood and a positive attitude toward
school. They earned high academic qualifications and leadership experiences and took up
both formal and informal opportunities for service prior to serving as presidents. All these
experiences were instrumental in shaping their leadership development.
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CHAPTER 5
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
The literature suggests that there are certain character traits that lend very well
to effective leadership. Research Question 2 examined the personal and professional
characteristics that enabled the women to serve as presidents at AHEIs. The emerging
characteristics of the women in this study were the following: (a) they were good
communicators; (b) they were authentic, ambitious, inspirational, visionaries,
empathetic, creative, sociable, confident, intelligent, persistent, and trustworthy;
(c) they celebrated others; and (d) they were oriented to task accomplishment. These
characteristics were consistent with what literature says about the characteristics of a
good leader (Campbell, 1997; Dale Carnegie Training, n.d.; The Fortune Group, n.d.;
George, 2005; Javitch, 2009; Ricketts, 2009; Watson & Hoffman, 2004).
The participants in this study were asked to use adjectives to describe
themselves and how these characteristics may have contributed to their appointment
as presidents and impacted their leadership. They described themselves using many of
the words the literature uses to describe good leadership qualities. Under this section,
one theme emerged: shared personal characteristics.
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The Participants’ Vignettes
President 01
President 01 described herself as active, adventurous, courageous, determined,
and hardworking. She believed that these characteristics impacted her leadership in
many ways. For example, her determination and hardworking spirit kept her in the
office for many nights until 11 p.m. or midnight. In addition, on rainy days, she
would put on boots to go to work even though it was not a normal practice since in
that culture, external appearance is highly regarded. She was aware, though, that
some of her qualities could pose problems in her leadership. For instance, she was
extremely determined in getting things done. In addition, she admitted that she
thought fast, acted fast, and, at times, may have left others behind.
President 02
President 02 described herself as a visionary, team player, looks for the best in
people, good communicator, resilient, adaptable, persistent, determined, flexible, and
thorough. In addition, she emphasized, with a smile on her face, her desire for
building a community in the workplace. This participant’s smile was infectious. I
noticed it the very first time I walked into her office.
Though my appointment was scheduled for 11 am, I wanted to ensure that I
knew where the office was located. I quickly walked through the winter cold
day into a building I was directed to. I walked up the stairs and opened the
door. The well-decorated office opened before me, almost very stately, I
might add. There was her administrative assistant. She was very warm. I
introduced myself and confirmed that my appointment was in one hour. A few
seconds later, the participant walked toward us. She greeted both her assistant
and me with a smile—one that showed even in her eyes. She was not then
even aware that I was her 11 a.m. appointment. (Researcher’s Journal, Day 1,
para. 4)
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President 03
President 03 shared that one of her personal characteristics, which possibly
enabled her to serve, as president was her intelligence. She believed that presidents
need to be intelligent because they have to learn a lot quickly and continually,
synthesize information, exercise good judgment, recognize what needs to be done,
and develop appropriate strategies to help the institution move forward in a realistic
time frame. More so, she added, that the president must have wisdom—“a good
strong spiritual sense of how God is guiding you and leading you, and giving you
wisdom to know what to do.” Being very friendly, she also believed that she had
good social skills. According to her, a president has to value people, know how to
work with them, be friendly and warm, be genuine, and be authentic. All of these
descriptions characterized who she was as a person and may have impacted her rise to
the presidency. Overall, she described herself as a Type A extrovert and one who did
not want to be dowdy.
Professionally, she believed that her enthusiasm was most likely a factor in
her appointment. Notably, my impression of her was that she was a very enthusiastic
individual. I remember the very first time I emailed her to invite her participation in
the study. Almost immediately, she responded and asked questions. We went back
and forth emailing each other as she asked clarifications about my goal in the study
and so on. This exchange of communication continued even after we met and I
conducted her interview. I was able to confirm my first impression the very first time
we met in person. An assistant informed me that the administrative assistant to the
participant was out of the room but would be back in a short while. She invited me to
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take a seat. When the administrative assistant returned, she informed me that
everything was on schedule, that the participant and I would meet at 11 a.m. to attend
a luncheon, and that she had booked our interview later that day in a 4-hour time slot.
While the administrative assistant and I were speaking, the participant walked
toward us. She had a very enthusiastic demeanor; a big smile on her face, a
vibrancy in her step. She introduced herself to me. We shook hands and
agreed to meet as was scheduled for lunch and then for our interview later that
day. Strangely, it did not feel like it was the first time we had met.
(Researcher’s Journal, Day 2, para. 2 & 3)
President 04
President 04 described herself as being committed to task, determined, and a
hard worker. She explained that she loved to work on planning and accomplishing set
goals with others. According to her, “When I see something that needs to be done, I
cannot just close my eyes. I just commit myself to doing it, and I fight to reach that
which I decide that I need to do.” This latter quality, she earnestly believed, aided in
her leadership at her institution since it faced unique problems within the society
where it was located. She explained that if the leadership did not fight to get things
done, outside factors could be instrumental in closing the institution. For her personal
characteristics that may have impacted her appointment to leadership, President 04
believed that it was her social/relational skills. Professionally, she added, it may be
her past successes in her previous jobs.
President 05
President 05 described herself as organized, detailed, observant, helpful,
workaholic, trustworthy, likes to lead committees and makes them run smoothly, cuts
corners to do things efficiently but legally, makes procedures smooth and more
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effective to utilize time effectively, studies tasks before attempting to solve them,
looks at the end product before planning, likes to write and rewrite policies, and loves
to leave a trail when completing tasks. She believed that some of her professional
characteristics that may have contributed to her appointment as president were her
organizational skills, planning, and ability to carry through a given task. Possessing
these characteristics, she shared, she may have sent off the message that she could
take up the presidency, since such personal and professional characteristics are
integral components for that type of leadership.
Other characteristics that she possessed were being sensitive and
understanding to diverse cultures. In general, she revealed, that her personal and
professional characteristics may have impacted her leadership because she is a
people’s person. In addition, she always looked at the big picture and how decisions
would affect everyone within the institution. Further, she posited that she used the
word family very often and considered the university personnel as a family, but was
also strict when she had to be when the need arose. She believed that being a woman
and exhibiting certain natural qualities such as being loving and empathetic were a
large part of her leadership success as a president.
President 06
For President 06, structure was very important. In general, she considered
herself quite authoritarian because she wanted to get things done. She described
herself as one who had integrity, loved people, and was committed, responsible,
prayerful, enthusiastic, and caring. Overall, she credited God as her everything in both
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personal and professional matters. She repeatedly described Him as “the point of
departure” (President 06, Folder 1, p. 8).
Emerging Themes
After analysing the words the participants used to describe their personal and
professional characteristics, one theme emerged. This theme is shared personal and
professional characteristics. The participants revealed that it was somewhat difficult
to separate their personal and professional characteristics since they were usually the
same. The following categories emerged under this theme: (a) women leaders
possessed good communication and interpersonal skills, (b) women leaders were
enthusiastic, (c) women leaders were organized, and (d) women leaders were
visionaries.
Theme 4: Shared Personal Characteristics
The participants in the study used adjectives to describe the personal
characteristics they possessed that may have influenced their appointments to
leadership. Notably, the personal and professional characteristics of the participants,
at many times, overlapped. For example, the personal characteristics they possessed
were carried through to their professional life so that they could achieve success in
their careers. Some of the words they used to describe themselves which were
consistent with the literature were (a) having good communication and interpersonal
skills or people skills, (b) being trustworthy, (c) nurturing others or being interested in
the development of others, (d) being empathetic, (e) being enthusiastic or
adventurous, and (f) being determined.
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Category 10: Women leaders possessed good communication and
interpersonal skills. Growing studies suggest that women leaders have stronger
interpersonal skills (Caliper, 2005; Greenberg & Sweeney, 2005) or are better
oriented to interpersonal process (Eagly & Johnson, 1990) than male leaders.
Notably, most of the participants in this study used words or phrases such as “I love
people,” “I get along with people,” “People are important to me,” “I am friendly.”
These descriptions reflect similar or shared meanings. Essentially, they had good
interpersonal skills. Some of what they shared are quoted below:
I smile a lot. Because of that, I usually make people feel comfortable in order
for them to be successful. It takes away barriers of communication because
people feel, ‘I can work with her.’ The smile also helps people to be
reasonably relaxed so they do not take criticism too hard. (President 02,
Folder 5, p. 5)
I think that I have good personality skills. I’m very friendly. I think you have
to know how to work with people well, and being friendly and warm help. I
do really like people. I feel I like people genuinely, and I try to be authentic
with people. People know if you’re faking it or if you’re not faking it, right?
So, are you for real? You have to, I think, be authentic and be real with
people. (President 03, Folder 4, p. 9)
[Chuckles] I like getting along with people. I think I have good interpersonal
relations. I hug and I kiss a lot, and I just pray a lot with people. That had
helped me in my leadership. People were very important for me. I didn’t have
this thing, that “I’m the president.” I was just there for them. My door was
always accessible to them. I think they liked that. I treated them as family.
(President 06, Folder 1, pp. 8-9)
Category 11: Women were enthusiastic. Adair (2009) contends that all
leaders are enthusiastic and that it would be very difficult to find one who is not.
While interacting with the participants in the study, I found most of the women to be
enthusiastic. In addition, some of them even used the word active or its synonyms to
describe themselves. I found that one of them personified the word itself. I saw and
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felt her enthusiasm in every form of communication we had. Particularly, when we
met at her location, I noticed how vibrant she was. She was always wearing a smile
and eagerly greeted students as we walked around the campus where she presently
work. I witnessed her enthusiasm as she hugged students and asked them questions
about their personal situations (Field Notes, para. 8). Below are quotes in which the
participants expressed how their personal characteristics may have led to their
appointments to the presidency.
Yes. I am an active person. I was also very active. I guess this played a role.
(President 01, Folder 6, p. 7)
I usually talked about being very enthusiastic. I was always enthusiastic about
my work and passionate about it. I think that came through. I would say, ‘Do
your best work every day. Someone will notice you, will identify you as
someone who has ‘the right stuff,’ and hopefully will mentor you as well to
get into these roles.’ I would also say, ‘Take on the tough assignments.’
(President 03, Folder 4, p. 29)
Energetic. I’m very energetic. I don’t waste time. I do not waste time.
(President 06, Folder 1, p. 9)
Category 12: Women leaders were organized. Most of the participants
described themselves as being very well organized. They characterized the attribute in
different terms such as having good organizational skills, being thorough, being
detailed, ensuring that a task gets done, seeing the big picture before attempting a
task, and not wasting time or being good planners.
What I did, I develop a strategic plan. I need a strategic plan. I had a plan for
each employee with dates, superiors, when he/she would complete his/her
MBA, how many years after they would complete their PhD, etcetera,
etcetera. I had a plan for each of them. (President 01, Folder 6, p. 30)
I am very thorough. I make sure things are finished and completed. (President
02, Folder, 5, p. 5)
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I’m definitely a planner. I plan everything out. I would say first of all, I’m a
visionary. I have the vision. Then I try to plan out in actionable steps how I
would operationalize or implement the vision. I do get things done. I’m
someone who is very focused on having a record of accomplishments and
getting the job done, having goals and fulfilling my goals. (President 03,
Folder 4, p. 24)
[Chuckles] I’m very organized. Very detailed. I am very keen to what’s
happening around me. (President 05, Folder, 2, p. 8)
To be a president, the person has to have great organizational skills. What I
mean that is you need to have your agendas. ‘This is my priority. This is
what’s important, so I have to do it.’ You need to have those skills. You have
to start doing it in your personal life and then transfer it to the workplace.
(President 05, Folder 2, p. 8)
Category 13: Women leaders were visionaries. Consistent with some of the
literature (White et al., 1992), one of the characteristics of a good leader is being a
visionary. An online source entitled “Personal and Professional Traits of a Good
Leader” (2011) reveals that it is one of the professional qualities of a leader. Some
participants in the study described themselves as visionaries. I was able to witness
how one of the participants demonstrated that leadership characteristic. During the
interview, the participant shared with me some documents to support how organized
she was. She showed me the physical master plan of the university and the strategic
plans that were associated with getting that master plan executed. She had put
everything in a visual format. I had never seen such a clear vision before on paper. I
could literally see myself walking on the “new campus.” She informed me that she
planned everything way ahead of time so when the funds had become available, she
would simply get things done. (Researcher’s Journal, Day 2, para. 16). The following
quotes show how some of the participants described this attribute in themselves.
I think the combination of being a visionary with being able to follow through,
all the follow through on details. (President 02, Folder, 5, p. 5)
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I would say I’m a bit of a visionary. Yeah, being visionary, getting folks to
buy into the vision. That’s really, really very important as well. You have
some leaders who are visionaries, but they don’t get things done. You have
some folks who get things done, but they can’t really create an exciting future.
I think I have the gift, and I thank God for this, of bringing both things
together where I’m able to talk about a great vision for the future, articulate it,
dream it, and share it. I can also get things done step-by-step. (President 03,
Folder 4, pp. 10, 11-12)
By really planning ahead, looking at the big picture and then outlining,
developing, and implementing the steps that must be taken to reach the goal,
there should be little room for mistakes. (President 05, Folder 2, p. 18)
With regard to personal and professional characteristics, the participants in
this study described themselves and demonstrated characteristics consistent with
being visionaries, organized, enthusiastic, and having good interpersonal skills. These
qualities among others were regarded in the literature as good qualities of a leader
(Adair, 2009; Campbell, 1997; Dale Carnegie Training, n.d.; The Fortune Group,
n.d.; George, 2005; Javitch, 2009; “Personal and Professional Traits of a Good
Leader,” 2011; Ricketts, 2009; White et al., 1992). Remarkably, the participants also
noted that their personal characteristics were carried through their professional lives
and had a positive impact on their leadership. This was evident in the stories they
shared and also in my observation of them during the times when we interacted. It
seemed from my observations and interactions with these participants that their
personal characteristics gave indications of their professional characteristics and both
sets of characteristics helped to make a positive impact on their leadership. An
example was how the personal characteristic of being organized of Presidents 02, 04,
and 06 impacted their professional characteristics on the job. All three of these
participants believed that strategic planning was reflective of their personal
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organizational skills, and was an essential component in successfully performing the
role of president at their individual institutions.
Another important and deviant finding pertains to the confidence that the
participants in this study had about their ability to be successful presidents. Adair
(2009), for example, affirms that confidence is a common characteristic of a good
leader. Previous studies, however, reported that women generally had lower levels of
self-confidence (Coleman, 2002; Murphy & Reichard, 2011). Harter (as cited in Tiao,
2006), for example, contends “that women have more difficulty developing
self-confidence and leadership tone” (pp. 37-38). In addition, Tiao (2006) reported
that senior women leaders in her study “advised aspiring women to focus on
improving their individual strengths and confidence” (p. 41). One unique finding of
this study is that all the women were confident about their abilities to function in their
role as president and be successful at it. This confidence was probably possible
because they depended on God’s leadings and direction in their day-to-day activities,
and they had confidence in God’s ability to use them.
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CHAPTER 6
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL BARRIERS

Research Question 3 explored the personal and professional barriers that
women leaders experienced and how they managed them. The participants were
asked to share experiences about personal and professional barriers they may have
experienced during their presidency and how they managed them. In addition, they
were asked to share whether they felt advantaged or disadvantaged because of their
gender. Critical theory was used to guide this section since it deals with concerns
related to power structures and issues on empowering human beings including
women. These barriers could be related, but not limited, to social barriers such as
societal culture, gender role expectations, stereotypes, biases, and discrimination
against women; personal and professional barriers such as family obligations,
organizational culture, and lack of female mentors. In this section, three themes
emerged: (a) personal barriers, (b) professional barriers, and (c) managing barriers.
The Participants’ Vignettes
These vignettes highlight almost directly the perceived experiences of the
participants about their personal and professional barriers while serving as presidents
at AHEIs. My role was to interpret and share the essence or meaning of these
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experiences in as much depth as possible. The unifying and divergent themes are
discussed after their stories have been shared.
President 01
President 01 revealed that she had not really experienced professional barriers.
According to her, she took up the presidency at a time when the institution had been
experiencing deficit budgets and decreased enrollment for four years prior to her
appointment. Notably, by the end of her first year as president, the institution was out
of debt and had significantly improved in its financial position and continued to
improve annually under her presidency. In addition, the institution also had its highest
enrolment in 24 years. As such, under her leadership, many positive changes
continued to take place. In her words, she expressed what the campus environment
had been like when she took the role of president.
The morale was low. We were able to build morale up, get enrollment up, turn
the finances around, fix things up on campus, and give a very positive sense of
the future. I think because of all of those things, there wasn’t really any
pushback. People were hungry for positive leadership. (Folder 4, p. 13)
President 01 shared that she did not feel disadvantaged because of her gender.
She credited the feelings of self-confidence to her parents whom she said gave her a
strong self-esteem. As a result, she revealed that she had always felt very loved, was
always confident, and never felt less than anyone else. In her leadership as a president
however, she faced one barrier that was related to her personal wardrobe. She chose
to wear clothes in vibrant colors on most occasions because it was a personal
preference and something I believe that truly matched her personality, which was
very flamboyant. She also expressed how much she liked bright colors. She
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remembered one female administrator telling her that she could not wear bright colors
anymore because she was in a leadership position.
President 01 recalled that she received many highly positive commendations
when she was president. She shared that she only received one card with a negative
message. The card was sent anonymously. It stated that the person was very pleased
with her, loved her and the wonderful job she was doing, but advised her to change
something about her personal appearance. President 01 believed that people would
generally not tell a male president what to wear and how to keep his personal
appearance.
President 02
Some of the professional barriers President 02 faced in leadership were related
to the restrictions directly associated with the government system in the country
where she served. She recalled that it was not easy for her team to acquire needed
resources such as books and computers and sometimes even basic needs such as food
for the students. She reported that members of the administration had to travel outside
the country to get books. In addition, several donations were made to the institution
for computers and for the first time during her presidency, a computer laboratory had
been installed. She clarified that the food issue was not confined to the institution
alone but was rather a national problem. She gratefully acknowledged that God
always helped her and the administration to find creative ways to acquire food.
She recalled that she encountered some professional barriers after her
institution began accepting international students. She particularly recalled an
experience with an international student who had been recently converted to
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Adventism from having a drug addiction, a habit he had apparently kept while being a
student in that institution. Though fearful of the situation and the young man,
President 02 reported having to be stern with him and asking him to leave the
institution and return to his country. She revealed that he initially protested leaving,
but finally, agreed to leave the institution after much contesting on her part.
President 02 revealed that she did not feel disadvantaged as a woman leader.
She believed that it took some time for the men with whom she worked to adjust to
relate to her as a leader. Initially, those men, she thought, might have possibly felt it
was disadvantageous to have a female leader. Later, however, she developed positive
relationships with them. One of her personal barriers was that she did not own a
vehicle. This lack of personal transport posed challenges for her when she worked
until late hours in the evening and had to find ways to get home. Further, she recalled
having to go to the police station many times to make reports about problems with
some persons in the community who wanted to do harm to the property of the
institution. Overall, she stated that she felt strong support from sister universities and
from the conference, the union, and the division leaders.
President 03
President 03 shared that one of the professional barriers she experienced
during her presidency was being micro managed, which she did not like. Instead, she
believed that when given a position of confidence, one should have the liberty to do
his/her job. She shared an experience that influenced her decision to resign from the
presidency. It had to do with one influential board member whom she believed
continued to overstep in his role as a board member by wanting to have some direct
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impact on what was happening at the university under her presidency. As a woman
leader, she generally did not feel disadvantaged though sometimes men gave jokes
that she considered herself out of place. She recalled simply smiling or letting it go.
Overall, she did not feel that she encountered many barriers as a woman president.
President 04
President 04 could not recall having any personal barriers. However, the job
did not come without personal sacrifices. She revealed that on many occasions, she
made the choice to remain committed to her tasks and was unable to pick up her
children from school, take them to the beach, and have other leisure moments. In
retrospect, she wished she had done it differently but such was the level of her
commitment to the job.
As it relates to professional barriers, she shared that she had to deal with a few
persons who would have preferred someone else to be the president rather than her.
But she never allowed those people or opposing opinions to come in the way of her
getting the job done. Rather, she expressed that she tried to overcome those barriers
by always being prepared for her meetings, following the strategic plan of the
institution, including everyone in the decision-making process, handling persons with
negative views, and praying to God for words to say when dealing with opposition.
Overall, she felt strongly supported by the Board of Directors of the
institution. She could not recall being questioned by the Board, even at one time,
during her several years in the presidency. She revealed that she constantly reported
to them what was happening at the university. Further, she shared the vision she had
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for the institution to the Board. On another note, she revealed that she did not feel that
she had been advantaged or disadvantaged because of her gender.
President 05
President 05 revealed that the institution faced financial, infrastructural, and
administrative challenges during her incumbency as president. There were few
students to cover teachers’ salaries. The university did not own any of the buildings
and someone in the local community donated the land on which the university was
housed. Further, employees were hired whether they were qualified or not; hence, she
had to organize administrative responsibilities. She developed a marketing plan and
had drives to raise funds to assist in advancing the university. Another professional
challenge, which made things difficult for her was that some of the local leaders
wanted to direct her leadership by telling her what should be done and how to do it.
She dealt with these matters by constantly ensuring that the line of communication
was always open. She recalled having many meetings to explain her views, strategies,
desires, and goals for the university.
President 05 shared that she did not feel disadvantaged as a woman. Rather,
she felt advantaged in many ways but was unsure if that had to do with her being a
woman, or as a result of her position as president. She felt that persons wanted to take
care of her. She however recalled that there were some people who would oppose her;
but she did not believe that the opposition had anything to do with her gender. She
also recalled being treated like a child when she attended her first meeting with one of
the directors of the union; but understood that within that person’s culture, women
were expected to be subservient to men. President 05 shared that her networks were
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both institutional and personal. For example, she always felt that she had the support
of the GC and the division of the world church in which she served.
I also had the support of people from the division. I can really say that I
felt that they supported me, especially because the place was very challenging.
(President 05, Folder 6, p. 21)
She also had the support of the Ministry of Higher Education of the country where
her institution was located, in addition to the support of her close friends worldwide.
She recalled the challenges of being the only woman to serve on many
committees. But she shared that people, though, were generally respectful. One of her
challenges was in leading men. She recalled having to deal with one of her deans who
had great influence on the others and who boasted of being politically connected with
the community. Eventually, when the situation became unmanageable, the Board
made the hard decision of asking him to resign.
President 06
President 06 could not recall having many personal or professional barriers in
her leadership experiences though she admitted that it was indeed difficult for some
people to deal with her because she was a woman leader. For example, she recalled a
parent’s reaction when he talked to her by phone and asked her name. The parent was
shocked to know that the voice was that of a woman. He exclaimed, “You can’t be.
You’re a woman.” Other moments when she encountered people’s uneasiness was
when she performed some presidential roles that were typically viewed as male roles
such as preaching or speaking at churches. She vividly recalled one time being told to
wear a hat, and at another time, being asked to speak on a lower platform. However,
most of these issues were not directly related to her experiences in higher education
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but rather with associated tasks. President 06 shared that she never allowed people’s
reaction to affect how she did her job. Instead, she hoped that by doing a great job,
some people would be won over.
Another professional barrier she experienced was when she served on
committees as the only woman and traveled with men to certain meetings or retreats.
Realizing that her presence changed the group’s dynamics and her colleagues’
discomfort in having to deal with her, she would spend a lot of time by herself.
Further, she even found men to be more open and supportive than women, and she
had no problem leading them. Among her greatest challenges were (a) the lack of
personal support because she was single and (b) lack of network opportunities with
other women since she was not part of any professional groups. Overall, though
President 06 felt that she may have been disadvantaged in some small ways, in
general she never felt disadvantaged because of her gender.
Emerging Themes
In general, all participants in this study initially responded that they had no
personal or professional barriers while serving as president. However, upon deeper
reflection, some of the stories they shared did highlight a few barriers, which most of
the participants viewed as very minor. A few of the women reported some of these
barriers but revealed that they never concentrated on them, but rather, they focused on
their leadership tasks. The themes that emerged in this section are (a) personal
barriers, (b) professional barriers, and (c) managing barriers.
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Theme 5: Personal Barriers
Personal barriers refer to the personal characteristics of the participants that
posed challenges during their leadership as presidents. The literature contends that
certain personality traits contribute to effective leadership. Likewise, we can assume
that certain personality traits (Shrivastava & Nachman, 1989) may not effectively do
so. Further, the literature affirms that family obligations continue to be a personal
challenge for most women in leadership (Chibucos & Leite, 2005; Kellerman et al.,
2007). Two categories made up this theme. These categories are (a) personality
challenges and (b) family obligations.
Category 14: Personality challenges. Several authors have indicated that
one’s personality influences their leadership (Robbins & Judge, 2009; Santrock,
2008). Further, studies have been conducted to establish the relationship between
personality and leadership (Quigley, 2008). Notably, Hanbury (2001) contends,
“Leaders are not just identified by their leadership styles, but also by their
personalities, their awareness of themselves and others, and their appreciation of
diversity, flexibility, and paradox” (p. 11). Some of the participants shared how their
personalities may have impacted their leadership. President 03, for example, seemed
to value her independence.
I don’t like anyone to micro manage me. If I’m in, I’m here in a position of
confidence, let me do my job. That is my pet peeve. I had that barrier in my
leadership. A very influential person who was part of the Board wanted to
manage everything at the university but was not knowledgeable of what we
were dealing in the educational processes. That was my biggest barrier. I just
told the person, ‘You want to deal with the university? You deal with it.’ I just
let him deal with the university, and I left. (President 03, Folder 1, p. 11)
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President 05 shared how some aspects of her personal characteristics affected her
leadership:
My personality also is a problem in leadership because I usually focus on
those who are willing to move. If you are ready, I move with you. I will do all
I have to do to get there, even though people don’t follow me. This can be a
problem, and it was my problem. I was thinking very fast and I was acting
very fast, so if persons did not want to work, this is their problem; I would just
move forward. This was a problem, so sometimes people couldn’t understand
me. (President 05, Folder 6, p. 13)
Anyhow, I was continuing on my way. I remember that this created a lot of
problems with my VP for academics. He was a very old person. (President
05, Folder 6, p. 14)
There was also a problem between different groups on campus of which I was
unaware. So with my personality, I just went ahead and worked with those
who supported me and was willing to work along with me. With my
personality, it was like, ‘Okay, you want to go with me, you want to work
with me, we will work and we’ll work together. If the others did not want to
follow, it was okay.’ I think that caused some problems. (President 05, Folder
6, p. 14)
Overall, four of the participants in the study did not indicate having personal
characteristics that caused barriers in their leadership. Rather, they reported that their
personality traits positively aided them as they discharged their leadership
responsibilities. Notably, the two participants who reported personality issues as a
hindrance in their leadership only reported one trait each as causing barriers and also
generally felt that they had little personal barriers during their leadership.
Category 15: Family obligations. Family obligations have been cited in the
literature as one reason for the underrepresentation of women in leadership
(Kellerman et al., 2007). Further, the literature argues that women in top leadership
positions generally have challenges in managing their career and their obligations to
their families (Kellerman et al., 2007; Storvik & Schene, 2008). Because of their
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family obligations, women in leadership would typically have to play a number of
different roles, including being a career woman as well as a homemaker. Murphy and
Reichard (2011) refer to it as a second shift of duty, that is, home duties apart from
their careers or jobs. Notably, Murphy and Reichard (2011) further reveal, amongst
other things, “Many top leadership roles, such as corporate leader or college
president, are considered ‘two-person careers’ wherein one partner, often the wife,
unofficially contributes behind the scenes to the other partner’s work” (p. 218). This
study uncovered similar findings.
In this study, some of the participants reported that they had to attend to
household chores after their work at the office but they were thankful for the support
of their husbands. In general, the participants were fairly content with their
contributions to their institutions even though they had to split their time with their
families. One participant shared how she felt about her family life while serving as
president,
Being a mother of little ones at that time, I had to take them to school and go
back to work. Sometimes, that was a little problem because I really needed to
be in meetings, but I had to run and get them from school. Sometimes, I
sacrificed them by not picking them up on time. I really feel bad about that
right now and feel like I shouldn’t have done that. I should’ve just stopped
what I was doing at work and go pick them up, but I was so committed to the
task at hand that I would even do that. I sacrificed that special time with them,
calling them to say, ‘I have to pick you up later.’ No, I don’t think there were
any barriers that I could think of that would be personal, as far as—hmm,
well, I don’t think so. (President 04, Folder 2, p. 12)
The literature posits that traditional views of marriage, especially for wives, tend to
fare best for a stable marriage (Chibucos & Leite, 2005), though parallel roles are
continuing to grow (Ross et al., 1983). One participant shared how she juggled home
and presidential duties, while working parallel with her husband.
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Even being a mother—being a mother as well as being a wife—my husband
also had a leadership role. These were lots of different roles that you’re
playing. Can you be a good mother and be a good president? Can you be a
good wife and be a good president? You’re playing a lot of different roles
here. How do you juggle roles and make them work? (President 01, Folder 4,
p. 16)
Another pressure I think with gender is this. I’ll sometimes said to my
husband, ‘I need a wife.’ Okay, so 23 percent of college presidents are
women. Only about one or two percent are minorities in terms of race. Then
you have another percentage of people who aren’t even married or don’t have
kids. It’s almost as if you have to maybe sacrifice sometimes marriage
or sacrifice your personal life to be a president. Well, I did not. (President
01, Folder 4, pp. 16-17)
I found myself doing double duty. I found myself doing the traditional male
role, which was being a college president. But still I was doing my role at
home because I’m a woman. I wanted to do certain things at home. What I
learnt during that time was to get more help. I asked for more help. I got
more help. You have to decide how to make it all work because that’s the
thing about gender. You are still a female, and as I said, I’m a traditional
female who had a husband, who had children, and who still wanted to run my
household a certain way. (President 01, Folder 4, p. 17)
Some authors posit that the obligation that women have to fulfill these double
duties is a result of socialization. For example, Biernat and Wortman (as cited in
Murphy & Reichard, 2011) contend that society endorses a sort of imbalanced
expectations when it comes to women performing domestic duties. As such,
“professional women also hold themselves to biased standards; women who have
equal-status careers with their husbands do significantly more of household and
caretaking duties; they are critical of their domestic performance but are satisfied with
their husbands’ contributions at home” (p. 218).
Some participants mentioned that balancing work and family was sometimes a
challenge, though they did not report it as a barrier. This finding about balancing
work and family is consistent with what the literature posits (Kellerman et al., 2007)
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and what other studies have found. In a study conducted by Hewlett et al. (2005)
researchers found that at some point in women’s careers, four out of the ten women in
their study left their jobs voluntarily because of family obligations. In the same
manner, one participant in this study shared that she resigned from her role as
president in order for her to care for an ailing family member.
I served as president for a while but had to eventually resign because I had to
take care of a family member who fell ill. (President 02, Folder 3, p. 23)
In general, it seemed that the women in this study fared well in balancing their
professional and family lives and felt that they had the support of their family in their
role as president. One participant, however, admitted that juggling family life,
presidency, and other roles were quite challenging, but she developed ways to ensure
that she was still the woman in her home and was also an effective president. Another
participant shared that, in retrospect, she had some regret because she had probably
missed on making some memories with her children because of her dedication to her
job. These findings affirm previous findings about women in leadership and the
challenges that some women face while holding top leadership positions.
Theme 6: Professional Barriers
The participants generally reported that that they had little or no professional
barriers during the presidency. In analyzing the data, however, four categories
emerged under this theme. They are (a) lack of female leaders, (b) expectations of
possible failure, (c) incongruent gender roles, and (d) initial negative reaction from
male and female colleagues.
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Category 16: Lack of female leaders. Five of the women in this study were
the first women to serve as presidents of their respective AHEIs. In addition, four of
them were the first to serve as presidents in their geographic regions as well. The
literature is intimating that leadership is no longer a men’s club (Torregrosa, 2011)
since women are serving in top leadership positions. Nonetheless, the corresponding
figures of male to female presidents in general do not reflect this view. Specifically,
the image of the boys’ or men’s club seems more visible at AHEIs since out of the
106 current serving presidents at AHEIs worldwide, only six are women.
Notwithstanding the obvious gender disparities in leadership from both the literature
and the presidential male-to-female ratio at AHEIs, none of the participants expressed
that they felt disadvantaged as women presidents.
President 06 shared that when she went on official presidential functions and
had to stay at the same hotels with the men, she simply took the time to relax and
frequently would go on walks by herself because she did not want to make the men
uncomfortable by imposing her presence in their discussions. She believed that there
were many times when these men would try to include her, but she thought it would
be lot of adjusting for them to have to think of her all the time so it was much easier
for the men and for her that she spent her personal time by herself. Other participants
shared their thoughts on what it was like being the only woman most of the time.
I think, at first it was a little bit difficult when we had to go to board meetings.
We all had to travel. I was the only female, and all the others were men. But I
always thanked God. As time went by, they would start integrating me more
in their group. I always tried to be at their same level there. I think they felt
bad about being with me than me with them since they had to make so many
adjustments to accommodate me. (President 02, Folder 3, p. 10)
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Oh, it has been [laughs]—it has been very challenging. In some committees, I
was the only lady, only lady leading the committee around only men. Let me
tell you, I don’t know if it’s good or bad. In front of me, people were very
respectful. Maybe because of the position I held. (President 05, Folder 5,
p. 23)
In many situations I’ve been in, I’ve been one of a few women, or in some
cases, the only woman. (President 01, Folder 4, p. 15)
Category 17: Expectation of possible failure. Eagly (2007) submits,
“Women are still portrayed as suffering disadvantage in access to leadership
positions as well as prejudice and resistance when they occupy these roles” (p. 1). In
that regard, most participants shared that there were people who may have initially
expected them not to succeed as presidents because they were women.
A professor came to my office and told me, ‘Who would’ve told me that a
female would be directing me?’ I asked him, ‘How do you feel?’ He thought
for a little bit, and then he said, ‘I feel okay.’ Then I told him, ‘Then forget the
fact that I’m a female then, because if only thinking that I’m a woman will
make you feel bad, then don’t even think about that then.’ (President 02,
Folder 3, p. 7)
I remember one time that one of the toughest, most forceful faculty members
on campus, after six months of my being elected president, came into my
office and directly said to me, ‘You know what? I thought you weren’t going
to be able to make it, but I’m glad that you’re my president. You know what
you are doing. You have my support.’ I said, ‘Wow. Coming from you, that
means a lot to me. Thanks!’ [Chuckles] (President 04, Folder 3, p. 13)
Something else. I don’t know if it was a barrier, because I didn’t feel it.
[Pause] When I arrived at the university, people were very doubtful.
Very doubtful. Some months later, about a year or so, they came to see me.
They told me, ‘You know, when you arrived here, we really don’t believe that
you would have been able to do something, especially because this is a very
challenging place. . . . We couldn’t see how; we didn’t see how you could
succeed. (President 05, Folder 6, p. 17)
Category 18: Incongruent gender roles. Most of the participants shared that
while serving as a president, they frequently had preaching appointments as part of
the presidential duties. The participants’ experiences varied from negative to very
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positive ones. Closely, Eagly and Johnson (1990) had also found that when women
held typical male leadership positions, they were generally devalued in the
evaluations they received from their male counterparts. Some of their stories are
highlighted.
I had to take up preaching appointments from time to time as a president. I
was asked on many occasions, to wear a hat in order to preach. I remember
one time I was even asked to speak on the lower platform because I am a
woman. (President 6, Folder 5, p. 6)
I had men say some strange things to me sometimes when I had preaching
appointments. I remember once there was a man who walked out after I had
spoken. ‘All I can think of when you’re up there was that’s a woman up
there.’ He said, ‘Next time, I may be able to listen to what you say.’ That type
of things are out there. I think professional challenges are present when you’re
in all-male environment. I talked about traveling with men and how that can
be. You just have to think about what you’re doing and just recognize that you
don’t want to make other people uncomfortable. (President 06, Folder 5, p. 6)
When I preached, I felt that God would help me out in my preaching, and
people up to now tell me, ‘Oh, I remember when you preached about that.’
People remember even what I spoke about. I think that’s one of my
satisfactions. That I’m a good speaker, but I felt that God really helped me
in that, and so I thank God for that because that made an impact.
(President 03, Folder 1, pp. 15-16)
President 02 shared that, in general, she always felt respected as a woman
leader and could not recall cases when her gender had been a problem, at least in her
presence. She, however, recalled one case when she was certain her gender had been
a problem.
There was this one case. I really could see that woman leadership was a
problem to this guy. Yes, he had leadership positions in the church [pause]
and also at the school. [Pause] I have had serious problems with him. As I
told you, I was not afraid. I knew that I had a job to do and I was doing it.
When I saw that I could not manage him anymore, I decided that he was going
to move. He was very influential so I had to seek outside assistance in dealing
with the matter. (President 05, Folder 6, p. 23)
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Category 19: Initial negative reaction of male and female colleagues. In
general, none of the participants reported having major problems leading men. In fact,
they generally felt supported by their male counterparts. Three of them, however,
shared that some men had problems initially with having a woman president.
I didn’t think we had problems, really. At the beginning, I felt like they were a
little hesitant. Like they were not sure what to expect. The person who served
as the president before me was now one of the professors. He behaved really
well. He supported my leadership. (President 01, Folder 4, p. 23)
I never had any problem with leading men. Most of them were very positive.
I’ve heard comments having men and women in the team really have made
the team much stronger. I have commented on the fact that it’s often women
who posed the biggest challenge, in my experience. It was actually women
who said to me later, ‘I wasn’t sure how it would be working with you, but
yeah, you are a good president.’ (President 04, Folder 5, p. 7)
Most of the men were very open and supportive. They may have had concerns
about me initially but over time they respected my work. Some women, on the
other hand, expressed that they were concerned about my leadership
capabilities because they had been accustomed with having males as their
leaders. (President 04, Folder 5, p. 7)
I don’t feel like I’ve had pushback from men. I think people respect good
leadership, and maybe it’s because I’m in a Christian context. I don’t know,
but I haven’t had pushback because people are men. At least, I haven’t felt it. I
think if you’re a good leader and they respect your leadership, you can have
that. There could be an occasional male who has a sense of male ego or male
pride and may not want a woman saying certain things to them. I haven’t quite
run into that that I can remember, so it’s not been a dominant issue for me.
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 18)
President 01, for example, shared that one reason perhaps for such support and
cooperation from men in the workplace was possibly due to the fact that the people at
her institution were hungry for good leadership. When she assumed presidency, data
showed that morale was low, enrollment was down, and finances were unstable.
Other participants also shared that they felt respected by the persons they led and it
was possibly due to the type of leadership they provided, and the fact that they, too,
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had taken the leadership helm at critical times in the history of their respective
institutions.
Theme 7: Managing Barriers
The term barriers, in this instance, does not only pertain to the general
literature’s definition of barriers that hinder women from rising to the top such as
gender inequality, but also pertains to issues that contributed to the women leaders’
decisions to recant from their position as president. In addition, it does not refer to the
barriers that hinder the performance of these women leaders in the workplace since
the majority of participants reported that they did not experience any significant
barriers to their performance. Managing barriers refers to the general strategies that
the women used to deal with their day-to-day functions. One category emerged—
strategies used to deal with barriers.
Category 20: Strategies used to deal with barriers. Some of the strategies
the women shared were the following: (a) They increased communication lines from
the administration to every staff member. (b) They spent more time seeking guidance
from God. (c) They kept stakeholders such as the Board fully informed of what was
happening on campus. (d) They ensured that as leaders they were authentic with the
people whom they led.
I had support from my Board. I would always keep them informed of what
was happening. My reports to them on a yearly or semi-yearly basis was
always what’s happening in the university, what needs to be done in order to
get to where we’re going. The board was very, very, very supportive all the
time. Throughout the nine years that I was president, I don’t remember having
any kind of situation where the Board would be questioning anything. Yeah. It
was okay. It was good. (President 04, Folder 2, p. 13)
Before the committee meeting, I would spend a very long time with God and I
would say, ‘Lord, am I making a mistake? Just talk to me and tell me what
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you are thinking.’ I clearly remember that God gave me a text, a Bible text.
(President 05, Folder 6, p. 24)
The women in this study reported, in general, that they did not have barriers to
their leadership. However, upon deeper reflection on the stories they shared, I was
able to identify some barriers that the participants faced during their leadership as
presidents. Notably, two of the participants had both personal and professional
barriers that caused them to resign from presidency. In both instances, the women
reported that a particular Board member was too involved in their university affairs
and wanted to tell them how to run the institution. In support, Tiao (2006) also
reported, “The majority of board members, line administrators, and faculty leaders are
white males. Women in leadership positions are not only in the minority but also are
often viewed as ‘outsiders’” (p. 43). As such, though these women probably did not
serve on Boards with predominantly white males, males possibly outnumbered them
in their university boards.
The participants reported that, being the only women, they adapted quite
easily into the circle of men when they went on official business. Further, they
generally felt that they were not disadvantaged as women in leadership. In some
instances, the participants developed strategies to cope with feeling out of place until
they were comfortable enough to be part of the group. Some of the strategies they
used were spending time alone or taking walks by themselves because they did not
want to be a cause of inconvenience for their male counterparts. In this study, the
participants generally felt that their leadership did not threaten the men they led.
Rather, most of them felt adequately supported by their administrative team, faculty
and staff, including men.
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Tiao (2006) found that professional barriers for women were usually
associated with structure, culture, and politics. Most of the participants in this study
reported not to have had professional barriers. The data, however, reveal that they did
face some barriers related to structure, culture, and politics during the time in serving
as presidents at AHEIs. For example, there seem to be some underlying invisible
structures in place that are creating a glass ceiling for women in the Adventist
education system. These structures are evident because the participants in this study
did not generally have other women leaders as role models and predominantly had
males as their mentors. These invisible structures may also be responsible for the way
women are recruited, selected, and promoted in leadership at AHEIs.
The cultural barriers were evident in some of the experiences reported by
participants, especially when some of them were confronted negatively when
performing tasks generally associated with being male, such as preaching. In fact, the
negative reactions of persons toward these women are indicative of a cultural mindset. Another example, which highlights the element of cultural barriers, is the reaction
that persons had toward these women in the initial stages of their presidency. At least
four of the participants shared that some of the people they led later confessed that
they were surprised that a woman would do a great job at being president. In addition,
these persons that they led had some expectations that these women leaders would
fail because they were women doing a job that was previously and predominantly
done by men. Notably, other women had expectations that the women presidents
would possibly not do a good job either since they were accustomed to being led by
male presidents.
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It would also seem that the participants in this study were not exempt from
even the political aspect as posited by Tiao (2006). Most of the participants seemed to
have understood that playing politics was part of the role of president. Evidence of
such an assumption is the reported practice of these women leaders to have had
positive relationships established with the union, division, and GC personnel, and in
some cases, relationships with government personnel and departments. Some of the
women even reported to have been very well supported by all of these entities as well.
A unique finding, however, in this study related to the personal and
professional barriers of the participants when compared to the reported personal and
professional barriers of women leaders in other studies. That is, the women in this
study did not feel the usual barriers of sexism and prejudice as reported in other
studies (Aschenbrenner, 2006). This may be the case because of the presence of
covert structural, cultural, and political elements discussed, as well as the overarching
reality that the school system belongs to a church system and overt behaviors or
structures would not be advocated.
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CHAPTER 7
LEADERSHIP STYLES AND PRACTICES

Research Question 4 dealt with the leadership styles and practices of women
leaders at AHEIs. It focused on the leadership styles and practices that the
participants used most frequently. In addition, the women leaders were asked to share
their philosophy, unforgettable experiences that they had during their leadership, and
also reflections about instances when they thought they did well or could have done
better in their role as presidents. The participants were finally asked to take the
LPI-Self, a Kouzes and Posner’s (1995) questionnaire on transformational leadership.
The literature suggests that leadership styles that are generally associated with
women leadership are transformational, participative/democratic, and androgynous.
This study found that the participants used these aforementioned leadership styles, in
addition to using elements of servant leadership, as well as situational leadership
approaches. Leadership scales on participative/ democratic and androgynous
leadership styles were not available, but the LPI-Self was used to assess the
leadership styles and practices of the women leaders as they relate to transformational
leadership. There are five leadership practices of exemplary leadership associated
with the transformational leadership model of Kouzes and Posner (1995). These are
(a) Model the Way, (b) Inspire a Shared Vision, (c) Enable Others to Act,
(d) Challenge the Process, and (e) Encourage the Heart. Indicators for each of these
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leadership practices have been extracted from the LPI-Self Report and detailed below.
The indicators of Model the Way are that the leader (a) sets an example of what
he/she expect of others, (b) spends time and energy making certain that the people
they work with adhere to the principles and stands were agreed upon, (c) follows
through on promises or commitments he/she makes, (d) asks for feedback on how
this/her actions affects the performance of others, (e) builds consensus around a
common set of values for running the organization, and (f) is clear about his/her
philosophy of leadership.
For Inspire a Shared Vision as a leadership practice, the leader (a) talks about
the future trends that will influence how work gets done at the organization,
(b) describes a compelling image of what the future of the organization could be like,
(c) appeals to others to share an exciting dream of the future, (d) shows others how
their long-term interests can be realized by enlisting in a common vision, (e) paints
the big picture of what the entire team aspire to accomplish, and (f) speaks with
genuine conviction about the higher meaning and purpose of the work that needs to
be done. The third leadership practice is Challenge the Process. In this practice, the
leader (a) seeks out challenging opportunities that test his/her own skills and abilities;
(b) challenges people to try out new and innovative ways to do their work;
(c) searches outside the formal boundaries of his/her organization for innovative ways
to improve what is done within the organization; (d) asks “what can we learn?” when
things do not go as expected; (e) makes certain that persons within the organization
sets achievable goals, make concrete plans, and establish measurable milestones for
the projects and programs that everyone has to work on; and (f) experiments and
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takes risks, even when there is a chance of failure. The fourth leadership practice is
Enable Others to Act. In this practice, the leader (a) develops cooperative
relationships among the people he/she works with, (b) actively listens to diverse
points of view, (c) treats others with dignity and respect, (d) supports the decisions
that people make on their own, (e) give people a great deal of freedom and choice in
deciding how to do their work, and (f) ensures that people grow in their jobs by
learning new skills and developing themselves. The fifth leadership practice is
Encourage the Heart. In this leadership practice, the leader (a) praises people for a job
well done, (b) makes it a point to let people know about his/her confidence in their
abilities, (c) makes sure that people are creatively rewarded for their contributions to
the success of projects, (d) publicly recognizes people who exemplify commitment to
shared values, (d) finds ways to celebrate accomplishments, and (f) gives the
members of the teams lots of appreciation and support for their contributions.
The participants were asked to take the LPI-Self sometime after their
interviews were conducted. The instrument consists of 30 items using a ten-point
scale with six behavioral statements linked to each of the five practices (see Appendix
I). The participants rated themselves on how frequently they engaged in the behaviors
associated with the practices. In this study, the focus was on the indicators or
behaviors that the participants rated themselves highly as indicated in their scores of 9
and 10 or as their top two or three practices. Further, statements from the interviews
and other sources that were associated with particular leadership practices were used
to corroborate and triangulate the findings reported in the discussion of themes and
categories.
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The Participants’ Vignettes
The participants’ vignettes in this section reveal information about their
leadership styles and practices. It highlights the styles and practices reported, as well
as the results from the LPI-Self that support what the participants shared. The
unifying themes or divergent perceived leadership styles and practices are discussed,
and supported by raw data from interview transcripts.
President 01
President 01 described her leadership as participative/democratic. She
delighted in not only telling people what to do, but also took pleasure in providing
them a way to reach those goals. She recalled that there were times when she had to
be autocratic and even laissez-faire in some instances. All these styles, she insisted,
were done on a case-by-case basis, especially when she used one style that was not
effective, she would then resort to using another. She shared that her philosophy as a
leader was “not to expect from others or ask of others that which you yourself is not
willing to do or give.” She recalled that her fondest memories as a president were
when past students would tell her how wonderful they felt about having studied at the
university under her leadership and how thankful they were for the practical methods
that she taught them during some of the classes she had taught.
President 01 hesitated when she contemplated on what to share about things
she could have done differently. According to her, in retrospect, there were always
some things that could have been done a little better. She paused for a long moment
and then decided to change the experience she initially wanted to share. She shared
that she would have been happy if she were able to choose the person who headed
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one of the service departments in the university, in favor of having someone who was
more skillful and knowledgeable. Overall, she was resolute that she and her
administration did the very best that they could have done under the restricted
circumstances in her country.
President 02
According to President 02, she led with her heart, her emotions. She tried to
make others feel comfortable, valued their opinions, wanted the employees to
improve in their personal situations, and helped them grow. At one point, she referred
to the employees’ growth as human capital development. She elaborated this concept
by saying that during her leadership, for the first time in the history of the university,
some employees were given the opportunities to represent the university at the GC
functions in other parts of the world. Further, faculty members were strategically sent
to earn their graduate and postgraduate degrees. She, however, stated that sometimes
she had to be autocratic when something of importance had to be done.
Her philosophy as a leader is that “everything is possible with God.” Her most
unforgettable experiences, she recalled, were the times when she felt the presence of
God in her leadership. She shared, “God rode with me every day. I will never forget
that.” Her other memorable experiences were working with a diverse group of people,
preparing a strategic plan, and monitoring its implementation. In reminiscing about
what she could have done better, President 02 believed that she could have taken a
shorter period of time in developing the strategies to take the university forward.
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President 03
President 03 believed that leadership strategies were dependent on the
situation at hand. Overall, she expressed that her style may have been eclectic or
situational. She revealed that sometimes she needed to be directive, and at other
times, she permitted her colleagues to have some freedom to plan, depending on the
product being developed. For example, she would closely supervise the preparation
for accreditation but would largely leave important decisions for a Christmas party to
assigned committees. Her leadership philosophies as a leader were “do unto others as
you would have them do unto you” and “leading alongside with others.”
Some of her unforgettable experiences as a leader related to the overall picture
in getting her job done and in increasing the enrollment of the university, especially
since student recruitment was her forte. Other unforgettable experiences that she had
was having the American Disabilities Act approved and getting new buildings
constructed on the campus. She valued those experiences because of the team efforts
that were expended to make those projects possible for the entire university family.
As a leader, President 03 felt good that she focused on the job descriptions of
her team and ensured that all the responsibilities were met. Ensuring that her team
understood their role in fulfilling the goals of the institution was the highlight of her
leadership. In retrospect, she expressed that there was always room to grow, but
shared that it was difficult to reflect and say, “I could have done this better.” Her
philosophy was to look at the big picture and plan backwards and then incrementally
achieve the goal. As a result of her ability to plan and utilize time well, she revealed
that she could not recall incidents where she could have done better since to her
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“inefficiency is not to be rewarded.” On a personal level, though, she expressed that
she could have spent more time with her family and be more of a mother rather than
professional career woman.
President 04
President 04 described her leadership as collaborative. She saw it as
twofold—with team building on one hand and leading from the front on the other
hand. According to her, this approach is transformational or visionary. Being a
transformational leader, she believed that leadership should be done from the top and
a leader is responsible for setting the general direction of the institution. She viewed
the visionary aspect of her leadership as a key component since she delighted in
helping people “sense vision or enable the team in their overall vision.” Both of these
elements were evident in some of the experiences that she shared.
For example, President 04 seemed to highly value building a strong sense of
community on campus, as well with the outside community. She shared an experience
in which she organized the campus faculty and staff into groups. She then assigned
each member of faculty and staff some money, and asked them to come up with
creative ways to bring about team spirit. She recalled that this activity evoked such a
lively spirit throughout the campus. “The energy that it gave to the campus was
amazing!” she exclaimed.
For President 04, the small things make a difference. For example, she shared
one of her unforgettable experiences as a president, where she was able to put in place
a system that opened up educational opportunities to persons in the region who would
otherwise not have access to higher education because of lack of funds. Another one
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of her unforgettable experiences that she considered small but had great impact was
an initiative where she planned a complete pay restructuring system to increase the
salaries and wages of all faculty and staff. She also appreciated the moments when
she was able to win over her strongest opponents, who then became her strongest
advocate for certain projects such as the pay-restructuring plan.
According to her, the areas she did well were in the small things. These
included making a difference in the community and building the image of the
institution she served. Overall, President 04 revealed that she could have done better
in her earlier leadership if she had not focused on bringing more lasting change and
rather had focused more on building a bridge when there was conflict. In her own
words, to “build a bridge rather than try to bring about lasting change.”
President 05
Regarding her leadership styles and practices, President 05 described herself
as being interested in listening to people, giving people opportunities to grow and
express themselves respectfully, being open for dialogue, allowing others to
participate in the decision-making process, and getting excited when people did
interesting things. She described her philosophy of leadership in the context of
metaphysics, that God is real in her life; epistemology, that the Bible is her guide; and
axiology, “Do unto others would you would like others to do to you. Respect people
and put yourself in their place, and follow God.” Her guide of ethics is the Bible and
the Spirit of Prophecy. In addition, beauty was very important to her because she
believed that “everyone should try to make the campus and the country clean and
pretty.” Since she was a child, she was taught to keep her surroundings clean.
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In recalling her most memorable experiences as a president, President 05
shared that she enjoyed being a member of nominating committees, being part of the
decision-making process, and joining retreats with university personnel. She could
not recall any moment that she wanted to applaud herself for doing well. She,
however, revisited the moments when she preached as part of the academic schedule
as part of her fondest memories as a president. “Everyone listened when I stood to
speak,” she recalled. A few of the things she expressed she wished she could have
done differently were (a) being present at a regional accreditation visit that she
missed and (b) dealing with some personnel matters more decisively. She lamented
that she could have told certain individuals that they were overdoing things, but, at
that time, lacked the courage to do so.
President 06
President 06 described her leadership style as visionary. According to her, she
firstly had the vision and then planned out actionable steps how she would
operationalize or implement that vision. In addition, she used the participative
leadership approach. She spoke repeatedly of teamwork and revealed that even
though she was the president and provided the vision, inspired others, and set goals,
she could not do the work by herself. President 06 also shared that she felt very much
like a democratic leader. However, she was not afraid to say “no” when she believed
the person or the situation needed to be redirected. In her leadership, she asserted, she
had to leave her mark, her legacy, and her signature. She also described her
leadership as hands-on, since she was very much involved in the affairs of the
campus. For example, she would say, “Plant flowers, put up signs, paint rails. I want
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all the clocks to tell the right time. I'm very hands-on. I walk around the campus. I
know the students’ names. I give them hugs.”
One of her unforgettable experiences was her inauguration. She was grateful
that both of her parents were alive at that time to witness the occasion. Her other
unforgettable experiences were accomplishing her tasks as president and joining
graduation ceremonies. Her leadership as president had also taken her outside the
university campus to deal with some controversial issues, which she revealed was
sometimes challenging. Among the tasks she performed were dealing with
community members and lobbying politicians, supervisors, and some people in the
government in an effort to get things done for the university.
Emerging Themes
In this research question about the leadership styles and practices used by the
participants during their incumbency as presidents at AHEIs, one theme emerged.
This theme is mixed leadership styles. Under that theme are five categories:
(a) overlapping elements of transformation and servant leadership, (b) elements of
servant leadership, (c) elements of participative/democratic leadership, (d) elements
of androgynous leadership, and (e) elements of situational leadership.

Theme 8: Mixed Leadership Styles
and Practices
Most studies on women in leadership contend that women usually use
leadership styles, practices, or approaches consistent with the transformational
leadership approach (Northouse, 2010). Eagly and Johnson (1990) also found that
women in leadership positions tend to adopt a democratic or participative style of
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leadership. Interestingly, women in this study also used words and phrases to describe
their leadership approach and practices that were consistent with transformational
leadership practices and styles, as outlined in the literature on women leadership. In
other cases, they used words and phrases reflective of the participative and
democratic approaches as well.
Notably, in deriving deeper meaning of the actual data collected, there seemed
to be some overlapping elements with transformational leadership and servant
leadership approaches, even though women in the study did not mention even once
servant leadership as a style, approach, or practice in their leadership. As such, the
leadership styles and practices presented in this paper are varied and, in some cases,
overlapping, not only in respect to transformational and servant leadership, but also
with participative/democratic/collaborative leadership approaches. Consequently,
most of the participants reported using varied approaches based on situations, while
the others reported using more decisive approaches. Overall, though the leadership
styles and practices reported by these women leaders were varied and overlapping, I
distilled the essences of their recurring words or phrases into a leadership category or
categories.
As the literature suggests, the women in this study demonstrated leadership
styles and practices that were consistent with transformational leadership. The LPISelf results were used to corroborate how women led since five of the six participants
were not observed in their role as presidents. The LPI-Self was also used as a means
of triangulating data on the leadership styles and practices of the women leaders. The
democratic/participative/collaborative styles could also be identified in the
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transformational leadership approach based on indicators in the LPI-Self. Finally,
some participants made it clear that they would change a leadership style or practice
based on the situation that they had to deal with. Notably, five of the six participants
had their highest LPI-Self scores in the leadership practice of Enabling Others to Act.
In addition, four of the six had the second highest scores in Challenge the Process.
The third most common leadership practice was Encourage the Heart. It was in the
top three for four of the six participants.
Category 21: Overlapping elements of transformation and servant
leadership. Seemingly, there are little differences between servant and
transformational leadership. Some authors posit that servant leadership is an
extension or a subset of transformational leadership (Beazley & Beggs, 2002; Smith
et al., 2004). However, a deeper view of the two highlights some fundamental
differences inherent in the leadership styles and the role of the follower.
Notwithstanding the differences, the themes derived from the data were reported
under the same themes because of the overlapping attributes presented by Stone et al.
(2004).
According to Stone et al. (2004), some of the similarities between the two
approaches are their “attempts to define and explain people-oriented leadership
styles” (p. 354). In addition, these authors conclude that both approaches incorporate
concepts of influence, vision, trust, respect or credibility, risk-sharing or delegation,
integrity and modeling and the importance of appreciating, valuing, mentoring,
listening, teaching, and empowering their followers. Notably, in both cases, the
leaders are influential. As such, the most common overlapping attributes of
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transformational and servant leadership approaches which the participants’ revealed
as their leadership styles and practices would be discussed.
Listening. Spears (2002, 2004) submits that listening is critical when
demonstrating respect for others in communicating both accurately and actively.
Greenleaf (as cited in Spears, 2004) states, “Only a true natural servant automatically
responds to any problem by listening first” (p. 10). Similarly, transformational
leadership highlights that the leader is always willing to listen, as well as incorporate
the ideas of other members of the group (Russell & Stone, 2002). Some of the
participants in this study shared that they took pleasure in making themselves
available by listening. President 05 had her highest score in Enable Others to Act.
This leadership style is usually indicated by the leader’s ability to develop
cooperative relationships, treat others with respect, actively listen to the point of view
of others, and ensure that people grow in their jobs through developing skills and
personal development. In addition, her third highest score was Challenge the Process.
One of the indicators is actively listening to diverse points of views. Both of these
practices and their indicators were demonstrated practice in her ability to listen.
I guess it’s listening to people, giving them an opportunity to grow, letting
them express themselves but always with respect. If they become
disrespectful, I really get upset. I like them to participate, and if they have a
concern, I'd rather them come speak to me. (President 05, Folder 1, p. 13)
I like to listen, and I like the opportunity. I get excited if they do interesting
things and I see them. I say, ‘Wow. What a blessing!’ I love all of that. I love
them to be on the cutting edge. (President 05, Folder 1, p. 13)
Being visionary. Proponents of the transformational leadership approach
suggests that one indicator of a transformational leader is his/her ability to set realistic
vision and mission for the organization. This practice should be coupled by his/her
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ability to have members of the team buy into his/her vision and mission (Burns, 2003;
Russell & Stone, 2002). Proponents of both transformational leadership and servant
leadership use the term awareness, which was previously referred to as visionary, to
refer to the leader’s acceptance of the group’s purpose and mission and assistance to
team members to accept the same (Bass, 1990; Greenleaf, 1977, 2002). This was how
President 04 demonstrated how she Inspired a Shared Vision.
I sometimes help people to sense vision or enable the team in their overall
vision. (President 04, Folder 5, p. 8)
I lead from the front. That is somewhat transformational or visionary. I don’t
know. Yeah. I think, probably transformational fits me more than visionary
because I do really feel strongly about helping to bring positive change. You
can do that to some degree collaboratively, but I think there has to be some
sense of leadership from the top saying, ‘This is where we’re going.’
(President 04, Folder 5, pp. 7-8)
In order to Inspire a Shared Vision, President 06 also demonstrated excellent
skills in strategic planning which was her way of putting her vision—her image of the
future of the institution—on a written document. For example, she walked me
through some of the documents pertaining to her presidency and the plans she had set
for her university. I was able to follow through the plans very easily and to cross
check how each step of the plans had been accomplished.
I would say first of all, I’m a visionary. I have the vision. Then I try to plan
out in actionable steps how I would operationalize or implement the vision.
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 24)
I shared a new vision with my team, both the faculty and staff. I used certain
words and phrases to raise campus morale and I realize that both my
administrative team and support staff bought into it, conceptualized it, and
demonstrated the vision in very creative ways. (President 06, Folder 4,
pp. 10-12)
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Respecting others. According to both transformational and servant leadership,
leaders respect their followers. President 02, for example, had her highest score on
Enable Others to Act. She demonstrated this leadership style by treating others with
dignity and respect, one of the indicators of this leadership practice.
Three months after I arrived at the university, one of the GC secretaries came
to visit me to see how I was doing in the new position. He stayed a few days,
but I didn’t know that he was meeting with persons who worked at the
university. When he was about to leave, he told me what people thought about
how I had dealt with them. They told him that I was very polite, very
respectful. I don’t know. I believe I learnt these attributes from my family. I
learnt to respect everyone, whatever the education, or the wealth, or the color.
This is what I applied also, and I think that this has been very helpful.
(President 02, Folder 6, p. 17)
Modeling. Bass (1985b, 1990) and Bass and Avolio (1990) posit that part of
the idealized influence of the transformational leader is that the leader is seen as an
exemplary role model for associates. As such, the leader can be trusted and respected
by associates to make good decisions for the organization. Some participants shared
how they modeled in their institutions. One of the indicators of Model the Way is that
the leader sets a personal example of what he/she expects of others. Presidents 01 and
06 demonstrate how they were able to Model the Way.
When I want things to get done, I not only tell the people, ‘Go do it.’ I go
ahead of them and open the road for all of us to reach the goal. (President 01,
Folder 3, p. 9)
I do believe in hands-on, engaged leadership. Again, some people are very
laissez-faire. They’re out here, and they’re way away from things. Like I said,
‘I’m saying, plant flowers, put up signs, paint rails. I want all the clocks
telling the right time. I’m very hands-on. I’m walking around campus. I know
the students’ names. I give them hugs. I’m very hands-on. I think that’s one of
my philosophies is to be hands-on because I get like an idea, again a vision.
Having an idea of—so I can say to you, ‘In five years, I want the campus to
look like this.’ I have a campus master plan. That’s something—another
accomplishment, I think. We’ve been able to do a campus master plan.
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 25)
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Practicing integrity. Stone et al. (2004) highlights integrity as one of the
analogous characteristics between the two approaches. President 06 described herself
as a person of integrity and recalled that other people referred to her in the same
manner. Notably, she also modeled integrity by ensuring that even though she was the
president, she did not receive preferential treatment for breaking one of the agreedupon rules of the institution. One story she shared demonstrates such:
I’ve heard that comment from other people, and the comment has gotten to
me—integrity. Integrity. What I say, I do. Recently, some persons were
sharing a story they heard about me while I served as president. One day, they
were going to put a ticket on my car for not parking properly. According to
them, I said, ‘Do what you need to do, because that is your responsibility, and
I’m the one that has to do what’s right, so go on ahead.’ (President 06, Folder
1, p. 7)
Delegating/risk taking. One of the shared attributes of transformational and
servant leadership is delegating or risk sharing. Caliper (2005) and Greenberg and
Sweeney (2005) describe women leaders as risk-takers in their leadership approach.
The participants shared how they took risks by delegating responsibilities and trusting
that other members of the team would do their part for the overall benefit of the
institution. Her high score in Encourage the Heart validated the leadership styles and
practices of President 01. As a leader, she found ways to celebrate the
accomplishments of the institution with others. She also gave her co-workers
responsibility and lots of appreciation and support for their contributions. Particularly,
she shared that when she was leading her institution into accreditation, she
communicated her plan with her team. After that, she delegated tasks to different
individuals while she took care of other responsibilities. “Each person,” she said,
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“had his or her own task to fulfill. When we finally got the accreditation, we were all
hugging and we happy about it because we had reached the ideal” (Folder 3, p. 8).
Similarly, Presidents 04 and 06 demonstrated that delegating was an important aspect
in their leadership.
One of a leader’s basic responsibilities is to ensure the organization is running
smoothly and that everyone has equitable responsibilities for their areas of
work. That I did, and I believe I did it well. It is like a puzzle. Everyone is
responsible for a piece of the puzzle, but once the particular piece is in place,
it fits perfectly with the rest of the pieces to form the puzzle. Each area of the
organization is responsible to fulfill many aspects within that area, and when
it is compared against the other areas, each area blends well. No one is
stepping inappropriately into other areas, and at the end everyone helps
toward the smooth operation in reaching the university’s mission and
objectives. That I did as the organization’s leader. (President 04, Folder 2,
p. 17)
I do feel that whereas I am the president, and I do give the vision, and I inspire
people, and I give people goals; but I can’t do all the work myself. Like I was
telling you with that piece—I’m waiting for the proposal. I said to my VP,
‘Take the materials and put them in a nice form and get it back to me. Now I
expect it to come back to me done nicely.’ You can’t do everything yourself.
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 24)
Team building. Closely linked to the participative, collaborative, or
democratic leadership style, the women in the study shared that team building was a
valuable part of their leadership. Interestingly, Caliper (2005) also reported that
women leaders had a team-building style. The LPI-Self results validated that most of
the participants in the study Enabled Others to Act. This indicator submits that the
leader fosters collaboration by building trust and facilitating relationships as
demonstrated in the experiences shared below.
I like working with people and collaborating with them in order to come to an
end because there’s some synergy and energy that come out of that kind of
environment. I also value people. I love to build teams and working with the
strengths of others. (President 02, Folder 5, p. 5)
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I like to reach goals, but above that, I would like to have the people around
cooperate with me so we can all reach our goals, and they will feel good about
themselves from having reached them. The results that I obtain—I like to
share it with everyone, with all of those that have worked and have fought for
that same goal. I always tried to involve all the people that work with me.
(President 04, Folder 3, p. 8)
I also value people. I love to build teams and work with the strengths
of others. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 5)
You have to kind of say, ‘Listen, we’re part of a team. Here are the goals.’
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 24)
Category 22: Elements of servant leadership. Spears (2004) highlights the
characteristics of servant leadership. These characteristics include (a) being able to
listen, which is critical in demonstrating respect for others; (b) being able to
communicate effectively; (c) being empathetic by accepting the views of others;
(d) healing, which indicates the leader’s ability to make something whole;
(e) awareness or persuasion, which refers to the leader’s ability to build consensus
without force; (f) conceptualization, which is the leader’s ability to envision future
problems; (g) foresight, which is closely linked to conceptualization and which refers
to looking into the future; (h) stewardship, which is the leaders’ ability to be
concerned about his/her followers, the organization, and the society; (i) commitment,
which is the leader’s ability to be concerned with the growth of people, and
(j) building community, which refers to the leader’s ability to lead the way. Notably,
some of these elements as discussed above overlap with transformational leadership
practices. In addition to the shared characteristics of transformational and servant
leadership styles of the women leaders in this study, there were other elements that
they demonstrated which are highlighted in the work of Spears (2004) as attributes of
servant leadership. Though not all participants expressed having these characteristics,
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some did. These characteristics were (a) their ability to communicate effectively and
(b) commitment to the growth of people.
Communication. All participants believed that effective communication in
most instances blended well toward their leadership as presidents. Some of them even
described themselves and their leadership in terms consistent with being good or
effective communicator. The following stories highlight the importance of this
practice in their leadership.
I was communicating with them, having meeting with them, and explaining
things. I explained to them my views, my strategies, my desire, my goal for
this university. Yes, I was trying to communicate with them to also develop
very good relationship with them. (President 05, Folder 6, p. 17)
I am also a good communicator. I usually make people feel comfortable in
order for them to be successful. It takes away barriers of communication
because people feel, ‘I can work with her.’ The smile also helps people to be
reasonably relaxed so they do not take criticism or negativity too hard.
(President 02, Folder 5, p. 5)
Commitment to the growth of people. President 06, for example, shared that
despite the financial challenges of the institution when she was the president, she was
committed to provide professional development to the faculty and staff. The
leadership practice, Enable Others to Act, her highest score on the LPI-Self,
demonstrates her commitment to the growth of others. She ensured that people grow
in their jobs by learning new skills and developing themselves.
I was committed to employees’ improvement. Human capital—human capital
development. I was very happy when I was looking at my strategy plan to see
the progress that we were doing. Yeah, this was a source of satisfaction. To
see how the employees were making progress in their professional training.
(President 06, Folder 6, p. 31)
I think, just the fact that I’m always looking for possibilities in people. That’s
my natural instinct. (President 04, Folder 5, p. 5)
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Category 23: Elements of participative/democratic leadership. All
participants expressed that at certain points in the decision-making process in their
leadership, they had used participative/democratic/collaborative styles or practices to
ensure that certain tasks get done. Further, the participants believed that having the
collaboration or participation of the people they led was very important in most
instances, but at times may not be the most suitable approach for effective leadership.
Similarly, Eagly and Johannesen-Schmidt (2001) report that women used “more
cooperative and collaborative” (p. 782) leadership styles, which is consistent with
what was found in this study.
It is important to note that even the democratic/ participative styles or
practices are overlapping with some of the elements of both transformational and
servant leadership styles and practices. A few of the participants demonstrated how
they used democratic/participative leadership styles or practices. Congruent with the
democratic/participative leadership styles and practices, the leadership style of
President 02 on Enabling Others to Act, was demonstrated again in her decisionmaking sessions where she actively listened to diverse points of views.
I like to give everybody opportunities to participate in ensuing discussions on
an issue. (President 03, Folder 2, p. 8)
The results that I obtain, I like to share it with everyone, with all of those that
have worked and have fought for that same goal. They should—I want them
to feel a part of the success once we reach it. I want them to be part of it.
(President 01, Folder 3, p. 5)
We have an administrative retreat once a year. There, we set our goals for the
year. We talk about our goals, what we’ve accomplished the year before. All
of the vice presidents’ goals, by the way, are linked to the strategic plan, so
that everything that they’re doing is making the whole institution better.
Everything that I’m doing is making the whole institution better. (President
06, Folder 4, p. 24)
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I remember that I sat on committees for each area. I was working with
different committees. Each decision was coming from the committees. If we
didn’t have a committee decision, I could not do something. It was
democratic, but [pause] also, a big part of my leadership was that I always
functioned with my heart. I lead with emotions. I don’t know if I should say
that, but I really was trying to, as I said, respecting people, making them
comfortable, care for them, and getting their opinions. Well, this is
democratic, I think. (President 02, Folder 6, p. 28)
President 03 prided herself for bringing about positive changes through the
collaborative work of her team. Interestingly, her second highest score in the LPI-Self
was Challenge the Process. One indicator under this leadership practice is that the
leader looks for ways to improve the organization.
I like to remember that this was given to me at this level, at this point, and
now, with the help of God, and the help of the group and the help of the team,
and everybody working, and my leadership, we were able to bring this to this
position, up here with all these improvements and making it better for
everyone including the students . . . making better that which was already
good. (President 03, Folder, 2, p. 16)
Category 24: Elements of androgynous leadership. Hadary and Henderson
(2013) assert that women leaders can be both collaborative and decisive, that they can
involve others in the process of decision-making, and, at the same time, make tough
decision. This particular ability on the part of women leaders reflects the essence of
androgynous leadership that combines the use of traditional male and female
attributes in leadership. Interestingly, most of the participants in this study shared that
they preferred to make decisions with the persons whom they led, but revealed that
there were instances when as a leader, they had to make tough decisions. Similarly,
Hadary and Henderson (2013) state that “women know when and how to make the
tough decisions and do not shirk this responsibility” (pp. 9-10). It should also be
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noted that the leader’s ability to make tough decisions is also an element
transformational leadership.
For example, President 04 shared that as a president she did not micromanage
people or events. If there were a need to plan a university-wide Christmas party, she
would not manage it or state what needed to happen. “Whatever they do is fine, as
long as university policies are followed. I wouldn’t get involved in directing such
events.” However, she stressed that if the decision that had to be made affected the
entire university, for example, dealing with an issue on accreditation or an issue that
affected the mission or vision of the institution, then as the president, she would get
involved.
I’m not afraid to say, ‘No, we’re not going to do it that way.’ I do have very
strong feelings about things. This is my administration. (President 06, Folder
4, p. 25)
Sometimes you need to be a little forceful because you have something very
important coming up and everyone’s help is needed to get prepared for it. For
example, accreditation visits. There is so much to be done to develop the
university’s self-study report and so many people are involved that the term
delegation is understood. A complete control of all the overall processes is
what is needed if everyone is going to do all they have to do before the visit.
(President 03, Folder 2, p. 14)
Most participants shared that there were times when tough decisions had to be
made that probably demanded the president to make them without shared
collaboration. For example, President 06 revealed that the president’s role was one in
which she, as a leader, had to leave a legacy. With that in mind, she had to be mindful
of the decisions that were made on behalf of the entire institution. Other participants
shared similar thoughts:
Yes, absolutely, sometimes you had to be somewhat autocratic. So this was
also a part of my leadership. In those places you have to be like this because if
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you don’t you won’t get anything done. [Pauses] Oh yes, yes. You need to
push people sometimes. When they don’t want to move, you need to move
forward and to pull them, you know. (President 02, Folder 6, p. 28)
Well, I feel like I’m democratic, but if it’s not the way I want to go. I can say,
‘No, I don’t want to go that way.” I think you have to be clear. When you’re
the president, you’re putting your stamp on things, your signature on things.
When you leave, this will be your legacy. I think, in having a sense of that,
how do I want to leave the institution better than I found it—the next person
who will come after me—and to build on my legacy. I’m very clear on what I
will do, what I won’t do. I’m pretty clear. Again, the team, we work together.
I have very smart people, people who are go-getters, as I said. I want them all
to be able to do their work, but within the guidelines of what we’ve agreed on.
I’m still guiding. I’m still mentoring, as well. I’m still shaping the agenda,
very intentionally. (President 06, Folder 4, p. 25)
Category 25: Elements of situational leadership. Consistent with the
definitions of literature on situational leadership, that leadership styles at times would
depend on the situation (Hersey & Blanchard, 1969), women leaders in this study
revealed that there were times when their leadership styles depended on the situation
that they were dealing with. One participant shared how she used different
approaches, based on the situation:
I like the democratic leadership style, but sometimes I cannot use that style
and I have to become autocratic. If I see that one doesn’t work, then I use the
other. On some occasions, I have been laissez-faire. I know that certain people
are going to do a good job. The one that I really like the most is the
democratic one. (President 01, Folder 4, p. 18)
President 03 admitted that one approach in leadership was not practical. Rather, it
would depend on the situation in which the leader finds herself/himself. To her, the
leader would need to find a strategy or use an approach that would produce the
desired results on behalf of the institution. As such, she believed that she was
somewhat of an eclectic or situational leader because “it depends on the situation.
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Sometimes, you need to be strong about something that needs to be done.” She
elaborates further,
When it’s something that is affecting the university, like our accreditation or
something, yeah. You need to be a little more direct, and out for results, and
be more forceful—so it depends on the situation. (President 03, Folder 2,
p. 15)
The interconnected themes in this research question reveal that the women in
this study generally used mixed leadership styles and practices. Most of the women
reported to use leadership styles and practices associated with transformational
leadership. Upon deeper analysis however, some of these elements were overlapping
with the attributes of servant leadership, an approach that was not mentioned by any
of the women leaders.
Moreover, when considering the exemplary leadership practices of the
transformational leadership alone, women scored highest under the leadership
practice of Enabled Others to Act. Previous studies indicated that women generally
were transformational leaders, in addition to using participative/democratic and
androgynous leadership styles. One unique finding of this study is that the women
leaders demonstrated that they used aspects of servant leadership, a leadership
practice that was not previously reported in the literature, possibly because it
remained unexplored as a leadership style associated with women leadership.
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CHAPTER 8
ADVICE FOR ASPIRING WOMEN LEADERS

Research Question 5 is the last research question. It probed the participants on
what advice they could give to other women who aspire to become leaders at AHEIs?
Since so few women had served as presidents at AHEIs, the purpose of this research
question was to give the participants a voice to share, based on their experiences
which enabled them to break the glass ceiling, advice that would be beneficial for
women leaders who aspire to serve as presidents at AHEIs. Two themes emerged.
These themes are (a) preparation, with one category, preparedness through high
academic qualifications and relevant experience; and (b) connectedness with God,
with one category, connectedness with God and readiness to respond.
The Participants’ Vignettes
President 01
President 01 advised women who aspire to become presidents at AHEIs
not to focus on that aspiration or that end goal. Rather, she advised aspiring women to
focus on preparation. Among the many ways one could prepare themselves, she
highlighted preparation through education and experience. She believed that both of
these would allow an aspiring leader to develop themselves and give them an
opportunity to realize their strengths and weaknesses, all of which would help in
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establishing themselves and putting them in a position to move forward. Overall, her
advice was for aspiring leaders to “be open to all experiences and opportunities and
be ready to be where God asks you to be” when the time comes (Folder 5, p. 10).
President 02
President 02 shared some pieces of advice to women who aspire to serve as
presidents at AHEIs. First, that they should have a close relationship with God.
According to her, if a woman is thinking of working in an AHEI, she must be mindful
that it is the work of God she is doing and she cannot do it on their own. In fact, she
explained that since the work belongs to God, thinking that one can do it on his/her
own is a recipe for failure. So according to her, a leader’s number one priority should
be getting connected to God.
Second, she advised the aspiring leader to read and become very familiar with
the working policy manual of the church so she would be knowledgeable of the
system. Third, she counseled that a leader should listen to people, show them that she
cares, and give them opportunities to express themselves. Fourth, she advised the
aspiring leader to be responsible. She proposed that if one would accept the job, she
would need to be punctual and responsible. According to her, “You need to do
whatever it takes” (Folder 1, p. 18). Fifth, she advised that the woman needs to have
organizational skills, and by that, “I mean that you need to have your agenda. This is
[your] priority. This is what's important, so [you] have to do it” (Folder 1, p. 18).
According to President 02, the individual needs to have all those skills. She
advised that those skills should first be part of the leader’s personal life so she can
transfer them to the workplace. Another piece of advice from President 02 was that
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the aspiring president needs to know how to play politics. She should be sincere, but
be astute, not shrewd in a negative sense but astute in the sense “you just have to play
politics. Politics. A lot of politics. It’s very important—you have to have good
relationships” (Folder 1, p. 18). She also advised that the aspiring president should
avoid fights and be very careful in what she says about others. Finally, she counseled
that the aspiring president be reserved and have someone, preferably someone very
close, like a family member, that she can talk to. That person could also be a pastor of
the church or a trusted confidant.
President 03
According to President 03, women aspiring to be presidents at AHEIs should
prepare themselves so that when the opportunity presents itself, they would be ready.
In addition, she also encouraged women to study to ensure that they are prepared for
the job. Finally, she advised that women work well so that others would see their
competence and potential as candidates who would be useful for the advancement of
the work.
President 04
President 04 advised women who aspire to serve as presidents at AHEIs to
firstly develop a close relationship with God and to ensure that they are working with
God and they have His support. She acknowledged that if the woman is not sure of
God’s leadings in her leadership experience, it would be quite a difficult task to be a
president without Him, since it is very difficult to lead our universities. She
summarized, “Be sure that you are in God’s plan and that you are working with Him”
(Folder 6, p. 32). Secondly, she advised that women be focused in life and, thirdly,
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that aspiring women be open to the advice and opinions of others. Further, she
advised aspiring women, as far as possible, to avoid arguments or debates, since they
promote weaknesses and lead people to think and say hurtful things.
I was trying to get opinions from people. I was not from there so I was taking
advice and opinions from people a lot. (Folder 6, p. 24)
I remember that when I started leading in the church, this very interesting
verse that God gave to me and I never forget it. Ecclesiastes 7, verse 21. I will
give them this advice. (Folder 6, p. 34)
President 04 also advised women to be courageous and never give up on their
dreams. According to her, working on personal dreams is also beneficial if one
becomes a university president. She added that a university president should have
dreams for the university, especially if she is sure that God is working with her. She
counseled that even though one may not accomplish all the dreams that she has in
mind, as long as she is working with God, she can move forward and do the best that
she can, and get as close as possible to her goals and dreams for the institution.
President 05
President 05 advised aspiring women to do their best work every day. She
believed that she was identified as someone who had talent or skill because she was
doing her best work every day. In addition, she revealed that she was passionate about
learning. She valued education, was always a good student, and was also very
enthusiastic and passionate about her work. She believed that these attributes were
acknowledged and were factors for her being considered as a candidate for
leadership.
She also advised aspiring women to take on tough assignments and make a
point “to learn from the good, the bad, and the ugly” (Folder 4, p. 29). She shared that
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it would not always just be positive experiences. In her case, she revealed that she had
lots of positive experiences, but there were also some negative instances. She advised
that women take in everything. She believed that at some point, all experiences would
be useful since what women learn outside of their leadership positions, can later be
applied when they become leaders. Finally, she encouraged women to keep learning.
Don’t let anything be wasted. Just take it all in and file it away. At some point,
you will need that experience or God wouldn’t be giving it to you. I’d say
have a strong faith in God. I’ve always believed that God had a plan for my
life. (Folder 4, p. 30)
President 06
“Well, first of all, [chuckles] if somebody comes to me and says, ‘I would like
to be a president someday,’ I’m going to say, ‘Girl, you’re not thinking straight.’
[Chuckles] That’s not the way you begin” (President 06, Folder 2, pp. 18-19).
President 06 said that her first piece of advice to aspiring women would be for them,
firstly, to prepare themselves. By that, she meant that women should study and earn
graduate degrees. In addition, she believed that being a university president should
not be the personal or ultimate goal of an aspiring leader. According to her, if it is
God’s will for someone to be president, He will place her there; but first, one needs to
be prepared for that time, if ever it comes.
Because the minute you start searching for something, especially positions, in
today’s world, and especially in the Adventist Church, once you start looking
for positions, everybody knows, and that’s something negative toward you.
(Folder 2, p. 19)
She also urged aspiring women to be smart by starting from the bottom and
get as much experience as possible in the university setting. She recalled that she was
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a secretary for a couple of years and because of her past experience, she was able to
identify the needs of her secretary. According to her,
You cannot graduate from a bachelor’s, a master’s, or even a doctorate degree
and become a university president the following year. (Folder 2, p. 20)
You could begin at a middle management position such as admissions,
recruitment, and advancement or at any of the areas that would give you
exposure to administration. (Folder 2, p. 19)
She further encouraged aspiring women to go the extra mile because people
that are in positions such as university presidents do not count the hours. They work
all the time. In addition, she advised that women should read a lot and demonstrate
abilities and behaviors appropriate for a university president. Finally, President 06
counseled aspiring women to trust God. She affirmed that if God selects a woman to
be a university president, He will open the right doors at the right time for her.
You need to demonstrate that what is needed to be a university president is
something that you are already doing, that it is a part of you, and that you are
a natural leader. Define your administrative and leadership style from the very
beginning. Define what motivates you and what makes you happy. (Folder 2,
p. 19)
Emerging Themes
Two recurring themes emerged under advice that participants gave to women
who aspire to become university presidents at AHEIs. These themes are
(a) preparation and (b) connectedness with God. Women should be thoroughly
prepared by earning graduate and post-graduate degrees and gaining relevant
experiences as faculty, staff, junior, or middle management administrative positions
and that they should develop a close relationship with God and be ready to respond to
His call.
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Theme 9: Preparation
Four of the six participants advised aspiring women to prepare themselves for
leadership to serve as presidents by ensuring that they are highly academic qualified,
in addition to ensuring that they have extensive relevant experience in service,
preferably in HEIs. As part of the preparation and relevant experiences, three
participants, Presidents 03, 05, and 06 advised aspiring women to have a high sense
of responsibility by working hard, while President 02 advised aspiring women to be
responsible. As part of the preparation of oneself, President 05 encouraged aspiring
women to take on tough assignments, while President 04 highlighted that aspiring
women needed to be focused as they prepare themselves. One category emerged
under this theme, preparedness through high academic qualifications and relevant
experiences.
Category 26: Preparedness through high academic qualifications and
relevant experiences. All the participants advised women who aspire to become
presidents at AHEIs to prepare themselves for leadership. Their pieces of advice
centered on ensuring that they are academically qualified by earning graduate and
post-graduate degrees; that they take every opportunity to serve; that they engage in
personal development; that they work hard, do their best work every day, and even
take tough assignments; that they learn from everything; that they remember that all
opportunities are beneficial for development. The pieces of advice extended to
encouraging women to start from the bottom, learn from the most humble
experiences, grow in those experiences, get as much experience as possible in the
university setting and observe others—how other people react in meetings, how they
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react and work with each other, how administrators share time with each other.
Overall, the women expressed that aspiring leaders should know that all the
experiences that one has prior to being a president would enhance their ability to
discharge their presidential duties.
Focus on the ways of preparing yourself to be ready for that or other things
that may come along that give you opportunity to serve. (President 01, Folder
5, p. 9).
President 05 emphasizes that aspiring women needed to do their best work
every day.
I was doing so much. Because I was just serving a lot, I was again, noticed. I
was having an impact where I was in those different areas. I was promoted up
to have an impact on a larger stage. I would say anything that you’re doing—
and I always say this, too; learn from the good, the bad and the ugly. (Folder
4, p. 29)
Someone will notice you, will identify you as someone who has “the right
stuff,” and hopefully will mentor you as well to get into these roles. (President
05, Folder 4, p. 29)
Theme 10: Connectedness With God
All participants mentioned God in some aspect of their advice to aspiring
women. Specifically, four of the six participants advised aspiring women to be ready
to heed to God’s call and guidance if the time comes when He would call them to
serve as president of an AHEI. One category fell under this theme.
Category 27: Connectedness with God and readiness to respond to His
call. Five of the six participants advised that aspiring leaders must have a close
relationship with God and must be ready to respond to God’s call when the time
comes. They encouraged the women to ensure that they are working closely with Him
and have God’s support. Aspiring women need to know and see that God is
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continually leading so that if God calls them to the leadership as president, they do
not feel incompetent. Instead, they are sure that they will be able to do the job
because God is with them. He will be their guide and teacher.
When the door opens say yes, even though you don’t know what you’re really
doing. God will show you. You will learn. Be a quick learner. Keep learning.
Keep learning all of your life. Just keep learning because it doesn’t stop. It’s
all about learning. (President 05, Folder 4, pp. 30-31)
At some point, you will need that experience or God wouldn’t be giving it to
you. I’d say have a strong faith in God. I’ve always believed that God had a
plan for my life. I couldn’t see it when I was at my undergraduate university,
or when I was at my job before becoming president. I didn’t see that I’d be
going all the way here, but God had a plan, and one day at a time, step by step,
he was opening doors. He was preparing me, and so when the time came, I
was ready. (President 05, Folder 4, p. 30)
The participants also advised women not to have that aspiration or personal
goal to become a president of an AHEI. This finding may be due to the fact that the
participants in this study emphasized God’s leading in their personal and professional
experiences. As a result, the advice of the participants in this study was consistent
with their experiences and journeys and is reflective of Clinton’s (1989) emergence
theory for Christian leaders that God selects the Christian leader and it is his/her
responsibility to respond to His leadings.
Unique to the findings of this study is the advice that the women leaders gave
to other women who aspire to become presidents at AHEIs. Previous studies
conducted about women in leadership did not dissuade aspiring women from aiming
to serve as president in HEIs (Aschenbrenner, 2006). Aschenbrenner (2006) actually
advised women to “strive past the barriers put up by others . . . [and] to thrust on
towards upward mobility” (p. 126). Another unique finding in this study is the
participants’ consistent advice for aspiring women to ensure that God leads them into
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the presidential position. Though the participants were all highly educated and
experienced prior to serving as presidents at AHEIs, they underscored the importance
of being connected with God and being ready to respond when He calls.
Aschenbrenner’s (2006) study was done to examine the personal and
professional journeys of four Hispanic women in higher education. The common
themes among the participants in terms of the advice they shared to aspiring Hispanic
women was to develop the ability to work well with men, develop professional
networks, be ethical and consistent, welcome challenges, follow through, and not be
discouraged by the negativity of others. Notably, findings in this current study
revealed that the women did not have problems leading men. In addition, President 05
did advise women to take on tough assignments, which is similar to the advice of
women in Aschenbrenner’s (2006) study that women should welcome challenges.
Cantor and Bernay (1992), in concluding a study on women empowerment in
political leadership, advised aspiring women to keep in mind that they can do
anything, that they should be courageous and take risks. They encouraged the women
to dream of greatness. President 04 in this study also encouraged aspiring women to
be courageous. In addition, both President 04 and President 05 encouraged women to
have dreams as they prepare themselves for the time when God calls them as
president of an AHEI.
The recommendations of previous studies called for more mentorship
opportunities to be made available for aspiring women, in addition to aspiring women
being mentored by women leaders, and also the women’s need to develop networking
opportunities so they could have access to top leadership (Al-Suwaihel, 2009; Le,
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2011). Further, Le (2011) advocates, “Women should be encouraged and supported to
participate in leadership. Women should be prepared by being offered leadership
preparation and training programmes so that they feel more self-confident and can
function effectively once appointed” (p. 83) since “training is fundamental to
leadership” (Bandiho, as cited in Le, 2011, p. 84).
Notably, most of the participants in this study traveled out of their geographic
locations, across countries or continents to serve as presidents. This observation was
consistent with what previous studies found. Zakery (as cited in Tiao, 2006), for
example, found that “women administrators were not only willing to move
geographically but also anticipated such a move for career advancement” (p. 39).
Zakery (as cited in Tiao, 2006) even found that “despite possible negative
consequences of advancement, the 84 senior women administrators and faculty
surveyed still aspired to higher position” (p. 39).
Overall, it seems that the participants in this study were not concerned about
whether a glass ceiling actually existed or not. In fact, the participants were more
concerned about ensuring that God led them into their position as presidents. Further,
a few of the participants, prior to even consenting to be part of the study, articulated
that they were not comfortable with the glass ceiling aspect of the topic. After much
discussion about the overall aim of the study, they became at ease. In addition, the
participants did not share any personal thoughts on whether they thought a glass
ceiling existed, which prevented more women from rising to serve as presidents at
AHEIs existed. It is not surprising since the women became presidents based on
Clinton’s (1989) assertion of Christian leadership emergence. In addition, their
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worldview orientation as Christian leaders may be another factor that contributed to
their advice for aspiring women. Consequently, their advice is consistent with their
leadership journey and their assurance that it was God who had guided them and
called them to become the presidency at AHEIs.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY, SUGGESTIONS, AND
FINAL THOUGHTS

The Adventist Church has been offering higher education since 1874. The first
female president, Dr. Lyn Behrens, was appointed to serve at Loma Linda University
in 1989, some 115 years later (F. Greenleaf, 2005). To date, only 17 women have
been identified worldwide as having served or are serving as presidents at AHEIs.
According to the GC of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, Department of Education
listing, the Adventist Church operates 106 HEIs worldwide. In the program for the
International Conference for College & University Presidents held in March 2014 by
the GC, only six of the presidents serving at AHEIs were listed as women. That is a
staggering 5.66% representation of women presidents, a figure that is way below
what is generally reported as a gross underrepresentation of female presidents (Acker,
1989; Shakeshaft, 1989; Sharma, 2012). Further, this seems to be an issue since
women outnumber men at all educational levels, as faculty and staff and as church
members (B. Baker, personal communication, December 9, 2013).
Notably, the number of women who have served as president at AHEIs gives
great representation of women leadership across the world church. Specifically, one
woman is currently serving in the East-Central Africa Division at the University of
Eastern Africa, Kenya. A few women have served in the Inter-American Division:
2 at the Antillean Adventist University in Puerto Rico, 1 at the Cuba Adventist
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Seminary in Cuba, 1 at the Haitian Adventist University, 1 at the Linda Vista University
in Mexico, and 1 is currently serving at the Central American Adventist University in
Costa Rica. Two women served in the North American Division: one at Loma Linda
University and one is currently serving at Pacific Union College. Two women served in
the Northern Asia-Pacific Division, both at the Taiwan Adventist College, with one
currently serving. Two women are currently serving in the South American Division, at
the Peruvian Union University that has three campuses. Two women have also served in
the Southern Asia-Pacific Division: one at the Asia-Pacific International University in
Thailand and the other at the South Philippine Adventist College in the Philippines. Two
women served in the Trans-European Division at Newbold College. Finally, 1 woman
served in the West-Central Africa Division at Adventist University Cosendai, in
Cameroon. Evidently, women have served in 8 of the 13 church divisions of the world
church, a remarkable representation of women leadership representation despite this
small population.
This qualitative phenomenological-hermeneutical study was conducted to explore
the lived experiences of women who served as presidents at AHEIs. Using purposive
sampling techniques, six women, one current president and five former presidents,
formed the sample of the study. Of these six women, five can be considered pioneers for
serving as the first female presidents in their institutions. The purpose of this study was to
explore the experiences that enabled the participants to break the glass ceiling and rise to
serve as presidents at AHEIs. Five questions were geared to reach this goal:
1. What personal and professional relationships and experiences influenced the
development of the women who have served as presidents at AHEIs?
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2. What personal and professional characteristics enabled these women to serve
as presidents at AHEIs?
3. What personal and professional barriers have these women leaders
experienced and how have they managed them?
4. What are the leadership styles and practices of women leaders at AHEIs?
5. What advice would these women leaders give to other women who aspire to
become leaders at AHEIs?
A total of 10 themes and 27 categories emerged. These themes and categories
have assisted me in answering the research questions in as much depth as possible. They
have also created a snapshot of the lived experiences of these women leaders and how
they were able to break the glass ceiling to serve as presidents at AHEIs.
Summary of Findings
The themes of the study presented in Chapters 4-8 demonstrate the experiences of
the participants as they relate to the five research questions. The manner in which
participants were able to share their experiences influenced the development of themes
and subsequent findings and conclusions. I will provide a short description of the overall
findings for each research question.
Leadership Development
Theme 1 was about the role of influential persons in the leadership development
of the participants of the study. It focused on the persons and experiences that assisted in
the leadership development of these women presidents. Five categories emerged. The
participants had very positive relationships with their parents and credited their parents
for having a positive impact on their development as children and later as adults. Most
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participants, however, singled out their fathers as having the greater influence, though in
one instance a participant revealed that her mother was the most influential. Parents were
highly involved in the education of these women when they were children. They also
served in some instances as role models and cheerleaders of their early successes. Some
of the lessons they learned from their parents were to be determined, courageous,
responsible, and persistent; to strive for the best, and to believe that they can do anything
and be anything they wanted to be.
Apart from parents, some participants credited their husbands as being influential
in their leadership development. The husbands, for example, encouraged them to
continue in their studies and take up leadership positions and also provided them support
during those times. Mentors and role models were also mentioned as notable contributors
in the leadership development of these women. Five of the six women mentioned having
being mentored. Of these, only one mentioned a female mentor, though she never had
mentoring experiences with that individual, except for her encouragement for the
participant to continue in her studies. All five women had male mentors who played
significant roles in granting them opportunities that provided the experiences that
contributed extensively to their ability to break the glass ceiling and serve as presidents at
AHEIs. Finally, all the participants were clear that their appointment to become
presidents at AHEIs was led directly by God since they reported that they never aspired
to become presidents in the first place. Notably, they acknowledged God’s leadings, that
He had provided them significant experiences prior to their appointment as presidents.
Theme 2 looked into the antecedents of leadership potential in early childhood.
Two categories emerged. Most women were able to identify antecedents of leadership
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emergent behaviors from their childhood. A few of them could not recall identifying the
typical or traditional leadership potential behaviors as presented in the literature (Murphy
& Reichard, 2011). All women manifested a strong love for school, for learning, and for
education. In most instances, these women excelled from childhood and their love for
school was carried through to their adulthood.
Theme 3 delved into the academic qualifications and leadership experiences of
these women prior to their breaking the glass ceiling. Two categories emerged. All
women earned terminal degrees and, in some instances, post-doctoral diplomas in the
area of higher education. Some participants studied at prestigious universities and all of
them were appointed into the presidency with significant teaching, academic leadership,
administrative, and service experiences. Though the women had significant leadership
experiences and were tenured faculty, some of them did not go through the regular path
of serving as chairs or deans. Three of them served for short periods as vice presidents for
academic administration.
Clinton’s (1989) leadership emergence theory, which postulates how Christian
leaders develop over time, is applicable in this study. All women seemed to have gone
through the internal psychological processes, which had to do with them believing that
they had the skills and capacities to get their job done and the external sociological and
contextual process, which had to do with the external factors that assisted in their
development as leaders. In addition, they have gone through the divine process, which
enabled them to see how God was leading them throughout their lives, even to the point
of serving as a president of an AHEI.
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Personal and Professional Characteristics
Theme 4 discussed the shared personal characteristics of the women leaders in
this study. Four categories emerged. The personal and shared characteristics overlapped
since women carried their personality and personal characteristics into their professional
careers. First, most of the women possessed good interpersonal and communication
skills. Second, the women were enthusiastic and passionate about life, education, people,
and leadership. Third, they were organized and recognized the importance of effective
strategic planning for the development of their institutions. Fourth, they were visionaries.
All the women credited these personal attributes as benefiting their professional
successes.
Personal and Professional Barriers
Theme 5 examined the personal barriers that the participants in the study faced
while serving as presidents. Two categories emerged. In general, the participants reported
that they had very little personal and professional barriers that hindered their success
during their leadership as presidents. Some participants acknowledged that their
personalities, at times, posed problems in their leadership. The problems were directly
related to personality characteristics such as being very enthusiastic about getting the job
done. Some women acknowledged that it was challenging to fulfill their traditional roles
at home and fulfill their professional lives as presidents. However, they were still able to
accomplish both roles with the support of their husbands and, in some cases, outside
assistance for help at home.
Theme 6 was on professional barriers. Four categories emerged. Few participants
reported having professional barriers. The women admitted, at times, feeling left out
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when they were the only women at certain functions or when they travelled abroad to
meetings or as the only woman in certain committees. Despite those feelings of
exclusion, the women still felt that they were not disadvantaged as women. In fact, they
sometimes felt bad that the men had to make adjustments to accommodate them. The
participants also had to perform roles that are usually associated with being male. One of
these is preaching, a role that comes with being a president of at AHEIs. The participants
reported varied experiences, mostly positive associated with those preaching
appointments, though some had negative experiences directly associated with them being
female.
All women shared that they had no problems leading men even though they were
aware that some men, initially, might have had problems with being led by a woman. In
general, the women felt respected, though some participants had to deal with some
sensitive cases with men that were eventually ironed out. They admitted that over time,
most, if not all of these men, became supportive. Most participants felt that they had
greater challenges leading women, since the women were skeptical about having a
woman as a leader because they were accustomed to being led by male presidents. Theme
7, managing barriers, had one category under it. The participants overcame these barriers
by being kind, open, and supportive to all, whether they felt supported or not by those
they worked with. Eventually, though, they were able to win them over. In some
instances, these women reported establishing very positive relationships with their
Boards and with the division and GC officials. Some of them overcame their barriers by
consulting God for wisdom.
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The critical theory was utilized in this study because of the gross
underrepresentation of women as presidents at AHEIs. The participants in this study did
not feel that they were discriminated against as women leaders while they served as
presidents even though they were well aware that it was uncommon for women to hold
the positions of presidents at AHEIs. It appears that there is an inherent or invisible
gender-based structure or opportunity structures that hinder more women from being
recruited, selected, and mentored as presidents at AHEIs. Further, it seems that the glass
ceiling in the Adventist education system differs from what is generally reported in the
literature since the women in this study did not feel that they had to fight to attain the
position of president. As such, only few women are serving as presidents at AHEIs even
though more women are probably qualified to do so. This non-preference for women
leaders may be due to the historical perceptions within the Adventist Church about the
role and place of a woman. Finally, the denomination may have been successful in
indoctrinating women with a glass ceiling mentality that contributes to their not pursuing
the goal of serving as presidents at AHEIs, even though the church population and HEIs
are weighted heavily on the side of women as the majority membership and studentry.
Leadership Styles and Practices
Theme 8 examined the mixed leadership styles and practices of the women
leaders in the study. Six categories emerged. All women used a combination of
leadership styles and practices, but most of them were consistent with the practices
associated with transformational leadership. A deeper analysis of their styles and
practices revealed that they used some overlapping attributes of transformational and
servant leadership, even though servant leadership was never mentioned by any of the
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participants. For example, most of the women were interested in the personal growth and
development of their faculty and staff, a typical characteristic of servant leadership
(Smith et al., 2004). Women spoke and demonstrated that they also used democratic and
participative leadership styles in the way they went about making decisions for the
institution, in addition to placing value on team building.
Women sometimes had to use force, which the literature associates with
androgynous leadership qualities. In addition, they admitted that certain leadership styles
had to be used based on the situation that they were dealing with. There was a time to
build consensus and other times when decisions had to be made by the president herself
based on the magnitude of the impact the decision would have on the institution.
Transformational leadership theory was used in this study since it is cited as being more
associated with women leadership.
Finally, according to Hadary and Henderson (2013), “Women’s leadership
strengths are the very skills that management theorists, consultants, and corporate leaders
say are critical in the new global economy” (p. 15). Additionally, they posit, “Women’s
leadership styles are the style of the future” (Hadary & Henderson, 2013, p. 15). The
need for women leadership has become imperative since global business strategies
require new ways to solve problems because of diversity issues, to respond appropriately
to change, and finally, to deal with changing and energized workforce which has
divergent values and ethics as those of the past.
Advice to Aspiring Women
Themes 9 and 10 dealt with advice to women who aspire to serve as presidents at
AHEIs. Two themes emerged and two categories emerged. Participants in this study
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tended to share very similar bits of advice to women who aspire to serve as presidents at
AHEIs. For the most part, all women encouraged aspiring leaders to develop a
relationship with God and be attuned to His leading. They also encouraged women to be
prepared for leadership. That preparation includes ensuring that they are well educated;
that they are well read; and also that they have extensive and relevant leadership
experience, whether formal or informal, especially in an academic setting; preferably in
the HE setting.
Significance of the Study to Leadership
This study has added to the growing body of literature that seeks to examine the
experiences of women who served as presidents of HEIs. In addition, it is the first of its
kind for women who have served as presidents at AHEIs, providing preliminary data to
an otherwise unexplored topic. As such, the findings can serve as an emergent model for
other women leaders and young women with leadership potential who desire to serve
within the Adventist education system and the denominational system in general.
Notably, though the sample size in this study was small and representative only of one
educational system; the findings may still be suitable in other situations since most
women, such as five of the participants in this study, were the first women to serve as
presidents of their institutions. Generally, women presidents are preceded and superseded
by men. In this study, there was only one exception where a female president was
succeeded by another female president. This former situation may very well be the case
at other HEIs.
The findings of the study also highlight the similarities of the experiences of the
participants in this study and the experiences of women presidents reported in other
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studies. In addition, there may be some inherent differences in the experiences of women
who serve as presidents in sectarian institutions and those who serve in non-sectarian
institutions. The experiences of the women in this study differed from the findings of
other studies where women reported feelings of discrimination, harassment, difficulty in
leading men, and others. Generally, the women in this study, though there were moments
of discomfort when they were the only female at certain functions and when performing
other tasks associated with the male gender such as preaching, felt that they were
respected and, in most instances, supported by the persons they led, including men.

Significance of the Study to the
Adventist Educational System
Formal studies conducted to explore the lived experiences of women leaders who
serve as presidents at AHEIs were not forthcoming. This study, therefore, is somewhat of
a celebration of the women who have been able to break the glass ceiling and serve in the
capacity of president. Their lived experiences have provided some insights into the paths
that led to their leadership development and appointment as presidents. In addition, this
study has provided a deeper understanding of the perceptions and experiences of women
in leadership in the Adventist denomination.
Findings of this study imply that the general population and persons serving
within the Adventist education system, may be more ready for women leadership than the
Church is possibly aware of. Largely, the women in this study expressed that people
respect good leadership and that may not be necessarily tied to gender. Their experiences
demonstrate that sort of openness to women in leadership despite the possible initial fears
and biases both males and females had with having a woman as president.
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Further, the women generally felt that their appointments, in addition to God’s
leadings, were due to their academic qualifications and relevant experiences, as well as
the significant contributions they had made in the denomination prior to their
appointments to the presidency. As such, their talents and gifts, as well as personal and
professional characteristics, were other factors they reported as contributing to their
appointments and success as presidents. Notably, the literature affirms that women
leaders were generally successful because they work hard and they are smart (Cheung &
Halpern, 2010).
On the contrary, though findings are directly related to the perceptions of women
leaders’ experiences within the educational system, it may also be an opportunity for the
denomination to re-examine the perceptions of women in leadership in other areas. The
women in this study tended to have significant positive impact on the institutions that
they served. As a result, if these women were blessed with the gift of leadership and were
led by God to their appointment as presidents, other women may have similar gifts that
will enable them to serve the denomination successfully in leadership position outside of
the education system.
As a result of the foregoing, the Adventist denomination may have to re-examine
gender-based structures within all segments of leadership since women make up the
largest constituency in our HEIs and in the church. The leadership of the education
system and denomination in general needs to be more reflective of the general population
to remove the perceptions of gender-based discrimination that may exist. This inference
is implied in the disconcerting 5.66% female president representation as presidents at
AHEIs worldwide in the past and at present.
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Suggestions for Future Studies
A few studies are recommended which may give greater depth into the
experiences of women in educational leadership positions at AHEIs. The
recommendations are by no means exhaustive, but may be critical in examining the
presence of, if at all, invisible gender-based structures that exist to hinder qualified
women from being selected and appointed as presidents at AHEIs.
1. Conduct studies with other women leaders at AHEIs such as vice presidents,
deans, and chairs to assess their career paths and whether there are similarities
in their leadership experiences with women presidents.
2. Conduct studies to uncover the perception of administrators, faculty, and staff
who work with women leaders to assess whether their perceptions of men and
women as presidents or in any leadership position differ based on leadership
styles and practices and successful outcomes.
3. Conduct a study to examine the mentoring experiences of women leaders at
AHEIs to assess whether there are adequate support systems for women,
specifically being mentored by other women. The findings of such a study
may assist the denomination in developing and providing deliberate
mentorship experiences for women who may have been called to leadership or
exhibit leadership potential. Lane (2002) suggests that women presidents
approaching retirement can serve as mentors to women who aspire to serve as
presidents. This program will ensure that more women become university
presidents.
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4. Conduct a comparative study using a sample of male and female presidents at
AHEIs to examine their educational attainment, career trajectories, and
mentoring experiences prior to their presidency. The findings will assist the
denomination in establishing, via research, whether the invisible gender-based
structures actually exist. If they do, it would give the denomination the
impetus to address issues of equity and provide, as far as possible, similar
support systems for both males and females who demonstrate leadership
capabilities.
Final Thoughts
In this study, I wanted to uncover the experiences that led women to break the
glass ceiling and serve as presidents at AHEIs by examining their lived experiences.
Some of the findings of this study were consistent with that of previous studies on
women in leadership outside of the Adventist education system. Some differences were
uncovered as well. One similarity is that women generally do not aspire to serve as
presidents in HEIs.
One remarkable difference in this study when compared to other studies is that
women generally felt that they had no or few barriers in their leadership at AHEIs. In
previous studies, women reported gender-based discrimination such as lack of
opportunities, higher standards set for women than men, lack of networking
opportunities, lack of encouragement, lack of mentoring, lack of efforts to obtain
leadership positions, competing family interests, equal opportunity not encouraged by top
management, bias in selection and promotion, and international efforts by men to retain
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top positions (Yukl, 2010). Some of these issues surfaced in this study but were not
regarded by the women as gender-based discrimination.
These differences in perception subtly imply that the glass ceiling is probably
non-existent at AHEIs or may simply exist in other forms. For example, the fact that so
few women have served as presidents at AHEIs despite the 140 years of Adventist
offering higher education paints a different picture. Further, the fact that out of 106
current presidents at AHEIs worldwide, only 6 are women gives rise to further questions
on whether there are some invisible gender-based opportunity structures that may indeed
be hindering the rise of more women to serve in the role as presidents at AHEIs. Though
it was beyond the scope of this study to investigate the factors that contribute to these
inconsistencies, my thoughts is that it could be linked or rooted in the denominational
views of the role of women in general; especially questioning whether women should
have leadership roles in the first place.
Further, the role of president may still be viewed as a male role, therefore
impacting the selection and appointments of more women to the role of presidents at
AHEIs. This was evident when some of the participants in this study had to perform roles
generally considered as male-dominated roles in their position as presidents such as
preaching, and encountered negative experiences because of their gender. There may be a
need then to re-examine how leadership roles are portrayed within the Adventist system
in order to have more balanced leadership representation in the leadership positions at
AHEIs worldwide. Notably, a recent study conducted by Oliveira (2014) found that
Adventist children were four times less likely to select a female as leader than Catholic
children.
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Apart from how leadership roles are viewed, women seem to be preparing
themselves through the route of education in order to access leadership positions. Eagly
(2007) submits, “Men have greater access than women to leadership roles” (p. 5) and
women had to be highly qualified in order to obtain leadership positions. The women in
this study all had doctorate degrees and, in some instances, post-doctorate degrees prior
to their appointments as presidents. In addition, the literature consistently reports
statistics indicating that women are earning more doctorate degrees than men (West &
Curtis, 2006). This discrepant statistics does not correspond well with the percentages of
women being appointed to top leadership positions. “In fact, research shows that women
face some disadvantage in obtaining promotions at all levels in organizations, not just at
the highest levels” (Elliott & Smith, as cited in Eagly, 2007, p. 5). In the Adventist
educational system, it seems that more opportunities need to be opened to women in
lower level administrative positions, if more women are to rise to the top and serve as
presidents at AHEIs in the future.
Eagly (2007) reveals, “Companies with larger percentages of women in their top
management groups had better financial performance” (p. 5). Notably, the InterAmerican Division, which is cited as the largest division of the world church (“Seventhday Adventist World Church Statistics,” 2012), has had the most representation of
women serving as presidents at AHEIs. Additionally, Kellner (2010), in the Adventist
Review, reported what the president of the Inter-American Division had to say about
women as leaders:
We don’t hold anything back, for any person, as long as they are good and ready
to serve. And these women are in these positions not because they are women;
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they are in the position because they are good. For us it is not male or female; it is
the best person to do the job. (para. 2)
The overall recommendation would be for the leaders of the Adventist Church to
be very deliberate in creating equal opportunity structures, network opportunities, and
mentorship programs. These may assist in ensuring that the leadership gap of women and
men in leadership positions is reduced and leadership opportunities become
representative and fair, based on qualifications and experiences and other set criteria.
Further, the experiences of the women in this study seems very positive since they rarely
shared negative experiences that averted them from functioning in their role as
presidents. Interestingly, White et al. (1992) argue, “Successful women are a skewed
group and the experience of being a token woman in a male-dominated work
environments results in skewed group processes” (p. 149). As such, the perceptions and
experiences of the women in this study may have been affected by the exclusiveness of
their service in what may still be considered as a male-dominated arena.
Notwithstanding the apparent positive experiences of the group of women who
have served so far as presidents at AHEIs, the real picture in the Adventist educational
system based on existing literature about the glass ceiling and the existing figures of
female representation in the role of presidents at AHEIs suggests that the glass ceiling has
not been broken per se. But, according to Ward (as cited in Hirschauer, 2008), “The
ceiling has plenty of cracks” (para. 11). Further, Madden (2000) strongly contends,
“Those who complain about glass ceilings should keep in mind that the glass can be
shattered if one strikes it hard enough and long enough” (para. 21). It, however, does not
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appear to be that simple, since women outnumber men at all levels in HEIs, but are still
so grossly underrepresented as presidents, especially at AHEIs.
Further, study findings indicate that a different type of glass ceiling may exist in the
AHEIs since women reportedly did not struggle to earn the positions as presidents.
Instead, all participants felt led by God to that role. It is, therefore, possible that invisible
internal structures, successful indoctrination of a mentally constructed glass ceiling,
cultural negation, historicity of Adventist education, and espoused views of the role that
women play in the church are some factors that have contributed to underrepresentation
of women as presidents and possibly from women even aspiring to serve in that capacity.
Finally, in his U.S. 2014 State of the Union Address, president Barack Obama
shared, “Today, women make up about half of our workforce. But they still make 77
cents for every dollar a man earns. That is wrong, and in 2014, it’s an embarrassment”
(Forbes Staff, 2014, para. 45). Similarly, today, women make up more than half of the
student populations at AHEIs (“What Is the Male to Female Ratio at Southern Adventist
University,” 2012), and in general, the majority populations at HEIs worldwide. Yet,
women are still so underrepresented as presidents at AHEIs. Similar to what president
Barack Obama said, this is wrong and the 5.66% female president representation at
AHEIs is an embarrassment. It is, therefore, my hope that
in the near future, we shall have more women represented in the role of
presidents at AHEIs worldwide. Women have demonstrated through educational
attainment, experience, and leadership approaches that they are more than able
to contribute more widely to the leading and overall development at AHEIs. They
will no longer be content to have skewed or outlier representation in top positions
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and be grossly represented as majority customers at AHEIS, majority faculty and
staff at AHEIs, and majority members in the world church.
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APPENDIX A
INVITATION LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS

Nadine A. Joseph
C/o Adventist International Institute of Advanced Studies (AIIAS)
Lalaan I, Silang, Cavite 4118, Philippines
Mobile number: 011 639 276 156 219
E-mail: nadineajoseph@hotmail.com / josephn@aiias.edu
Skype address: nadine.a.joseph

February 20, 2014
Dr. Jane Doe
President, Joseph Women’s University
Greetings Dr. Doe:
I am Nadine Joseph, a PhD candidate in educational administration at the Adventist International
Institute of Advanced Studies. I am at the writing stage and have recently gotten my dissertation
topic approved. The title of my study is “Breaking the Glass Ceiling: A Phenomenological Study
of Women Leaders in Adventist Higher Education Institutions.”
You naturally form part of that population of 17 women worldwide and I would be delighted if
you would consent to be a part of my study. The overall aim is to examine the lived experiences
of the few women who have served as presidents of Adventist higher education institutions to
uncover how they broke the glass ceiling, the factors that influenced their appointments to
leadership positions, the personal and professional factors that led them to leadership, and what, if
any, barriers or challenges they faced during their time in leadership.
In case you have any questions before agreeing to participate in this study, feel free to contact
me at 334 233 8962 or email me at josephn@aiias.edu or nadineajoseph@hotmail.com or add
me on skype: nadine.a.joseph. I desire to conduct the interviews in your geographic location
before the end of March, at a time and place that is comfortable to you. I would be delighted
however to meet with you in person in Costa Rica since you are still serving, unless you will
be in the United States and we could meet there. In the event that you can accommodate me
visiting within the next few weeks, kindly convey.
I look forward to hearing from you!
Respectfully yours,
Nadine A. Joseph
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE SURVEY

I. Educational Background
Type of schools attended (please state if private or public. If private, state if
Adventist or non-Adventist):
Elementary __________________________________________________
Secondary ___________________________________________________
College _____________________________________________________
Graduate ____________________________________________________
Post-graduate ________________________________________________
Degrees earned and areas of specialization:
Undergraduate _______________________________________________
Graduate ____________________________________________________
Post-graduate ________________________________________________
II. Work Experiences and Career Path
Designation
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

No. of Years Held
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

III. Membership to civic and professional organizations
Position
Organization
______________________ _____________________________
______________________ _____________________________
______________________ _____________________________
______________________ _____________________________
V. Any other information you think necessary for your profile.
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No. of Years
___________
___________
___________
___________

APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT FORM

TITLE OF STUDY: Breaking the Glass Ceiling: A Phenomenological Study of Women
Leaders in Adventist Higher Education Institutions
PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER: Nadine A. Joseph, PhD Candidate, Adventist
International Institute of Advanced Studies
ADVISOR: Dr. Arceli Rosario, PhD
WHY AM I BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?
You are one of about 17 women who have served as president of an Adventist
higher education institution (AHEI) worldwide. As such, you form part of a very small
unstudied population that may have significant insight into the factors that may assist
other women in understanding how they can rise to leadership. Your lived
experiences—your personal and professional relationship and enduring experiences
that helped in your development as a leader, your personal and professional
characteristics, your personal and professional barriers and how you managed or
overcame them, your styles and practices as a woman leader may also be useful to the
Seventh-day Adventist church, in general, and to Adventist schools and other women,
in particular.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
In this study, I intend to address key issues pertaining to the current inconsistencies
between the number of females attending our universities and possibly employed there, to
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the few that would actually ever attain presidency at an Adventist HEI. The overall
purpose of this study is to examine how the few women leaders have broken the glass
ceiling and risen to presidency in Adventist HEIs. The research questions are the
following: 1. What personal and professional relationships and enduring experiences
influenced the development of the women who have served as presidents in Adventist
HEIs? 2. What personal and professional characteristics enabled these women to serve as
presidents of Adventist HEIs? 3. What personal and professional barriers have those
women experienced and how have they managed them? 4. What are the leadership styles
and practices of women leaders in Adventist HEIs? 5. What advice would these women
leaders give to other women who aspire to become leaders at AHEIs?
WHAT IS THE LOCATION OF THE STUDY?
I would like to conduct the interviews in your geographic location at a time
and location that is convenient to you.
WHAT IS THE DURATION OF THE STUDY?
My intent is to conduct at least one interview with you, which could last
from 60 to 90 minutes, or longer based on your time and availability. A second
interview may be conducted for 30 minutes through online or phone at your
convenience if there is anything that needs to be clarified.
WHAT IS MY ROLE IN THIS STUDY?
In this study, six things will be asked of you:
1. You will be asked to answer questions. Your responses will be audio
recorded and transcribed verbatim and treated as raw data during the
analysis process.
2. In an effort to capture your experiences during your presidency, I would
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like to secure your assistance in helping me acquire some documents.
These could mean any written record of speeches curriculum vitae; books,
articles, and other documents you have written; magazine, articles written
about you by Spectrum, Adventist Review, Adventist World, and other
magazines; your biography or autobiography; and/or other documents you
may deem relevant to my study.
3. If you are currently serving as president, I will observe/shadow you as you
do your functions as president for at least two days.
4. I will ask you to fill out a demographic survey profile sheet.
5. I will ask you also to answer the Leadership Inventory Profile-Self.
6. I will take a picture with you.
ARE THERE ANY RISKS INVOLVED IF I PARTICIPATE?
There are no known risks or ill effects from participating in this study. In addition,
the interview/s will be conducted in settings that are comfortable and convenient for you.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS IF I TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY
Your participation in this study will provide valuable information for the world
church because so few women have served as presidents at our higher education
institutions. It therefore seems useful to examine your experiences and that of other
women like yourself to uncover the factors that contributed to your being able to break
the glass ceiling.
DO I HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?
Your participation in this research is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at
any point in the study, for any reason, without prejudice from the researcher.
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WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT I GIVE?
Though your profile will be part of my paper, and your responses will
be stored as raw data on my computer (since some parts will be used directly in
quotes in the discussion of findings), your name will not be attached to these
quotes. Instead, you will be assigned a number (for example, President 01,
President 02, etc). No one except me will know which number is assigned to
each participant. That way, your direct quotes will not be linked to your profile
or responses. In addition, I will send you a transcription of our interview/s and
the discussion section that is related to you for your review and comments.
Ultimately, my dissertation will be stored in the AIIAS library. Further
use may be made of it in whole or in part in academic journals or books but
with your consent. However, no information that is harmful to you, your
position, or your reputation will be reported in the study.
WILL I RECEIVE COMPENSATION FOR TAKING PART IN THIS
STUDY?
There is no financial compensation for you as a participant in this study. In
addition, if you are interested, a completed copy of the dissertation will also be presented to
you. Overall, my gratefulness for your contribution in this academic exercise is
immeasurable.
WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
In case you have any questions before agreeing to participate in this study,
during or after participating in this study, feel free to contact me at 334 233 8962
or email me at josephn@aiias.edu or nadineajoseph@hotmail.com or add me on
skype: nadine.a.joseph.
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WHAT ELSE DO I NEED TO KNOW?
Unless you are interested in knowing more about my paper, there is
nothing else about this study that I can share.
By affixing your signature below, you are stating that you have read the
above statement of informed consent and agree to participate in this study, that
your questions about procedures and/or purpose of the study have been
satisfactorily answered, and that you will receive a copy of this consent form to
keep for future reference should you desire it.
Printed Name of Participant

_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________
Signature of the Participant

_________________________
Date

________________________________________
Signature of the Researcher

_________________________
Date
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APPENDIX D
CONTENT OF FIELD NOTES

Date

Jotting(s)/ Key
Word(s)

Organized

Detailed Descriptions
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I felt that organization from
the time I walked into the
meeting. There, her secretary
handed me a folder. That
folder contained all the
documents I had requested
from the participants of the
study to be part of my data
collection.

Personal Feelings
I am really impressed
with that level of
organization

Analytic Ideas and Inferences
I was really impressed with how
organized the president was. She had
everything well written so that if
anyone had to take over her position
tomorrow they can execute her plan
without glitches. She had carefully
drawn a physical master plan and
strategic plans for the university. That
included all areas that needed to be
upgraded to the modern facility she had
already created in the five years for
which she served as president
I again recognize organization when we
walked around campus. The
participant’s eye for detail, and modern
taste was obvious. All the
improvements that had been done under
her supervision were classy and state of
the art (again, I say modern). One could
see that what was being done was not

Planner

The participant had
everything planned out in
strategic step by step format.
She used that to guide how
she executed the plans she
had while serving as
president.
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I always thought being
a planner in my
personal life was a
good thing. I like to
plan ahead and usually
plan as if money was
not a hindrance. It was
comforting then I
realized that the
participant did the
same thing in her
professional life.

haphazard because it seemed to fit so
beautifully with the rest of the campus
During our interview, the participant
was able to show me visual
representation of some of the ideas and
concepts she was speaking about. She
informed that she usually planned ahead
and without financial limitations and in
the eventuality when funds became
available, she was able to execute her
plans.

Note. From "First Steps in Qualitative Data Analysis: Transcribing," by J. Bailey, 2008, Family Practice, (25)2, pp. 127-131.

APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW GUIDE
Question 1 – Personal and professional relationships and experiences that
contributed to the development of women leaders at AHEIs.
(a) Who was the most influential person in your development toward leadership?
(b) In what way has this person inspired you to become a leader? Will you please
relate some experiences you had with the person?
(c) Was there an incident/s in your childhood/adolescence that made you aware of
your leadership potential and heightened your interest to become a leader? If
so, will you please tell me about it or them?
(d) Are there stories about you when you were a child or young girl? Would you
like to share some of those with me?
(e) How was your attitude toward school? What factors helped you love or hate
school?
(f) What training in school prepared you for leadership?
(g) Did you have a mentor when you were a student? In what ways did he/she
helped you?
(h) Have you had a mentor in the workplace? In what ways has she/he helped
you?
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(i) Have you had network opportunities and support that have assisted you as a
leader? If so, what are these? In what ways have they assisted you?
(j) What role do you think has societal or organizational culture played in your
appointment to leadership?
Question 2 – Personal and professional characteristics that have contributed to the
rise of women leaders to the presidency at AHEIs and have impacted their
leadership.
(a) How would you describe yourself?
(b) What personal characteristics do you possess that have contributed to your rise to
leadership?
(c) How about your professional characteristics?
(d) How do you think your personal and professional characteristics impacted your
leadership?
Question 3 - Personal and professional barriers these women leaders have
experienced and how they have managed them.
(a) What personal barriers have you experienced in your leadership? How have you
managed them?
(b) What professional barriers have you experienced in your leadership? How have
you managed them?
(c) Have you been advantaged or disadvantaged as a leader because of your gender?
Can you share some experiences? As you reflect on these experiences now, what
could you have done under those situations?
Question 4 – Leadership styles and practices of women leaders at AHEIs.
(a) What leadership styles and practice did you use during your leadership?
(b) What is your philosophy as a leader?
(c) What are your unforgettable experiences as a leader?
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(d) Were there incidents when you could say you did well as a leader? Will you
please describe these incidents? What were your reflections after that/ those
incidents?
(e) Were there incidents when you thought you could have done better? Will you
please describe those incidents? How differently could you have addressed them?
Question 5 – Advice for aspiring Women Leaders
(a) What advice would you give to other women who aspire to become presidents at
AHEIs?
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APPENDIX F
DEVELOPMENT OF CATEGORIES AND THEMES

Research
Question
1

Theme 1
Influential persons in
leadership development

Categories
Parents as the most
influential persons

Illustration of Codes
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I credit my parents. My parents gave me very good
self-esteem. I always felt very loved. I was
confident. I felt confident. I always had good selfesteem, so I never felt like I’m less than anybody
else, or that I’m more than anybody. (President 04,
Folder 4, p. 14)
Both of my parents were influential in my
leadership development actually. My mother
however was possibly most influential. (President
05, Folder 5,
p. 1)
I think it was my father. He was an administrator.
(President 01, Folder 1, p. 1)
My mom too, but mostly my father (President 04,
Folder 4, p. 1)
I would say my father. My father, because he was a
very active person (President 06, Folder 6, p. 1)

Husbands as influential
and supportive

My husband encouraged me to complete my studies
and supported throughout (President 02, Folder 2,
p. 2)
My husband was influential in my leadership
development by his example of leadership and his
fight for ideals. (President 03, Folder 3, p. 1)
My husband encouraged me to apply for the
position of president. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 8)

1

Role models

My teacher helped me discover what I wanted to do
in life. President 03, Folder 3, p. 4-5)
Many persons in my family, on both sides, were
teachers. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 4).
The president of my union was a wonderful coach. I
think he modeled leadership. (President 05, Folder
5, p. 3).
I looked up to them because of the way they worked
and how they prepared themselves for
administrative meetings. (President 02, Folder 2, p.
2)

1

Predominantly male
mentorship

No, I never had a mentor. It is a big regret for me.
(President 06, Folder 6, p. 6)
The most influential persons were mentors through
college. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 1)
The chairperson of my department when I was in
undergraduate studies was one of my mentors. He
recommended me for my first full scholarship.
(President 04, Folder 4, p. 7)
A new administrator at my school. I worked with
him on some major projects. He identified me for a
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1

top administrative position.…Most of my mentors
have been male. I think they identified me as
someone who had the qualities for leadership.
(President 04, Folder 4, p. 1)
1

Acknowledgement of
God’s leading
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I wholeheartedly believe that God places you where
He wants you to be. (President 02, Folder 2, p. 8)
When I had to make the most difficult decision was
when they called me to be the president of my
institution. I was a little bit fearful because I had
always known that there were no other women who
had been a president of that institution. They had
always been males. Twice, I denied. I did not want
to accept the call, but the third time I decided to
consult with God because maybe—at that point I
realized that was what he wanted me to do. I told
Him, ‘If you want to do that type of work, then help
me do this.’ I had to have had the assurance from
God that this was what He wanted me to do.
(President 03, Folder 3, p. 1, 6-7)
I think that I can see how God shaped my journey,
and that’s probably—but even at that time, I wasn’t
thinking I was going to be a president or a leader. I
just wanted to be a professor. (President 04, Folder
4, p. 7)
I mean, my thought was, with God, everything is
possible. I know that probably I will be able to do it,
but God is there, and with Him, it’s possible. I said,
‘Okay, why not?’…. If He calls me, He will
provide. This is how I have always been in

Research
Question
1

Theme 2
Childhood antecedents of
leadership potential

Categories
Leadership potential in
early childhood

leadership. Not because I planned it, not because I
wanted it. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 3)
Illustration of Codes
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I was the student body president and also captain of
the hockey team. (President 05, Folder 5, p. 2)
In college, when we were given an assignment for a
group assignment, then we would sit at a round
table, and nobody would speak. I would
immediately say, ‘Okay. We’ll schedule this, and
we’ll schedule that. I’ll do this, and we’ll do this.
Tomorrow, we’ll meet again.’ I would just take the
lead and start talking because nobody else was
doing it. Yeah, I guess I was like that. [Chuckle]
(President 02, Folder 2,
p. 4)
We always had groups, but I also always had a few
girlfriends that we were always together in a group.
We would plan things, but I would also tell them,
for example, ‘Tomorrow we will all come. Our
hairdo will be this way.’ [Laughter] The next day,
the four of us would come with the same hairdo.
(President 03, Folder 3, p. 24)
I was in the second grade, I had come second in
my class of 68. I went to my dad, said, ‘Daddy,
Daddy, I just came second out of 68.’ He said,
‘ell, that’s great, but why didn’t you come
first?’ People will say, ‘Oh, your dad was so
mean.’ He wasn’t mean. What he was saying to
me was, ‘If you can come second, work a little
bit harder and come first.’ I think first is the

leadership role. First is stay in the top group. I
was always remembering that you belong first
or you belong second, or you belong in the top
group. Leaders, I believe, are from the top group.
(President 04, Folder 4, p. 3)
Never, no, no. I have never been aware of leadership
potential. The fact that I have been in leadership, I
really think that it was God’s plan for me. (President
06, Folder 6, p. 2)
1

Positive attitude toward
school and education
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Research
Question
1

Theme 3
Academic qualifications
and leadership experiences

Categories
Academic qualifications

I never had any negative thoughts toward school
though I viewed it as “something you did.” I also
found pleasure in helping my teachers. (President
01, Folder 1, p. 3)
School was great! I would always try to beat my last
semester’s grade. I was always competing against
myself. (President 01, Folder 1, p. 4)
I loved school. I always loved school. I always
loved to learn. I always loved to read. (President 04,
Folder 4, p. 4)
I loved school. I enjoyed learning, but I also just
enjoyed the dynamics I think of school and what
opportunities I could see that opening up for me.
(President 05, Folder 5, p. 3)
Illustration of Codes
When I held one of my previous jobs before being a
president, I made a quantum leap promotion from
being a newly tenured faculty member to that
administrative position. I was never a department

Leadership experiences
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Research
Question
2

Theme 4
Shared personal and
professional characteristics

Category
Women had good
interpersonal skills

chair. I was not even a dean. All of a sudden, I
jumped over all of that and landed an administrative
position. (President 04, Folder 4, p. 30)
What I would say is that at the right time, you will
know what to do. When the doors open, say yes.
I’ve never turned down any opportunity. (President
04, Folder 4, p. 29-30)
When I held one of my previous jobs before being a
president, I made a quantum leap promotion from
being a newly tenured faculty member to that
administrative position. I was never a department
chair. I was not even a dean. All of a sudden, I
jumped over all of those and landed in an
administrative position. I was thinking, ‘Can I do all
these?’ I thought, ‘Yes, of course. Yeah, I can do it.
God has given me the ability.’ (President 04, Folder
4, p. 30)
Usually, when I receive a call into the church, I
never say no. I don’t know if it’s good, but when I
have been called, my answer is always yes because
it’s not me, this is God. If He calls me, He will
provide. This is how I have always been in
leadership. (President 06, Folder 6, p. 3)
Illustration of Codes
I smile a lot; because of that, I usually make people
feel comfortable in order for them to be successful.
It takes away barriers of communication because
people feel, ‘I can work with her.’ The smile also
helps people to be reasonably relaxed so they do not

take criticism or negativity too hard. (President 02,
Folder 5, p. 5)
I think that I have good personality skills. I’m very
friendly. I think you have to know how to work with
people well, and being friendly and warm helps. I do
really like people. I feel like I like people genuinely,
and I try to be authentic with people. (President 03,
Folder 4, p. 9)
I like getting along with people. I think I have good
interpersonal relation. I hug and I kiss a lot, and I
just pray a lot with people. That has helped me in
my leadership. People were very important for me.
(President 06, Folder 1, p. 9)
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2

2

Women leaders were
enthusiastic.

Yes. I am an active person. I was also very active. I
guess this played a role. (President 01, Folder 6, p.
4)
Professional. I’m usually talked about as being very
enthusiastic. . . . I was always enthusiastic about my
work and passionate about it. I think that came
through. (President 04, Folder 4, pp. 10, 29)
Energetic—I’m very energetic. I don’t waste time. I
do not waste time. (President 01, Folder 1, p. 9)

Women leaders were
organized.

Do you know—what I did, I develop a strategic
plan. I need a strategic plan. I had a plan for each
employee with dates, superiors, when he/she would
complete his/her MBA, how many years after they
would complete their PhD, etcetera, etcetera. I had a
plan for each of them. (President 01, Folder 6, p. 30)

I’m definitely a planner. I plan everything out. I
would say first of all, I’m a visionary. I have the
vision. Then I try to plan out in actionable steps how
I would operationalize or implement the vision. I do
get things done. (President 03, Folder 4, p. 24)
I’m very organized. Very detailed. I am very keen to
what’s happening around me. (President 05, Folder
2, p. 8)
2

Women leaders were
visionaries.
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Research
Question
3

Theme 5
Personal barriers

Categories
Personality challenges

I think the combination of being a visionary with
being able to follow through, all the follow through
on details. (President 02, Folder 5, p. 5)
I would say I’m a bit of a visionary. Yeah, being
visionary, getting folks to buy into the vision; that’s
really, really very important as well. You have some
leaders who are visionaries, but they don’t get things
done. You have some folks who get things done, but
they can't really create an exciting future. I think I
have the gift, and I thank God for this, of bringing
both things together where I’m able to talk about a
great vision for the future, articulate it, dream it,
share it. I can also step-by-step get things done.
(President 03, Folder 4, p. 12)

Illustration of Codes
I don’t like anyone to micro-manage me. If I’m in a
position of confidence, let me do my job. I had that
barrier in my leadership. (President 03, Folder 1, p.
11)

Family obligations

3

Family obligations
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3

Yes. My personality also is a problem in leadership
because I usually focus on those who are willing to
move. If you are ready, I move with you. I will do
all I have to do to get there, even though people
don’t follow me. (President 05, Folder 6, pp. 11-12)
Being a mother of little ones at the time, I had to
take them to school and go back to work.
Sometimes, that was a little problem because I really
needed to be in meetings, but I had to run and get
them from school. Sometimes, I sacrificed them by
not going to pick them up on time. I really feel bad
about that right now and felt like I shouldn’t have
done that. I should’ve just stopped what I was doing
at work and go pick them up, but I was so
committed to the task at hand that I would even do
that. I sacrificed hat special time with them calling
them to say, ‘I have to pick you up later.’ (President
04, Folder 2, p. 12)
Even being a mother—being a mother as well as
being a wife—My husband also has a leadership
role. These are lots of different roles that you're
playing. Can you be a good mother and be a good
president? Can you be a good wife and be a good
president? You're playing a lot of different roles
here. How do you juggle roles and make them
work? (President 01, Folder 4, p. 16)
I find myself doing double duty. I find myself doing
the traditional male role, which is being a college
president; but also still doing my role at home
because I'm a woman. I want to do certain things at
home. What I learnt during that time was to get

Research
Question
3
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3

3

Theme 6

Categories

Professional barriers

Lack of female leaders

Professional barriers

Lack of female leaders

Expectations of failure

more help. I asked for more help. (President 01,
Folder 4, p. 17)
I served for quite a few years but had to eventually
resign because a family member fell ill. I left the
presidency because I needed to take care of them.
(President 02, Folder 4, p. 23)
Illustration of Codes
I think at first it was a little bit difficult when we
had to go to boards and meetings. We all had to
travel. I was the only female, and all the others were
men, but I always thanked God. As time went by,
they would start integrating me more in their group.
I always tried to be at their same level there. I think
they felt bad about being with me than me with
them. (President 02, Folder 5, p. 10)
Oh, it has been [laughs]—it has been very
challenging. In some committees, I was the only
lady. Only lady leading the committee around only
men. Let me tell you, I don’t know if it’s good or
bad. In front of me people were very respectful.
Maybe because of the position I held. (President 05,
Folder 5, p. 24)
In many situations I’ve been in, I’ve been one of a
few women, or in some cases the only woman.
(President 01, Folder 4, p. 15)
A professor came to my office and told me, ‘Who
would’ve told me that a female would be directing
me? ’I asked him, ‘How do you feel?’ He thought
for a little bit, and then he said, ‘I feel okay.’ Then I

3

Expectations of failure
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Incongruent gender role
3

told him, ‘Then forget the fact that I’m a female
then, because if only thinking that I’m a woman will
make you feel bad, then don’t even think about that
then.’ (President 02, Folder 3, p. 7)
I remember one time that one of the toughest, most
forceful faculty members on campus, after six
months of my being elected president, came into my
office and directly said to me, ‘You know what? I
thought you weren’t going to be able to make it, but
I’m glad that you’re my president. You know what
you are doing. You have my support.’ I said: ‘Wow.
Coming from you, that means a lot to me. Thanks!’
(President 04, Folder 3, p. 6)
Something else. I don’t know if it was a barrier,
because I didn’t feel it. [Pause] When I arrived at
the university, people were very doubtful. Very
doubtful. Some months later, about a year or so,
they came to see me. They told me, You know,
when you arrived here, we really don’t believe that
you would have been able to do something,
especially because this is a very challenging place.
You are the total opposite of the previous president,
and he didn’t succeed, so we couldn’t see how—we
didn’t see how you could succeed. (President 05,
Folder 6, p. 17)
I had to take up preaching appointments from time
to time as a president. I was asked on many
occasions, to wear a hat in order to preach. I
remember one time I was even asked to speak on the

Incongruent gender role
3
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3

Initial negative reaction of
male and female
colleagues

3

Initial negative reaction of
male and female
colleagues

lower platform because I am a woman. (President
06, Folder 5, p. 6)
I have had men say to me is—I remember once
there was a man who had walked out after I had
spoken. ‘All I can think of when you’re up there was
that’s a woman up there.’ He said, ‘Next time, I may
be able to listen to what you say.’ (President 06,
Folder 5, p. 6)
When I used to preach, I felt that God would help
me out in my preaching, and people really up to
now—they tell me, ‘Oh, I remember when
you preached about that.’ People remember even
what I spoke about. I think that’s one of—I think
that's one of my satisfactions. (President 03, Folder
1, pp. 15-16)
I didn’t think we had problems really. At the
beginning I felt like they were a little hesitant. Like
they were not sure what to expect. The person who
served as the president before me was now one of
the professors. He really behaved really well. He
really supported my leadership. (President 01,
Folder 4, p. 23)
I never had any problem with leading men. Most of
them were very positive. I’ve heard comments
having men and women in the team really have
made the team much stronger. I have commented on
the fact that it’s often women who posed the biggest
challenge, in my experience. It was actually women
who have said to me later, ‘I wasn’t sure how it
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would be working with you,’ but yeah, you are a
good president. (President 04, Folder 5, p. 7)
Most of the men were very open and supportive.
They may have had concerns about me initially but
over time they respected my work. Some women on
the other hand expressed that they were concerned
about my leadership capabilities because they had
been accustome4 with having males as their leaders.
(President 06, Folder 5, p. 7)
I don’t feel like I’ve had pushback from men. I think
people respect good leadership, and maybe it’s
because I’m in a Christian context. I don’t know, but
I haven’t had pushback because people are men. At
least I haven’t felt it. I think if you’re a good leader
and they respect your leadership, you can have that.
There could be the occasional male who has a sense
of male ego or male pride and may not want a
woman saying certain things to them. I haven’t quite
run into that that I can remember, so it’s not been a
dominant issue for me. (President 06, Folder 4, p.
18)
Research
Question
3

Theme 7

Categories

Managing barriers

Strategies used to deal
with barriers

3

Managing barriers

Strategies used to deal
with barriers

Illustration of Codes
Well, I had support from my board. I would always
keep them informed of what was happening. My
reports to them on a yearly or semi-yearly basis
were always what’s happening in the university.
(President 04, Folder 2, p. 13)
Before the committee I spent a very long time with
God and I said, Lord, am I making a mistake? Just

talk to me and tell me what you are thinking.
(President 05, Folder 6, p. 24)
Research
Question
4

4

Theme 8
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Categories

Illustration of Codes

Mixed leadership styles

Overlap of transformation
and servant leadership
approaches

Mixed leadership styles

Overlap of transformation
and servant leadership
approaches

I guess it’s listening to people, giving them an
opportunity to grow, let them express themselves
but always with respect. (President 05, Folder 1, p.
13)
I really love that. I like that. I like to listen, and I
like the opportunity. (President 05, Folder 1, p. 13)
I sometimes help people to sense vision or enable
the team in their overall vision. (President 04,
Folder 5, p. 8)
I lead from the front. That is somewhat
transformational or visionary. (President 04, Folder
5, pp. 7-8)
I would say first of all, I’m a visionary. I have the
vision. Then I try to plan out in actionable steps how
am I going to operationalize or implement the
vision. (President 06, Folder 4, p. 24)
When I want things to get done, I not only tell the
people, ‘Go do it,’ I go ahead of them and open the
road for all of us to reach what the goal is.
(President 01, Folder 3, p. 9)
I think, for me—and I’ve heard that comment from
other people saying, and the comment has gotten to
me, but I still hear it—that integrity. Integrity. What
I say, I do. (President 05, Folder 1, p. 7)
One of a leader’s basic responsibility is to ensure the
organization’s smooth running and that everyone

has equitable responsibilities for their areas of work.
That I did, and I believe I did it well. It is like a
puzzle. Everyone is responsible for a piece of the
puzzle. (President 03, Folder 2, p. 17)
Elements of servant
leadership

4

Elements of servant
leadership

4

Participative/democratic
approach

4

Participative/democratic
approach
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4

Communication. I was communicating with them,
meeting them, having meeting with them and
explain things. Explaining to them my views and my
view and my strategy and my desire, my goal for
this university. Yes, I was trying to communicate
with them to develop very good relationship with
them, also. (President 05, Folder 6, p. 17)
I was committed to employees’ improvement.
Human capital—human capital development. I was
very happy when I was looking at my strategy plan
to see the progress that we were doing. Yeah, this
was a source of satisfaction. To see how the
employees was making progress in their personal
training. (President 02, Folder 6, p. 31)
I think just the fact that I’m always looking for
possibilities in people. That’s my natural instinct.
(President 04, Folder 5, p. 5)
I like to give everybody opportunities to participate
in ensuing discussions on an issue. (President 03,
Folder 2, p. 8)
The results that I obtain—I like to share it with
everyone, with all of those that have worked and
have fought for that same goal. They should—I
want them to feel a part of the success once we
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reach it. I want them to be part of it. (President 01,
Folder 3, p. 5)
We have an administrative retreat every August, and
we set our goals for the year. We talk about our
goals, what we’ve accomplished the year before. All
of the vice presidents’ goals, by the way, they are
linked to the strategic plan, so that everything that
they’re doing is making the whole institution better.
Everything that I’m doing is making the whole
institution better, okay. (President 06, Folder 4, p.
24)
I remember that I sat on committees for each area. I
was working with different committees. Each
decision was coming from the committees. If we
didn’t have a committee decision, I could not do
something. It was democratic, but [pause] also, a
big part of my leadership was is that I always
function with my heart. (President 02, Folder 6, p.
28)
4

Elements of androgynous
leadership

4

Elements of androgynous
leadership

I’m not one to be afraid to say, ‘No, we’re not gonna
do it that way.’ I do have very strong feelings about
things. This is my administration.
Sometimes you need to be a little forceful because
you have something very important coming up and
everyone’s help is needed to get prepared for it.
(President 06, Folder 4, p. 25)
Yes, absolutely, sometimes you had to be somewhat
autocratic. So this was also a part of my leadership.
In those places you have to be like this because if
you don’t you won’t get anything done. [Pauses] Oh

yes, yes. You need to push people sometimes. When
they don’t want to move you need to move forward
and to pull them, you know. (President 03, Folder 2,
p. 14)
Well, I feel like I’m democratic, but if it’s not the
way I want to go, I can say, "No, I don’t want to go
that way.” I think you have to be clear. When you’re
the president, you’re putting your stamp on things;
your signature on things. (President 06, Folder 4, p.
25)
Elements of situational
leadership

4

Elements of situational
leadership
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4

Research
Question
5

Theme 9
Preparation

I like the democratic one, but sometimes I cannot
use that style and I have to become autocratic. If I
see that one doesn’t work, then I use the other. On
some occasions, I have been laissez-faire. I know
that certain people are going to do a good job. The
one that I really like the most is the democratic one.
(President 01, Folder 4, p. 18)
When it’s something that it’s affecting the university
per se, like our accreditation or something, yeah.
You need to be a little more direct, and out for
results, and be more forceful—so it depends on the
situation. (President 03, Folder 2, p. 15)

Category

Illustration of Codes

Preparedness through high
academic qualifications
and relevant experiences

Focus on the ways of preparing yourself to be ready
for that or other things that may come along that
give you opportunity to serve and be challenged at
the same time. (President 01, Folder 5, p. 9)

5

Preparation

Preparedness through high Do your best work every day. Someone will notice
academic qualifications
you; will identify you as someone who has ‘the right
and relevant experiences
stuff’; and hopefully will mentor you as well to get
into these roles. (President 05, Folder 4, p. 29)

Research
Question
5

Theme 10

Category

5

Connectedness with God

Connectedness with God

Connectedness with God
and readiness to respond
to His call
Connectedness with God
and readiness to respond
to His call

Illustration of Codes
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When the door opens say yes; even if you don't
know what you’re really doing, God will show you.
You will learn. Be a quick learner. Keep learning.
(President 05, Folder 4, p. 30)
At some point, you will need that experience or God
wouldn’t be giving it to you. I’d say have a strong
faith in God. I’ve always believed that God had a
plan for my life. I couldn’t see when I was at my
undergraduate university, when I was even at my
job before becoming president. I couldn’t see that
I’d be going all the way here, but God had a plan,
and one day at a time, step by step he was opening
doors. He was preparing me, and so when the time
came, I was ready. (President 05, Folder 4, p. 30)

APPENDIX G
SUMMARY OF THEMES AND CATEGORIES

Theme 1: Influential persons in leadership development
Category 1: Parents as the most influential individuals
Category 2: Husband as influential and supportive
Category 3: Role models
Category 4: Predominantly male mentors
Category 5: Acknowledgement of God’s leading

Theme 2: Childhood antecedents of leadership potential
Category 6: Leadership potential in early childhood
Category 7: Positive attitude toward school and education

Theme 3: Academic qualifications and leadership experiences
Category 8: Academic qualifications
Category 9: Leadership experiences
Theme 4: Shared personal characteristics
Category 10: Women had good interpersonal skills
Category 11: Women are enthusiastic
Category 12: Women are organized
Category 13: Women are visionaries
Theme 5: Personal barriers
Category 14: Personality challenges
Category 15: Family obligations
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Theme 6: Professional barriers
Category 16: Lack of female leaders
Category 17: Possible expectation of failure
Category 18: Incongruent gender role
Category 19: Initial negative reaction from male and female colleagues
Theme 7: Managing barriers
Category 20: Strategies used to deal with barriers
Theme 8: Mixed leadership styles and practices
Category 21: Overlapping elements of transformation and servant leadership
Category 22: Elements of servant leadership
Category 23: Elements of participative/democratic leadership
Category 24: Elements of androgynous leadership
Category 25: Elements of situational leadership
Theme 9: Preparation
Category 26: Preparedness through high academic qualifications and relevant experiences
Theme 10: Connectedness with God
Category 27: Connectedness with God and readiness to respond to His call
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APPENDIX H
TRIANGULATION MATRIX
Research
questions
What factors
influenced the
development of
the women who
have served as
presidents at
AHEIs?

1
Interview

2
Documents such
as CV,
demographic
profile survey,
biography/
autobiography,
others

What personal and
professional
characteristics
enabled these
women to serve as
presidents at
AHEIs?

Interview

Documents the
participants
wrote about
themselves and
those written
about them

What personal and
professional
barriers have these
women leaders
experienced and
how have they
managed them?

Interview

What are the
leadership styles
and practices of
women leaders at
AHEIs?

Interview

What advice
would these
women leaders
give to other
women who aspire
to become leaders
at AHEIs?

Interview

Data sources
3
Literature on the
development of
leaders.

4
Myself as
researcher

5

Literature on the
personal and
professional
characteristics of
leaders.

Myself as
researcher

Observation

Documents

Literature on the
personal and
professional
barriers women
leaders face and
how they manage
or overcome them.

Myself as
researcher

Documents

Literature on
leadership styles
and practices
associated with
women leaders.

Myself as
researcher

Literature on the
advice of women
leaders to aspiring
women leaders.

Myself as
researcher
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Observation
Leadership
Practice
InventorySelf

APPENDIX I
LEADERSHIP PRACTICE INVENTORY
KOUZES AND POSNER (1995)

Name: ______________________________ Date Filled Out: ____________________
On the next two pages are 30 statements describing various leadership behaviors. Please
read each carefully. Then look at the rating scale and decide how frequently you engage
in the behavior described.
Here’s the rating scale that you’ll be using:
1 = Almost Never
2 = Rarely
3 = Seldom
4 = Once in a While
5 = Occasionally

6=
7=
8=
9=
10 =

Sometimes
Fairly Often
Usually
Very Frequently
Almost Always

In selecting each response be realistic about the extent to which you actually engage in
the behavior. Do not answer in terms of how you would like to see yourself or in terms of
what you should be doing. Answer in terms of how you typically behave—on most days,
on most projects, and with most people. If your leadership role is in the classroom and
school think about how you behave with your colleagues and students. If you work in
reform initiatives at the district, regional or state levels, think about how you behave in
this role. Your responses will be kept confidential.
For each statement, decide on a rating and record it in the blank to the left of the
statement.
To what extent do you engage in the following behaviors? Choose the number that
best applies to each statement and record it in the blank to the left of the statement
1
Almost
Never

2
Rarely

3
Seldom

4

5

6

7

Once
Occasionally Sometimes Fairly
in a While
Often

8
Usually

9

_____1. I seek out challenging opportunities that test my own skills and abilities
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10

Very
Almost
Frequently Always

_____2. I talk about future trends that will influence how our work gets done.
_____3. I develop cooperative relationships among people I work with.
_____4. I set a personal example of what I expect from others.
_____5. I praise people for a job well done.
_____6. I challenge people to try out new and innovative approaches to their work.
_____7. I describe a compelling image of what our future could be like.
_____8. I actively listen to diverse points of view.
_____9. I spend time and energy on making certain that the people I work with adhere to
the principles and standards that we have agreed on.
_____10. I make it a point to let people know about my confidence in their abilities.
_____11. I search outside the formal boundaries of my organization for innovative ways
to improve what we do.
_____12. I appeal to other to share an exciting dream of the future.
_____13. I treat others with dignity and respect.
_____14. I follow through on the promises and commitments that I make.
_____15. I make sure that people are creatively rewarded for their contributions to the
success of our projects.
To what extent do you engage in the following behaviors? Choose the number that
best applies to each statement and record it in the blank to the left of the statement
1
Almost
Never

2
Rarely

3
Seldom

4

5

6

7

Once
Occasionally Sometimes Fairly
in a While
Often

8
Usually

9

10

Very
Almost
Frequently Always

_____16. I ask what can we learn when things do not go as expected.
_____17. I show others how their long–term interests can be realized by enlisting in a
common vision
_____18. I support the decision that people make on their own
_____19. I am clear about my philosophy of leadership.
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_____20. I publicly recognize people who exemplify a commitment to shared values.
_____21. I experiment and take risks even when there is a chance of failure.
_____22. I am contagiously enthusiastic and positive about future possibilities.
_____23. I give people a great deal of freedom and choice in deciding how to do their
work.
_____24. I make certain that we set achievable goals, make concrete plans and establish
measurable milestones for the projects and programs that we work on.
_____25. I find ways to celebrate accomplishments.
_____26. I take the initiative to overcome obstacle even when outcomes are uncertain.
_____27. I speak with genuine conviction about the higher meaning and purpose of our
work.
_____28. I ensure that people grow in their roles by learning new skills and developing
themselves.
_____29. I make progress toward goals one step at a time.
_____30. I give my coworkers lots of appreciation and support for their contributions.
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